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The. Strickland showing consists of s_ev~al zones 
.. 
of 
Zn-Pb-C~-Ag mineral..iza.tion ho~ted ·~n a sequence ?f volcanic, 
vo~caniclastic and se.dimentary rocks which · form a coherent 
\ 
belt stretching for 100 km along·· the south coast -- of 
Newfound l.and. The sequ,ence has been metarnor~osed to uppe~ 
gre~nsc9)-st. facies and subjected to inhomogeneous cataolastic' 
# ' . 
deferrtfation·. The mine~alization identified in five principle : 
zones (Main, Bog, SiJ.ver Hill, Coppe_~ and_ .Carrot Brook) is·· 
interpreted to have been · emplaced synvolcanically. Thf~ · 
I <i • \ 
:investigation i~ · c;~cerned. ' with . the identification of 
li thogeoc~emical \signature.s in the host rocks, produced by 
I 
the mineralizing events. 
I 
.. 
f\ total of \ 294 surface and 292 . diamond · drill core 
samples were coll~cted in the Strickl.and area. They. were 
analyzed for Si02, 
I 




were also analysed for Cu, . Pb, 
~/, . · .· 
FeO, MnO, MgO, cao,, . 
'• I ' 
I 
on ignition) . Most 
nd Ag . and . a ..sele~ted _ 
... 
· number of surface samples -_for Zn, · Sr, Rb, U, Th, Ga and Y; · 
Two statisti.cal appx:oaches were taken in which 
~ 
regressioll techniques were used to generate residual values 
. . ....... ~ 
- ~ . . 
for elements in · an effort to · remove the effects of the rocks' 
. . . . 
primary composition, i.e. to define anomalies _, rela:ted to 
" . 
mineralization ir.res,Pective of lithology • . In . . the first 
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and contribute'd most to the 
., ·, 
discrimination between ~ithologies, ' 
.th~n used as independent vari~bles in curvilinelt r~gres~'ion 
,. '•' •· • !~ 'f I ~ .. • 
equations with which residual values were calculated. . A 
second mqre ·,·refined approach was taken whe~·e the~ ~ata we~e 
.. 
. 
divided into three groups based ·on lithol~gy. (igneous, 
.. 
se.dimentary and mixed) . : aiJd T i02 (a~ index · of . 
. . ' = .. - . 
differentiation)-was used a -s the independE!nt variaple in 
• . . I 
cut:vilinlar reg~ession . ~qua(-ion_s to generate , resi',duals for . 
the igneod's and mixed groJps. · Anomalous residual ·values 
J \ ·. combined . with an·omal_ou\1 an lyses from the sedimerttary gr.oup 
are referred ~o as· the sebond pass an~~alies:t ·T~e~e wer,~ 
found to. be more effectiv identifying anom lous .. samples 
~- .. 
irrespecti~e o-f lltholog' than plots of the· aw data or 
-
first approach residuals. 
·The surface distr.}P,ut.ion of the anomalies from th~ 
second approacl:l ·tend J to. be in sporadic, elongate, 
strike-parallel clusters .except for a single cluster which 
~ - j • • • • 
stret-ches -southeast acro·ss ., stn.ke from the Copper Zone. It 
I . 
. I \.... ... 1 ~ ... -
is marked by a lithpgeochemical signature typical uf 
I 
' hydrothermal conduits .;as ob-served beneath other :,massive 
sulphide <J,f:!posits (1ositive Si02 · and negative Na20, 
· Al2o3 and CaO anomalies). 'Mineralization, · typically I .. . 
I • . 
silver· rich, associated with carbonate-trernolite gangue 
. I . . 
(Main Zone and e~pecially in the Silver Hill Zone) i ·s marked 
. . . I . 
by persistant positive MgO, cao, FeO and negat~ve Na2o and 
Si02 anomalies. ' 
A horizon 25 m ----tratigraphically below the Sflver_ .!!ill 
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'( -· 
:·a 1 . sfratf.'tor:n J interpreted to 
' • '· • i ~ . , ... . ' 
·· hydrothermal conduit. ' . 
J• 
. . ' 
The " stri~kland· showing is analogous in . some respec~s . ·.~( . . 
Cage, host lithology, mineralization, Pb-,isotopes) to · the 
. ' .. 
Bathurst.' camp of New Brunswick an~~ it .' ·is there~re 
: · rea.sonable t!o specula~e that, as in the B~thur,st. can$, .other 
st-u~ide aqcumulations - lay, as y~~ un~~sc~veJ;e~d ,~ .the_, \ · se~u nee_ of rocks which hosts the sti-icklan6. :~ . . t.__: · '· 
. . d :\l lh-- - ) . ~ 
.When compa·re w t ·91 ally cor~elative. ropk~, those f .,- ·. • 
\ . \ ~ , . . ' ,~ 
' J 
associated ;with 'the d rocks jfelsic. flows in w~~ 
particul~r) are . clearly ~nomalol.isly- low in sodi~m.' The low.. -:· . 
.. ·
: . 
.. ....... ~ -~-- ~ ~- .- ...... • .l"' f "' ' ' .' ' ' '' ' ' ' '''''-.'•'• · · ·· ·''"'1 '1 ' 1 •• •1'-t •t •J 't"1 '1'1 "'1"'1·~~"t"1~ ........ '1' ... 1 ', '~'' 't "-1:"1' ', '' '' ':.,.1 ,,· , , .: ... , . ....... .... ...... ~ ·, ' ·, , • 
· · sodium concentration 9£ the Strickland volcanic~, typi~i'o£''"'·\·~: _·· ·.··"_'.'' '';h·~ ···· 
the host rocks. of many other v:olcanogenic .massive ~~lphicie 
deposits may prove to be a userul 'e.xploration tool in ., 
·-. 
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·l.l ·~ Characteristics of volcano_genic massive sulphide 
. deposits. 
:1.1.1 ~hysical characteristics 
. . 
:.Volca~dgenic massive sulphide depos~ts . ·(v.M.S.) 
• 
share. 
. many similar;.. features which are the pro.duct of their oonunon 
genesis (see recent reviews by Ishihax;a, 1974; Sangs~er_ , 
·' 
19~2a; Scott and Sangs~er, 1976; Franklin~ Lydon · and 
' . I . f 
Sang a ter, 1981 ) ~ They are formed_ by . the eman~ tion. .. onto the 
sea floor of hydrothermal brines, r ,ich' in metal13. · Th~y are 
associated with rock types ranging _: from purely volcanic 
( dom~nantly calc-alkaline and . explosive) · ·· to purely 
sedimentary. They are char~Jeri~tically repre.sente~ · by"'- the . 
. trinity of · {~ a thin chert horizon conformably overlying 
(ii) a stratiform lense of massive base/precious metal· 
sulphides, which· in turn is underlain by ~ii) a funnel 
shaped "stockwork" ~one of . ve"ine~ and disseminated 
mineralization w'ich transects the underlying lithologies. 
(These features an~ others described below are su~rized in 
Figur~ _1.1). 
The ore minerals ~re commonly zonally distributed, with 
chalcopyrite -and ~yrite more concentrated ·near the base ·a~<t 
sphalerite .with ,:9alena concentr~ted towards the top of the ·· 
/ 
s tra ti.form . or~,· body. Some. "Phanerozoic deposits conta~n a 
,, .-. .. , .. . 
I , • ' • ! 
. signific~~-~\~amount of sulphate gangue w~ich may also be 
I . 
' .. 
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Ore zones in situ or transported Footwall rocks 
coarse pyroclastics 
Figure 1.1 
stratiform massive sulphide& 
An idealized cross section showing the main features of a typical volcanogenic massive 
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3 \). ' 
zoned, e.g • . with· stratabound gypsum and anhy~rite towards 
the base and bedded -barite at the top of the ore body 
. (Iza1, 19SO.) .' 
· . The footwall rocks adjacent to· and containing the 
stockwork zone are variably affe~ted by the convecting 
hydrothermal solutions, ·and alteration zon,es a:e produced 
w~ich m~y be rich is silica,' 
Kuroko depos.its, Lambert and 
clays and seric.i. te (e.g. the 
~ 
Sate, 1974) or . chlorite (e.g~ 
'I . 
Canadian Archean deposits, Sangster, -·1972a). In some 
Japa~ese deposits alteration is 
~ 
also observed in the 
hangingwall rocks, presumably caused by the ·continued 
.. ... l 
.circulation of. hy?rothermal solutions after the· mineralizing 
event . and after the depos.i-t: is ·buried (S.angst~:r::• . 1~72") • . The· 
distribution of alteration as~emblages of the Canadian 
·Archean · and Japanese 
,....._ 
Figure L 2 .. • ;-" 
Kuroko deposits are summarized in 
Sate (1972) has suggested that the salinity and 
' . 
temperature '(hence dgn;sity) Of the .ascending metal-bearing 
brines determine the site of sulph;de precipitation. The 
most dense ·ore fluids • flow down-slope from .the source vent 
and precipitate the sulphides in depressions ' at some 
dis.tance from the vent (Type I, Figure 1. 3). 
Ore solutions with an intermediate .. density flow 
down-slope . but 'mix sea water fairly rapidly and with 
. 
precipitate sulphides close to, but · down .... slope from the vent 
(Type .. ua, Figure- 1. 3). Less dense brines . will float up 
from the vent, mix with · sea water, c~>al rapidly and sink, 
' 













































II Sulphide ores 
Kuroko 




K-sp K- feldspar 
Qtz Quartz 
Zeol Zeolite 
Ser Sericite Cris Cristobalite 
Chi Chlor ite (Fe-,Mg-rich) Mont Montmorillonite 
Ser-Mont lnterstratified sericite- montmorillonite clay 
Figure 1.2. An idealized cross section comparing the alteration 
zones associated with Archean (Franklin et al., 1981) 











~ s.a Floor 
Vt1nf Zon• f:~:ft 
Hydroflulrmal sovtion 1§§3 
!'low lln•r 








Sulphidtl nuclt~afion ZDntl 
SfrafiFi«< brin• poa/ 
20•c. 0.5 m Na Cl I st~e~waftlr I 
1>1» I 
' '~ 120•c. 3m NaC/ 
~"'200•C,2mNaCI ./' 200"C, :J.~m NaCI 
.95 1.00 1.05 
D•nsify , g / cc 
Figure 1 . 3. a) Probable behaviours of four types of hydrothermal 
solutions discharging into a sul:rnarine enyironment, defined according 
to their initial temperature and salinity relationships of Figure 
1.3.b. b) Fom::- patterns of density due to the mixing of two NaCl 
solutions (both a and b are from Sato, 1972). 
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(Type lib, Figure 1. 3) . Ascending' brines lighter than aea 
' 
water will 'float up and disperse quickly, depositing a thin 
. 
widespread layer of sulphides far from the vent (Type III, 
Figure 1. 3). 
Near-vent accumulations o( sulphides' may be subject· to 
sl,umptor transportation · down-slope by subaqueous densit.Y 
~ . 
flows. · 'ulphide br~ccias · (sulphide and/or silicate c fasts 
in a sulphide !!latrix)., soft s~din:tent deformation ~tructures 
.· 
arid_ a · iack of ore mineral zonation or · underlying . stockwor:k 
' 
and . alteration zpnes· characterize these t:ransported ore 
dep~sits (Thurlow .and Swanson, 1981), 
Those features of V.M.S. deposits. more ·extensive t;han 
the - massive sulphide ore ' itself( (the chert horizon,· 
-sto~kwork zone and f .ootwali alteration patterns) .are useful 
exp1oration gt!'ides. - ~. 
. -~· Chemical characterist~cs 
zones of · intense alteration beneath relativ~ly 
l . 
0 
strongly metamorphosed V.M.S. unmetamorphosed, an~ev~-~ 
deposits can be identiUed in· routine geological map~ing. 
For example, 
"da l.mationi te" 
the metamorphosed 1 . . I f a terat~on zone o 
-
' . . \ (·knots of chlorite., sericite . and 
\ 
anthophyl.lite) 'beneatp the Miflenbach deposit is not e c,tsi,ly 
missed 
. , 
(Simmons, 1973). f On the · oth~r hand, chemic<:ll 
. alteration Of tl)e hOSt rOCkS. may Vary in in tensi t¥ 1 eo go 
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remain ·constant despite a change in their compos! tion. 
. '. These more subtle· patterns of alteration must be detected by . 
·chemical analysis 6£ . the host i rocks, ie. by 
l l .ithogeochemistry. I I J I . 
'Govett and Nichol (1979) in ~ their review of ' · the 
application of lithogeochemistry in mineral . 'exploration, · 
define lithogeochemistry as '"the determination of the 
chemical 'composition of' bedrock ·material with the ·objectiye · 
of detecting distribution patterns of e.lements that are 
.. t • • 
spatially ···relate<! to mineralization". This . approach is 
ap:J:?}icable o~ ~. ~egi;on~l '• scale to _!dentify broad be.ita of 
rocks with ~ineral p~tential · ~as ~~pposed, t~ belts .which a,re 
barren) or oil a inlne scale (1•.2·. km) to isolat,e· an ar~a 
wit.~n . a. fa·yo~r~ble hor.:i:zon w~ic~ . is p~tentially,_·i:nirlEh .. ~liz~d 
(Govett. and,. Nichol, ,1979). '-- .-
- I 
Numeta,us l'i thqg mical surveys over knownc deposits ' • ~ r 
have been ~uccessf!Jl i o'lltlinin_g element ·enrichment or 
.· 
d.epletion haloes produced by min~ralizing .-events. The · 
results of these surveys are summa·rized in Tables 1 .1 ·and 
1.2 .which are taken, with a few additions, from Govett. and 
Nichol (1979) : ~ron and magnenum ar·e typically · enriched in 
,.. 
the · footwall rocks adjac:~nt to mineralization, whereas 
sodium and .calcium are . typically depleted. Potassium, 
. . 
silica and man·gane~e ·have been reported as ·variably enriched· 
' 
or . depleted in diffe'rent , deposits. . Dispersion . haloes of 
trace elements close to V .M.S. deposits show a concentration 
• . . I - . . 
of ;~:inc ~ and, to a lesser extent, copper . and/or sulphur; 
Barium e.nrichment is a reliable indicator o f proximity to 
,I 
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SUI11na.ry of najor elarent dispersions in relation to 
vol~enic ,rrassive sulphide deposits .. 
(JOOdified frat~..Govett ard Nichol, 1979) 
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Izawa et al. . 
(1978)--
• 
· Kuroko, Japan 
~ & Sato 
(1974) 
Kuroko; Japan 







Payne, et al. 
(1980) -- ' 
. Buchans, canada 




Wahl et al. 
(1975) 















' mineralogy enriched depleted · \.Dlchanged Age 
Chl, Ser, ~ Na, ca Cenozoic 
Zeol, 
~-:·: . 
M::m, Ser, K, .Mg, Ca . 
Ch:J., Kaol Fe, Si. 
Cenozoic 




Cord, ~, Fe, Na, ca, c- · 
.: ~t.ho!Xt Ba Sr 
Qtz, $er, K, Si ca, Fe, ·. Ti, A1 





Chl, Ser, ~, Fe, Na, ca, Paleozoic 
Qtz Si· K 
,Chl, Ser M;J Na, ca. Paleozoic 
' 
,· 
Chl, . Ser, .M;J, Fe Na, ca Al ' Paleozoic 
Qtz (Mn) , (K) (Mn) , (K) 
~; ' · Al, 'ri, . I, ~, Bio, K, Na, .ca, Paleozoic 
Qtz Mn Si Fe .(to-
tal) 
chi,ser ~ Na, ca Paleozoic 
. 
Chl, ser, l>tj, K, · Na, ca Protero-
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.... 
OOI'ES: Chl·,;,. chlorite, Ser = sericite, Zeol = zeolite, MJn = M:lntnor-
illite, Kaol = kaolinite, Qtz = quartz, Cord .= . cordierite, AnthJph = 
~thophyillite, Bio = biotite, Andal = andalusite, Gar = garnet, Kyan 
· = kyanite, Chld • chloritoi~, Carb = cariJ9nate, Actin =: actinoii~, . 
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. . . . • ,--a .""' 
~ of trace-elemmt dispersion in relaticm;l:o 
--volcanogenic massive sulpude deposits · 
(from Govett· and Nichol, 1979) 
Deposit Ore Iirl.nercilogy 
Kuroko ·type, py, cpy, sph, · 
Japan · __...--~¢, bar 
'.. L:mlbert & Sat,o..----~-
(1974) --------
Buchans, Canada 
ThurlCM et· al. 
(1.975) -;- -











Mattabi, canada ' 
Franklin et al, 
fl975) --
Millenbach,Canada 










.. Zn, Cu, Pb 
cu, Zn 
.. ; 
cu~ ·zn, .s 
\ . 
Zn 
East Waite ~' 
Jootel, J?oierier, 
1\gnico-Eagle 
py, sph, epy (po). Zn, CU, S 
Mattabi, · St~n 










OOI'ES: 'f!i = pyrite,. cpy = chalcopyrite, sph = sphalerite,. ga = 
galena, bar = barite, tet = tetrahedrite, bo = bornite, CX1II = covel-
·lite 1 . P? : pyrrhotite 
.. 
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If regional _metamorphism does not significantly affect 
. . ' 
composition of a · rock although the mineral 
. I. . · ~· 
of an alteration zone may change, then the 
of the zone should remain intact and . 
after 
~ 




has indeed· ,'been~ 
deposi~s wl"\ere 
.alteration pipes have been idf!ntified be~ow massiv~ sUlphide 
'deposits ·which have been metamor.phosed ~-o upper .~nschilst 




Hod.gs~rt, 1980 ) • 




1. 2 App:ioaches to ev~luatiri9 lithogeochemical data 
.'l'he identification of alteration haloes in massive ' 
sulphide host' rocks requ~res th~ samples enriched or· 
depleted in gi Vet\ elemel)tS .<anomalOUS samples) be SE7.para ~e4 · 
frOIJ' · ~hose 
' . 
wi t:h · . normal .'(unaltered or backcjr~.und) 
In de~~ing. with · a Jcnc:>w~ . d~pcis.it the change in 
. . . ..... ' 
concentration of a single elem(mt can be evaluated as a 
•/ 
function ~i!~a~ce .. to tJle ore body, e.g. ·increases' of S 
.... 
and As with proximity to the KuroJco ~eposit noted by Izawa, 
.et ~·, (1978). Ratio.s of two or .more elements plotte·d with . 
. ·: 
respect~ distance from -the · .ore body have _ba~ us~d to 
. '· 
' i highlight multi-elem~nt patterns, e.g. the Alteration 
... 
·Index: . 1 
I : 
AI a 100 ·x (MgO + K20)/(Mg0 + CaO + Na20 + K20) proposed by 
' 1- ·• • 
Ishikawa et al. (1976) and used by, Iza~a ,!!:. al. (1978): 
' "" -Zn/Pb ratio of Pwa (1977) 7 Mg/Fe rat·io of Goodfellow ( 1975) 
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12 
Where alteration patte:r:ns might not be so systematic 
·samples 11Jight be arbitrarily divided into groups,.. (or 
populatioqs) on the-~is 'of their location relative to 
' . . t; . 
K.n~ <iOre dep.os1ts. Those close to the deposit are most 
'i~ke.fy.' ·t~ be altered· by the minera~izing event an~ therefore 
I 
be chemically anom~lous. Those sampl.es far from the deposit-
are most likely to represent un_altered or background 
samples. The coilipa-rison · of simple statistical parameters 
.• between t:he two popu_l~tions may show the expect~d ~enrichment 
or depletio_n patterns, e.~ . th~ mean zinc c'oncentrat~ons for 
two sample populations on Cyprus is 8~-~o4 . ppm for the 
anomalous group and 59., 7 ppm for: the . background group 
(·Govett and Pantazis, 1971: Govett, 1972). ~owe~~r, th~ 
.. 
m~ans·. ·of · the two populations : is difference between the 




To. maxi_mize ~the differences between 
the two groups more sophisticat~d computeF based statistical 
- ~ 
·tech~i~es can be used. 
Dis riminant analysis uses the - combined 'covariance of 
-
several . elements ·to generate a function which ' best 
characterizes each group (the anomalous and background 
groups), and a ·sample of . unknown significance may then be 
. ' ~ ' . 
classified _as be~·ong_ing to either the anomalous or 
. .. 
· background population. using thj discriminant. 'functio.ns. For 
· example Whitehead. _. rnd Govet t ( 19,74\ used • discriminant 
functions to .outl.ine a subtle alte-ration halo above and 
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Although discriminant func.tions may be an effective way 
of dealing with . the- geochemical analyses from deposits ' 
hosted in rocks of, fairly uniform l.ithology, most V.M.s. 
deposits occur in association with igneous rocks which range 
in composition from mafic to fel.sic. It might be ne9essary 
· to detect the effects. of hydrothermal 
. . 
alteration 
superimposed on· an andesite by co1_11paring its .chemistry with 
that ·of an unaltered rhyolite. In order 'to do this the 
primary compositi~:mal differences of · the two rocks mus't 
I 
'first be .considered. 
'. 
Regression techniques might use and/or Ti02 as 
; 
. indices to the degree of fractionation of a sample. I · By 
su_btracting the component of an element content QUe · to 
fractionation (estimated by ·the Si02 and/or} Ti02 content 
of a given sample) from the observed element concentration 
' 
of. that sample .a residual element .val.ue l .s generated which 
may reflect the effects of alteration. McConnell ( 197.6) 
.,. 
used ~amples from · unmineral·ized areas - to generate . 
. , 
curvilinear regression equations which expressed the 
. ·. \ . 
behaviour of each · element with 't;espect . to (Si02 
These ~quati~ns were th~n ·used .t\ \generate :lement 
for samples cofi~cted from ~oten~~lly mineralized 
standardizing and combining the r~iduals· .of ~gO, 
'\ . 





alteration related to mineralization previ.ously missed i n 
plots o f the raw data or simple ra.tios (Na20/~20). 
\ 
I . 
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Sopuck et -al. ( 1980) combine~ 
• 
discriminant analysis and resi:'dual 
the use tec~n~ques of both in the 
• interpretation of li thogeochemical data. They used element 
residuals from an area of.,...'known mineralization and from 
· barren ·. areas to generate d~--~criminant-- functions. 
G then 1ft used to 
These we're 
successf1;1lly assign other · samples into 
· min~ralized or · barren gz::oups. They found that the 
~ ' 
discriminant s~res wer.e more useful than the raw data of 
regression,\~esiduals in classifying,~ on a regional scale, 
' 
cycles of · felsic volcanism as potentially mineralized or 
barren. 
·' 
. ' . 
1. 3 · The Strickland showings - a test for lithogeochemistr-y . 
. ' 
/ -
The Strickland prpperty of southwestern Newfoundland 
' affords an excellent opportunity to evaluate 
.. -lithogeocpemical approaches . in a massive sulphide deposit 
which has been subjected to intense deformat~ 
· metamorphism. The mineralization is rich ·in · iron, ·:~ 
. lead, copper and silver and is interpreted to be 
.-. 
·, synvolcanic. It is hqsted in a well exposed sequence of 
sheared, metam~rphose.~ ·and ·moderately dipping vole~ 
volcaniclastic and. sedimentary roc;ks which extend foli 100 km 
along strike. Possibly because of ~he tectonic effect,s few 
of the "stimdard" features of volcanogenic massive 
sulphides,, e.g. mineralized stockwork, pipe-lik,e alt.eration . 
zones, etc. are visually apparent • A graphitic shale 
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15 
horizon intimately associated with the main sulphide body 
iHmits the effectiveness·· of electrical geophysical methods 
· to .detect sulphides along that horizon. 
The · ide~tification of a unique li thogeochemica!' 
signature produced by the m;ineralizing event and more 
extensive than the exposed ore .would provide a useful 










It was -with this aim that this study ' was 
) 
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The Strickland proper~y is located. in the La Poile 
. ~- . River area of southwestern Newfoundland. which · has been 
m~pp~d ~y government and industry geolo.gists ·. (Fig~re 2.1a) 








The geology o 'f the La Poile (110/9) and La ~aile River 
.... . 
(110/16) map areas, as described by Chariton (1978a, 1978b, 
1979a, 1~79b, 1980)' can be described in . terms . of four 
·· structural blocks separated by · three major east-northeast to 
east-trending fault zones (Figure 2 .1b) • From north to 
south, the Cape Ray Fault, the Bay· d 'Est Fault, and the 
Grand Bruit Fault transect ~ terrain of polydeformed and 
metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic . ro~ks which ha~e;been 
generations ·Of granitoid rocks 
.... .. _, . 
l . 
intru;;;t.dd by seve~al 
<_c~orl n, . 1978a, 1980). The stratigraphic and 1ithol~gic 
. sequences of ~be area are summarized in Table 2.1 • 
I 
1 i 
"'-',·:' · 2. 2 · Pretectonic rocks 
\ . 
\ 
2.2.1 Keepings G~eiss _and unnamed gabbro unit 
The · oldest rocks in the 'area are inferre~ to be : the 
r . ' 
• i 



































' Agure 2.ib 

































I' { Table 2.1 
Table of" fol;Tl'lations catq)Ued fran Charlton 





I.A'l:E ~- Equigranular 1 garnet bear-











Coarse grained, equigranular 20 
with rapikivi phases and 
~hyolite dykes . 
Intrusive· contact 
Porphytitic granite, . 
granodiorite 1 nonzodior-
ite, ~z diili.ite 
Fine grained askite . 
granite, grani dyke 
c 
Terrestrial mafic and . felsic · 
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Fig 2.lb . 
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'ol> Fi g :2_.lb . 
Period Formation Lithology . Map 
( · . ' Unit 
. . 
·' 
' BAY 00 OORD •· Semi-pelitic schist 3a -.. 
GmJP Graphitic phyllfte 3b 




O:ru:xJV'ICIAN GABBro· · ~tagabbro 1 mrapyroxeni~ 2 . 
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Cinq Cerf Brook 
Area c::cv~re-d by 
this study 
45' 
GBF Grand Bruit Fauft 
Figure 2 .1. b. Generalized geology of the La.Poile River, LaPoile 
Bally area. aft~ ~ps by Charlton (1978b, 1979b). A key to the tholog~es J.s g~ ven in Table 2 .1 . 
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22 
The Keepings · Gnefss is exposed north of ·the Cape Ray 
Fault and comprises felsic paragneiss and qrthog~~iss . with 
. 
minor amphibolite. ' The metagabbro-metapyroxeni te ; unit . is 
·.exposed in a series of isolated wha~ebj:lck ' outcrops 
stretching -~rom Dolman Cove . northwestward' to 2.5 km south of~ . 
. . ';r' 
,. 
the Cape Ray Fault. Nebulo~s, folded · ·· (cumuiate?·) layering 
. . 
is locally'pres~nt .. fn the gabbro. Charlton (1980) a·uggested 
.' I' 
that these. mafic to ultramafic rocks ' may . ·represent 
I . 
t~cton~cally emplaced fragments of basement material. 
~ 
2.2.2 Metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic 
The metas~dimentary and metavolcanic rocks of the ar 
have }?een .divided into three units; the contemporaneous ... B 
du Nord and L~ Poile G~o~ps and a third sequence termed 
· Dolman 'formation (.Figure 2 .lb). 
t 
2 •. 2.2.1 Bay du Nord Group 
The Bay du Nord Group, whi~h · hosts the St9tickiand 
showings, arcs northe,astward and then east for approximately 
'100 km (Smyth, 1979). The Group extends in a broad 10-15 km 
wide belt through North Bay . . and the headwaters of the La 
. . . 
Po.ile River, bounded t.o the north -by th~ Cape Ra~ Fault and 
to the south by the ·aay d 1Est ~ault (F~e 2.lb). ·rt 
comprises polydeformed and metamorphosed ;.raphitic shale, 
siltstone,· graywac;:ke_, · ·conglomerate, felsic volcaniclasticEJ 
. .J 
and · flows. .' Pelitic to semipelitic schists and migmatitic 
' I • 
.. . 
schists lie within the 2-3 'krn wide shear zone '· associated 
with ~he Cape Ray Fau~t. 
. 
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Dolman formation.by ·Chorlton (1980) and is considered b~ her . 
to be part o.f the Bay du Nord Gro\lp. · It comprises a bel { of 
schi&tos'e crystal-lithic tuff, .feldspar porphY!Y and felsic 
schist which extends to the no.rtheast / from Dolman Cove. 
I 
zi'rcons .from the Dolman formation have yielded a . U/Pb date \ -;-.-=-- . 
of 449 T · 2o Ma · (o'Driscol~ and Gibbons,. 1980). 
' ' The Piglet. Brook Rhyolite, Baggs Hill Granite, and 
several mafic dykes are believed to have _been emplaced 
) 
.-' 
-- . !) 
I • ! . . 
t ' 
du;ring·· the deposition of the Bay· du Nprd vol.canics and ·· 
sediments and ~ave therefore been informally included 'in it 
f • 
1 (Charlton, 19_80). 
The Pigl~t Broo.k Rhyolite- is a series of sugary 
.4 
J 
. rhyolite flows, dyke~ or s 'ills e_mptaced · within the Bay du 
•' . Nord sediments and volcan'ics north of the contact between 
the Bay du Nord Gro~p rocks and the Dolman.formation (F~gure 





radioactive (three to four times regional background count) , · 
··:. The . Baggs Hil~ · Gt:C!.nite . (Cooper, . ·1954) and the a'ssociated 
. network of dykes. and sills is thought to be a subvolcanic 
.stock. It is·;,J,.dd.;lly porphyritic, ·commonly granophy.r .i,c and 
·- ' . / .. 
. . 
grades intb ·an equigranular light-:-coloured .biotite granite 
(Figure 2 .lb) ~ Mafic dykes intrude both tlie Bay. du Nord . , 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks as well as the Baggs Hill 
Granite. .. 
. . . 
· The predominance of metamorphosed shales, greywa_ckes! 
coarse pyroclastics and reworked volcanics haye l ed Charlton · 
(1980) to suggest that the sedimentary and volcanic· rocks of 
· . 
.. ·- ·-
. .. .... ,_( 
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the Bay du Nord Group wer~ deposited in .a fllarine basin, · 
pos~ibly associ~ted with an island arc system. 
I 
.2. 2. 2. 2 The La Poile Group I 
. J-~~ 1 
The I:;a ·· Poile ·Group, thought t .o be c~rrelative wi~th the 
Bay du Nord Group (Chorlton, 1980'),. is · bounded by the Ba:r 
d'Est Fault to the north 1 the Cinq Cerf Complex and Grand 
Bruit; Fault ' to the south and the Chetwynd Granite to the 
east (Figure 2.lb): The La Poile Group has been subdiv~ded 
into . at least two units: the Georges Brpok Fprmation, ~ 
sequence of volcanic and sediment,ary rocks and the Roti 
Granite, a· granitoid instrusion with variable texture and 
compos,ition (Charlton~· 197Ba, 1980). A Silurian zircon 1/Pb 
date of 410 :t 20 Ma for the HaW'ks Nest Pond Porphyry 
(Chorlton, - 1980) suggests. that it not be included in the La 
\ Poile Group ~hich is believed to . be Ordovician and it is 
therefore. described below. The Gear~ · Brook Formation is a 
s·!!quence of subaerial and marine vflcahics ·and associated 
se~limentary rocks which are exposed over much of the area 
underlain by the La · Poile Group. Chorlton (197Ba') n:oted a 
cha~ge in the volcanic component of the Georges Brook 
\ ..1 
Forma'tion with time, and identified three general phas~s of 
volcanism. . ' r 
~ 
, · The earliest phase, exposed in the so~th, consists of ,_ .
fine-grained . rhyolite tuff, felsic to mafic · pyroclastic 
· rocks, floW-banded rhyolite, siltstone, a r kose and pebbly 































I sedim~ntary rocks were -deposited during the second phase of 
. I , . 
.volcanism (Chorlton, · l978a). These rocks occupy the central 
portion of the area underlain by the La Poile Group and are 
richer in sedimentary rocks than. the· first phase. . These 
pass upwar~s(?) . (Chorlton; 1978) to the northwest into rocks 
of the 'third · ·phase 
I 
of volcani sm which produced 
crystal-lithic tuff, sparsely porphyrftic rhyolite, quartz-
and felds'par-porphyry · and . welded tuff'- with intercalated 
sedimentary lenses. 
The Roti Granite forms the southern margin of the La 
Poile . Group (Figure 2 .lb). 
' I 
The main body ·is· a 
. . \ 
medium-grained granodiorite with 
. ' . 
leucogranite or quartz porphyry • 
dykes . of fine-grained 
The rock is genE!rally 
foliated • .. 





i 2~3 ?yntectonic and post-~ectoni~ rocks· 
2.3.1 Biilia~ds Brook formation 
·The Billiards Brook · ~ormation contains the you.ngest 
sequence of vol<:anic and sedimentary rocks in the La Poile 
area. It is a group of subaerial felsic ~nd mafic volcanic 
and associated sedimentary rocks deposited unconformably in 
the ·cape Ray Fault zone. On the basis of field relations, 
Chorlton · (1980) has separated these r .opks from the Bay du 
• .. 
No~d Group_ to which they had originally been assigned 
,. 
(Cooper, 1954). Devonian plant fossils have been identified 
in· the sedimentary strata · (Dorf an~ Cooper , 1943). This 
. f . . 
formation is believed to be correlative with the ·windsor 
Point Group (Brown, 11972; ' Chorlton, 1980). 
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2.3.2 Granitoid rocks 
Several syn- and, post-tectonic -plutons ranging in 
• 
composition from gabbro to granite int~ude the Bay du Nord 
\ ,. 
and La Po~le Groups (Charlton, 197Ba, 1980). The intrusipns 
. I 
in· approximat-e order . . 9f~easing age (based on field 
relation~hips ~ include . rnie ~·ond Gabbro (mafic to 
ult.ra~afic plugs) 1 the ·cin Cerf Compl~x ('a · granodiorite 
' ric~ .in ~etasedimentary and amphibolite inclusions with 
associated dykes - exposed s~uth o~ the Grand Bruit Fault, 
I , . -
( seo Figure 2 .lb) ;. the . weakly schistose and. gneissose 
Northern. Granite (tbnalite, trondhj~mite an~ granoaiorist· :~ . 
the sChi•~?•• Rose Blanche /Grani~e (tonalite a 
• - granodi~ri te ~; the Otter Point Granite (a coarse graine!3 
porphyritic granite): the_ La- Poile Batholith (a iarge body 
of po~phyritic granite to granodiorite, .lithologica~ly 
. . 
similar to the Otter· Point Granite); the H.~wks Nest Pond 
· Porphyry (a pink-'weathering porphyritic microgranit_e, 
intrusive into the Georges Brook Formation as a sill or 
laccolith which has yielded a U/Pb zircon date of 4lQ ± 
20 Ma (O'Driscoll and Gibbons, 1990); and an unnamed quartz 
. 




Granitoid rocks younger than the Bil,liard Brook· 
,. 
format.ion includer the'Nitty Gritty Broo~ Granite (a pink, 
high_ le~el ! granite with associat~d dykes); an unnamed 
porphyritic\, granite to m~mzodiori.te (exposed just north of · 
the Cape Ray Fault): the Chetwynd Granite and related 
plutons (an undeformed, coarse grained equigranula~ biotite 
granite with rapikivi phases and rhyolite dykes exp9sed 
.• 
• 
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south of, and truncated by) the Bay d'Est yault; ·· re~ated 
·plutons are exposed north of the Cap~ Ray Fau-lt) (Figure 
2.lb); . and- an unnamed, post-tectonic leucogranite with two 
feld~pars and . two micas which intrudes the Ba,y du Nord 
metasediments and the Dolman formation. 
2 . 4.- Deformation 
f \ 
• 
rhe deformational history of the "~a Poile area has been 
ana,lysed in some detail by Chorlt.on {1978a, 1980), and .the 
major features are summarized below. 
The rocks of the Keepings Gneiss, the Bay du Nord and 
La Poile Groups have· undergone four periods of de~ormation. 
. The · youngerv Bill-i~rds . Brook formation. and granitic 
• I . • 
. intrusions including the Cinq Cerf Complex were affected by 
only· the last two periods of deformation (Chorlton, 1978a, 
1980). 
The first deformation, Dl, p r oduced tight folds and an 
' early schistosity i n the Bay du Nord and La Poile Groups. 
This was accompanied by the · initiation of major 
. . ~ 
sh~ar zones (Cape _Ray, Bay d' Est anP, Grand ~ 
--
The Dl event was partly . responsible for placing' the Bay du 
\.... ' } : 
Nord Group · at a deeper ·" tectonic level than 
Group . _ T.he Keeping during 
the Dl ev~mt. 
. 
The s~cond phas deformation, 02, produced the 
prominent northeast-trending schistosity in the 
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linear fabric (marked by stretched pebbles and aligned, 
I 
prismatic hornblende. crystals) trending northeasterly and 
gently to moderately plun~ing , . parallels. the 02 fold 
hing~s. 
, O~ring 02 shear zones in the1 La (bounded by 
-
• 
1 the Cape Ray and Bay d 1 Est Faults) were active and minor 
. -
folds · were produced .. in the -----~~9-es ~ -~ok Formation 
.. . _(Chorlti~• 1978a, 1980~------------ j · 
• / ·.-- - I 
· · - In the_ Keepl.ngs Gneiss block (north of i the Cape Ray 
1 
. . . - -- . I ~:______--:-~/t,-:one) banding 1a~d granite st~ingers .ere probably 













The deposition of th~ Billiards B formation was 
followed by. the third phase of 
Nord Group and Billiards , Brook 
\ 
in the Bay du 
l 
. 03 was active 
after or during emplacement . of the lat~ plutonic rocks. 
This. phase is characte7ized by drag fol~ing and intense 
- . . \ 
· shearing inside the Cape Ray ~ault zone, and movement along 
. . \ \ 
pre-existing shear zones outside of the Cape, Ray Fault zone. 
I . 
I 
Dip-slip movement along the Cape Ray ·and B~y d 1 Est faults 
uplifted the Bay . du Nord group relative to the La Poile 
Group. 
The affects of 03 on the rocks of the _La Poile blC?ck 
" I . ,, . 
and south of the Grand Bruit Fault are belJ.eved to be 
I 
restricted to shear zones. Similarly, shea~is parallel to 
i 
the Cape Ray Fa·ult in the Keepings G_neiss ~lock may have 
· been active during the 03 ~vent (Chorlton, ' 1980). 
I 
r 
~ The last rec ognizable de~ormat'ion .I event , ·o4, ·~:: . 
inhomogenously affect~d · all the rocks in ___ :~he area and 












































block or strike-slip faults. Si~nificant strike-slip 
movement was produced on the major east-trending_ fault zones 
(Charlton, 1980) . 
' 2. 5 Metamorphism 
' 
'The minera'i assemblages of the Bay · du Nord ·Group; 
Keepings Gneiss and Cinq Cerf CompleJC indicate that t~ey 
were metamorphosed to low~ middle amphibolite £acies 
'{Chorlton, 1980). The Bay · du Nord GrOup rocks contain 
-,. 
staurolit~, kyanite, almandine, sillimanite locally, and 
ubiquitous muscovite. There is local evidence of· partia-l 
·melting. All these factors suggest peak metamorphic 
temperatures .between 6oo·c· and 7so•c and pressures from 600 __ .. .. 
,, 
to 700 MPa which 'corresponds to . a dep~h of 20 to 25 ~m 
(Chorlton, 19BO from Miyashiro, 1973). 
The La Poile Group was metamorphosed to greenschist 
facies. The best estimate of peak metamorphie temperature 
and pressure fall around 300 to 4oo•c and 200 MP& or B km 
depth (Charlton, 1990). 
The Billiards Brook formation and associ~ted rocks 
reac~ed a metamorphic peak of lower greenschist facies. 
2.6 M~or Faults 
\ 
The first movement along the Cape Ray Fault is thought 
by Charlton (1~90) to have begun before or1 early in the 
premetamorphic stages of deformation · affecting the Bay du 
~ Nord Group and the.Keepinga Gneiss. The fault zone' incl udes ,. 
a belt of thin mylonite bands and metamorphically 
. 
retrogressed . shear zones which cut. a wider band ·of blaato-
mylonitic Bay du Nord Group rocks and intrusions of the Rose ,. 
. . 
Blanche Granite . The Cape Ra·y Fault zone splays near the 
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Late movement on .the fault is both· dip-slip and strike-slip 
(Chorl ton, ·1980) • 
' 
Movement ~long the Bay d 'Est Fault was predominantly · 
vertical and was init~ated late in the tectonic., his,):ory of 
the area. Fractured country rocks, a si 1 iceous mylonite zone 
and strong micaceous schistosity · are locally present in 
• 
with the Bay · d' Est Fau1 ~· The· fault brings as~ociati1 
greenschi s facies La Poile Group . rocks ~ .to the . south into 
~ « 
contact with the middle amphibolite facies rocks of the Bay 
du Nord ··Groul>. to the north. 
The Grand Bruit Fault forms the contac;t between the 
rocks of the La Poile Group to the north and the Cin~ Cer'f 
Complex to the south. Metasedimentary inclusions in t~e Cinq 
Cer f Complex granodiorite have been metamorphosed to lower 
amphibolite facies (Chorl ton ~·-.,197 Sa) • The juxtaposition of 
greenschist (La Poile Group) and amphibolite facies, (Cinq 
l 
Cerf Complex) . J planes with separated 
• 
by shear sequences 
steeply plunging mineral lineations has · led Charlton (1978a) 
. . ..... ~- . 
to· suggest: that m~ement on the Grand Bruit Fault was at 
least in part vertical, -with the south (Cinq Cerf) side being 
..-----, t 
uplifted. 
2. 7 Geoche'm'istry 
Chorlton (1980)analysed volcanic and subvolcanic rocks 
of the · · La Poile and Bay du Nord Groups for m~jor and trac~ 
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The higher metamorphic · grade .of the· Bay du Nord. Group 
make ·it difficult to assess, using geochemistry, ~ts original 
tect~nic:: setting. Charlton · ( 19~}._ did no~e ·evidence of 
_alk~ti ~change in felsites al{,d the Dolman tuffs as well as 
significant · sod.iuin enrichment in the Baggs Hill Granite. The 
Bay du Nord · Group is alao enriched ip silica relative to the 
I 




2 . • 8 E.conomic Geology 
The miner~! prospece's -of the La Poile area have . been 
~ 
described by Cooper (1954), Stackhouse ' (197~), Chorlton 
(1978a, 1980) and Swinden (198i). The geology · o£ the most 
... 
signficiant showings is sumrnariz~d below. 
2. B. l · Bay du Nord Group 
The Strickland showings comprise the largest of three 
' . ' base m~tal/precious metal s~owings . hosted in a single felsic 
. I 
yolcanic horizon ,of the Bay du Nord •Group (See Figure 2.lb). 
It is .described in detail in Chapter 4. 
The carrot Brook prospect (Figure 2.lb), appro,ximately 
· 2 km southwest of the Strickland showings, is a clu~ter(b£ 
mineral showings composed of pyrite with- minor sphal~rit~ (a nd 
_galena contained in altered rhyolite. · The mine~alizat\on 
I liep exposed in the creek bed and to. varying extents 
'\ ~ 
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.. 
trenches · just north 6f Carrot Brook (Cooper 1954; Prince, 
· 1. 977b; Swinden, 1981). At the 'same stratigrapliic ·horizon and 
·' . : ' 
700m . ·south of Car rot Brook minor sulphides (pyrite mainly) 
hosted' in sil~ci.fied-.felsic tuffs are exposed · in se.ve'ral old 
. ' 
trenches (Swinderi '1981). 
. ·· ,Near Big P?nd, approximately 6 k_!!L.alo'ng . strike nor_theast 
of· the Strickland showing (Figure 2.lb) are two showings of 
{ 
5% ciissemi~a_ted sulphi.~es contained in silicified : felsic tuff 
(Coopei::, 1954; Prince, l977b; Swinden~ 1981). 
' . 
The reported 
sul.phides include . pyrite, · chalcopyrite, cuprit_e (Prince, 
. ,. 
- . 
'1.977b) as well · as te::rahedrite, pyrrhot_ite, and marc·a9ite ~ 
(Cooper, i'~54). 
Th~ Carr·o t Brook prospect, t~e Big ·Pond pro~pect and the 
Strickland . showing are all interpreted to be the . product 6f 
hY,drothermal - activity ie'lated · to 
. ' 
felsic val can ism (Prince, 
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2.8.2 La Poile Group • 
The La Poile .Group hosts· five copper-gold _ mineral 
occurrences in the ~inq Cerf Brook area (Figlire 2. lb). · They 
are the · Chetwynd, Copper 
- . . ,.,.- -. \ 
l , 
prospects. ···Four of the ' five (exc~uding the Woodmans 
shafts, Hope ·-Brook and Woodman's 
Droke 
Droke pro·spect_l a~e conta-ined in two con.fo~~able horizons . of 
sheared and al te~ed felsic rock. They . liave "been variably 
_...--:-
silicified, sericitized, pyritized and pyro_phyllit_ized and 
"· -are .. heavily· iron-'sta ined and')rPQ_ear deeply leached (Swi nden, 
..... 
1981). These twohoriZ'ons may b~ · g,ranit.ic sil~s or Fhyolite 
flows. Exposed mineraldzati·on includes moderately to heavily 
. . 
' . disseminated . pyrite with s~me bornite and cha.lcocfte. Veins 
. .. 
of near t'y massive bornite reach' a thickness of 2 em parallel 
to · shear planes (Swinden, .1981). · Underground workers 
.,..... ,-, 
-~ ~-
reported lenses of bot:ni te up to ' two or three feet .thick in 
.. 
the exploration shafts sunk ory· · the Chetwynd prospec~ 
. . :.. ' (Reading, 1933 from Swinden· , 1981) •• Gold has been identified .. 
in hand · specimen and polished section . by earlier ·workers 
(Snelg'rove, 19~5; Reading, !933) . : Chalcopyrite 
I 
and 
tetrahed rite have also been . previously reported (Cooper, 
195'4; Snelgrove, 1935): Accessory minerals include barite · 
and fluor i te • 
, Swinden ·(1981) ·has pr-opos~d that, on the basis o~ the 
_epi-thermal to h~othermal mineral assemblage ( tetrahedr i te, 
jl. 
bornite, chalcopyrite, gold, fluorite and · bari t e) that the 
.. 
. . 
mineralization is the product of late magmatic degassing 
related to the crystallization. of granitic - sills associ'ated 
·· . 
, . 
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.. 
with . La Poile Gr.oup igneous activity 
'Granite) • 
(possibly the Roti 
2. 9 Regional correlations and tectonic interpretation 
I 
The deformed and _me~a.morphosed volcanic and sedimentary · 
rocks of the La Poile and ·Bay du Nord Groups have been · traced 
as far east ~s the Salmon River (Smyth, 1979, 19.90) where 
they 
I 
lie o~ strike with tj~ western end of the Baie d'Espoir 
Group (Swi nden, 1980). The two groups of rocks are separated 
by 20 kilome'tres of the North Bay Granite and were, originally 
. probably par~ of a single continuous belt ( P·r ince, :1977 a; 
.. 
Sm'yt'h 197~, 1980; Charlton, ~980; swinden, · 19~:1> •. 
.. 
The Baie d'Espoir- 'Group of sou~h central · Newfoundland 
~a in turn been correlated with the Gander and Davidsville 
Groups of central northeast Newfoundland (Colman-Sadd, '19SO; 
Colman-Sadd and · Swinden, . 1980;. Prince, 1977a) .' This 
··extensive belt of rocks stretching from the La Poile area· to 
north of Gander, is contained in the tectono~tratigraphic 
Gander Zone (Wi 11 i'ams, . 1979) • C!)mmon 1 i tho log ies (volcanics-
.. 
dominantly· felsic, and .sedimentary ,. rocks), depositional 
environment (marine) and isotopic and fossil dates (middle 
Ordovician) persist along the entire length of the belt· • 
Several authors (Stevens et 2..1 ·., 1974, Strong «ll 5!.1.., 1974; 
Colman-Sadd, '!980) , have su,ggested that ·the volcanic and 
sed i_mentary rocks of· the Baie ·d'Espoir, Gander and 
Da~idsville Groups were deposited in a back-arc basin, formed 
behind an island arc ·sequence produced by an .-easterly dipping 
.....,.._,_ ..,.,._ 
'I 
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(f,irst sugg:ested ·by Church and Stevens·, 
1971). This .basin parallele.d the eastern margin of the ·· 
pr.o~o-Atlantic Iapetus Ocean, The ,presence of volcani'c 
rocks in the . Isle 'Galet Formation close to and largely 
derived from the Avalon Platform has led Colman-Sadd to 
. . 
propose that. the island arc m~y have · coalesced with the 
' -
Avalon PlatfOrf!\ pinching out. the back-arc basin sout1twest of 
Baie d''Espoir (Colman-Sadd, 1980). 
. . 
. ' 
An extension· of this tectonic interpretation to. the La 
Poile area would. suggest that the La Poil~' ·and. Bay . du Nord 
.. ' .. 
Groups · were . deposited subaq'ueously, - ~adjacent 
' ..... 
t:o an 
island-arc· system emplaced · on cqon.tinent'al (Av'alon) crust, 
On .the basis . of petroch~ril~cal :~~udi~s Chorlton favours · the 
interpretation that the La .Poile and Bay du Nor.d Groups 
· rep7esen~ a mature ·island arc se9uence emplaced .on oceanic 
crust (Charlton, 1980): A similar ensialic back-arc basin 
environment has been suggested . for the deposi tiori of 
Tetagouche Group of northeastern . New Brunswick which hosts 
the Ba'thur.st V .M.S. deposits (McBride, 1976). The Bathur.st 
camp ~nd the Strickland showing are of comparable ages 
·• . . 
: ·. (Ordovician), share a simifar type of mineJ;alization. (V.M.S. 
rich ih Pb, Zn,· Ag, poor' in ~u), and simi'lar host rocks' 
(t'elsic metavolca·nics, metasediments with subordinate mjfic 
· . 
meta volcanics) as well as a possible common interpretation 
of their origi?al tectonic setting ( ensialic, back-'arc 
basin). ~omparison of the P~isotopes for ga.lena from ,the 
two areas supports the ensialic. origin .of the deposits and 
\ . 
'··· I l 
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· anq further underlines the· .similarities of the two areas. 
unpublished da.ta · froin R.A. Thorpe 
corrununication, 1982) for Strick·la!ld · galena plot , remarkably 
close to 
• c 
Bathurst isotope ratios . (Strickland 208pb/204pb 
= 38.209, = 15.663, 206pbj204pb = 18.333: . see 
• I • 
• Figure 2.2). They plot above" the or?gene evolution curve' in 
' 
' ' 
which Doe and Zartman (19;19) sugges.ts' 
may · indicate an unusually high 
_ ... -· 
input of conti~ental-
. . . 
.erosional material in the : Pb I source area. ·· This is · · 
consistent with the tectonic interpretation of · ail ensiali~l.Y 
emplaced arc system in contrast with the ensimatic (low 
.o. : 
radiogenic .. lead) signature of the Buchans . galena (Figure 
-
.· 
. 2.2, 207pb/ 204pb VB ~06pbj204pb), 
• 
-The ' Pb-isotope signature of the Strickland galen~ ; is 
,., 
similar to the two la'.rgest Phanerozoic V.M.S. deposits (high 
"207pl)/204pb: . Bathurst, N.B. arid Co bar, · New south 
. Wales, Australia_) ·which boe ·and Zartman (1979) . speculate 
might indicate that the big V. M.S. deposits of 1,this age are 
found not · in ens imatic orogens but ensialic orogens. The 
tendency of :these-v.M.S. d~pos-i.ts to cluster has been noted 
elsewhere, e.g. there· are 30 major deposits in the Bathurst 
camp' (Davies and McAllister, 198.0). , This couP.led .. with 'the 
I 
similar Pb-iso~ope signature· of~ the Strickland galenas might. 
. ---- . 
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Figure 2 • 2 • Lead isotope diagrams for various volcanogenic rna.ssJ... ve 
SUlphide de}?Osits. Data for Bathurst, Cobar and Kuroko deposits is 
fl:an O::>e and Zartman (1979) ; Buchans from Bell and Blenkinsop (1982) 
and S~ickland from R.A. Thorpe (personal corrmu.nication, 1982) • 
lead J..SOtope evolution curves for a) the mantle, b) orogene, c)uppe.r 
crust contributed to orogene and d) lower crust contributed to the 
OJ:Ogene are taken from Doe and Zartman ( 19 79) • 
•. 
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' 
Group ·has ' potential 'fo~ hosting a m':ljor v.M.s. deposi~ (e_.g. 
~· . 
.._> Brunswiclt 12 of the Bath11'tst camp• which has ore . re.~erves -of 
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,LOCATION AND PR.EVIOUS WORK 
3.1 qen~ral 
· Th) Strickland · showing is located in sout~western 
Newfoundland pn .t11e highland plat~a..u east of the. La Poile 
. . .. . . ' . 
River .and 2 km east of the abandoned settlement of North Bay 
(Figure 2 .lb). The property is accessible by helicopter 
from Pasadena or by boat . . from Rose Bl~nch~. Big J>ond, 7 km 
to the northeast, is the closest lake lf~5.J~ . . enough 
.. \ , ·· ~ .. r,t 
to 
· accommodate a float plane. 
~ I 
.... 
. This lead-zinc-silver . showing was discovered in 1936 by 
~ . 
~-iilex Strickland. It has been the subject. of detailed 
aescrip~ion and mapping. by Cooper ( 195'4) , Stackhouse ( 1976) ,· 
. . 
and SwiQden {1981) • Charlton (1980) briefly described the 
. . ( . . .. - . 
showing geology and the previous wqtk on t,he p _roperty . 
I 
· Falconbridge Nickel Mines/-- Limi t~d und.ertook .an 
extensive ·reconnaissance . mapping/ prog~ak in 1917, covering 
the entire Hermita_ge Flexure, and staked claim blocks 
surrounding ·the showing. In 1978 Falconbridge, in joint 
venture with Giant Yellowknife f1ines Limited and United Keno 
Hill · Mines Limited, optioned the two adjacent fee-simple 
. crown ·grants . which contain the Strickland showings. 
Previous work on the propertY, is . s~arized in Table 3. 1 • 
The work done on the fee-simple grants and the claim blocks 
· inunediately . surrounding the showing · l:ly Falcon bridge Nicke 1 
.Mines Limited (as operator of the joi:nt· venture) between 
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Table 3.1 
Previ~ \\Ork on the strickland Slx14n9 





J . . R. Cocp:lr 
.Kopan Devel~ts Ltd. 
. 
. 
. ':::-.. - . -
Long J..ac Mineral Elcploration 
W:>¢ D:m -
-discovery 
- initial prospecting 
and trenching 
- regional geology map : 
- 10 diarrond drill holes 
-trenching 
- regional geology map 
(scale 1:63,360) 
··for the Newfoundland 
Geological Survey 
(~lished 1954) 
- detailed ma.p ard 
description of the. 
Strickland shM.ng . 
- 10 diam::md drill holes 
- 18 d.ia!rond drill' holes 
Limi~ . 
' 
- _VI.F EM 16 survey 




Falconbridge Nickel Mine~ 
Ltd, 
L. Clx>r l ten 
(Newfoundlard and Labrador . 
Deparbrent of Mines & Energy) 
p, J, Wynne 
- geology ~ and study 





- .qeophysi~ geochemical . 
(rock and soil) arrl 
geological sw:veys, 
diam:md drilling 
(see Table 3. 2 for rore 
deWll 
-regional geology 
(map scale -1:50,_000) 
- collection of surface 
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Table 3 ;'!. (li:mtinued 
Year Participant 
1981 H. S • 'SW:I..nden 
(Newfoundland and Labrador 











and host rocks 
proposed a genetic 
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Table 3,2 
Work done by Falcoobridge Nickel Mines Limited 




' ..J ·---:' 
- examination of the property during reooonaissance 
mappirig of the Heimi tage Flexure . 
- staking of claims adjacent to ~ showings (the fee 
sinple CrcMn grants) · 
I 
- optioned the fee simple CrcMn ·grants containing the 
. sl'x:Ming . 
- 'airborne geOphysical survey 
- established a grid · . 
- detailed geological mawing (1:1250 scale of the fee 
sinpl.e area by P. Snadjr; 1:2500 scale mapping ·of the 
claim blccks) · '· · 
- sanp1ing for assay old trenCh 
- soil santJling survey, · followed by analysis for Ol 
Pb Zn J!ts:J ' . 
.- gro.md' geophysi~ sw:vey (VLF EM-16, m:igneta,reter) 
- lake sedilrent ~~, _foll~ -~ analysis f~r-Ol, Pb, Zn, Aq, Co, Fe/..crnd Mn . 
·. :- 'detailed soil sanpling over 1978 soil ananalies 
- geological mapping in areas of soil ananalies 
- mapping and sanpling of old trenches catpleted 
- 23 diaroom drill hOles 
- surface and core rock sanples oollected and analysed . 
· . • for 10 major elemants plus cu, Pb, Zn, Ag 
- 14 diaroorKI drill holes 


































volcanic, volcaniclastic and clastic sedimentary rocks 
(termed here the . "mixed sequence") in confo~mable contact to 
.the northwest with a sequence dominated · by clastic 
sedimentary rocks {termed here the "sedineltar.y sequence") 
(Figure 4.1). 
, ' \ .; 
These rocks are polydeformed, metamorphoseQ to 
. •. 9 upper greenschist facies and strike to the north-northeast. :_, 
The Baggs Hi 11 Granite is in.terpreted to be a ,~ubvolcanic 
pluton (P'rince- and B~iggs, 1978) which intrudes the mixed' 
sequence. 
Several . felsic dykes or sills are associ a ted with the 
. 
Baggs Hill · · G~anite. A few small and variably def~rmed 
diabase dykes cut the mixed sequence. One spectacular 
OUtCr?p of layered metagabbro· {a dy'ke or ai 11) is• exposed in 
the southeast corner of the· p~oject a~ea • 
.......... 
The mixed sequen'ce plus the Bagg's Hill Granite have been 
informally referred to as · the Baggs Hi 11 formation 
... 
·(Stackhouse, 1976) and the Top Pond forma,tion · (Pr inc~, :''1.977CJ). 
The sedimentary sequence .has been _.~j.nformally callecl ~he La 
I 
Poile River formation (Stackhouse, 1976_)/ and the Cuspid ·r.ake 
I I . 
formation (Prince, 1977a~ Both ' ~he mixed and the 9edime~tary 
sequences are included ·in the Bay du Nord Gr~uP./by ·chorl t·o·~ ' · 
(1980). I (_ ·-' 
'---- .. ... .. . . I 
) / 
- ·- --- ----- ---;-.--- -----. - ---
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Mafic dykes , cumulate ( ?) 
texture 





Fig ure 4.1. • • Schemat i c cross section of the Strickland area. 
scale is 1 : 10000. Approximate vertical 
-. I 
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.. 
The entire sequ~nce is believed to b~ overturned and 
younging to the northwest on the ,basis of regional evidence 
(Prince, 1977a) and deposit morphology (Swfnden, 1981) • 
., 
• Chotl ton (1980) has interpreted the sequence to be upright 





zones identifi~ by Falconbridge · inv 
are included in ~e region studied in 
this project. They are the Main Zone, Copper Zone; Silver 
. I 
Zone, Bi sol Fault Zone, Road Zone and the \ 
of the Carro~ Brook Sho~ing. The Main Zone, 
Hill Zone, Bog 
northern portion 
which contains the largest concentration of· sulphide in the 
area, 1 ies at the contact between the mixed and· sedimentary 
sequences. This horizon is also marked by a discontinuous 
string o.f podiform out!=rops ?f a quartz and graphite rock. 
Four of the other six zones of mineralization are less than 
200m ~rom the contact between the two sequences (Figure 4.1). 
4.2· Map units -and nomenclature 
geolog ic~l map of · the \str ~cklan~ 
'· 
The area. (Pocket map 
.. 
no. 1) is adapted with some addition from maps • by 
Falconbridge Nickel Min'es · Ltd. persormel at scales of . 1: 2500 
and 1:1250. Their coverage w~s considered adequate and the 
area was not remapped by the pres ent author except to fill in 
the area· around Baggs Hfll. 
used igneous and sedimentary 
• 
Falconbridge geolo~ 
rock· names (protolithic names) 
instead of metamorph i'c rock name·s, and to maintain consi stancy 
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The · rock units are · discontinuous and intergradational 
along strike. This is a result. of both the original 
\. 
depositional .environment and the rock's subsequent ·histocy 
of extensive quartz veining, metamorphism ·. and po1yphase 
• 
deformation. As these ·were not the focus of thiu. study no 
formal stgratigraphic order is proposed here. Instead, the 
,·· ... 
units shown on the _map are described in the following_ order1 
felsic, intermediate then mafic flows and volcaniclastics, 
sedimentary _rocks, Baggs Hill Granite, felsic dykes, mafic 
dykes a .nd the quartz-g'iaphi te rock. Tuff~, lapii.li tuffs 
and ag~lomera.tes are represented as separate units on the 
map but 
heading 
are described together in the text under the qommon 
I . . 
of volcaniclastics (felsic, intermediate and mafic). 
~e volcaniclastics have been assigned to on~ of the three 
units on the basis of grain size. Lithological terms used 
by Falconbridge in ,their· 1977 ro6k sampling program (and i~ 
the data of this study) which do not appear as map ·units a~d 
I • 
were not later used by this \author ~re not describ~d ·(they 
include tu;faceous' sediment and sedimentary rock) . . Each 
. 
lithology was assigned a numerical code from 1 to 21 which 
.. 
was . subsequently used in Ae computer manipulation of the 
data. The map units, the lithological . terms and their 
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A S\m1'l\az:y of the map unit numbers 
(Pocket Map il), litholocjies ·and c::atplter codes 
Lithology 
\ felsic filow 
. I 
felsic tuff 
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'4.2.1 Felsic flows 
The f@lsic flows form prominen~ ridges throughout the ~ 
southwes~ portion of the map area. Individual flows range 
f 
in thickness from lOcm to 25m anQ are commonly interbedded 
with felsic volcaniclastics. Outcrops and hand samples of 
the felsic flo~s are riddled with quartz veins. The flow 
material is aphanitic to very ffnely granular. It weathers 6 
.. 
to a light pink or beige and is beige, li~ht t? 'dark grey or 
black on tl1e fresh surface. It is, foliated (possibly relict 
flow banding) and in places. strongly lineated, commonly 
-breaking int·o elongate rhombic. blocks (Figures 4. 2a ,b) • 
The felsic flows consist .. o~ is_olated (up to 15%), 
subhedral plagioclase and quartz phenocrysts in ~ sutured 
mosaic . of very fine grained . quartz and orthoclase (Figure 
4. 3) • Separate domains (bands or lenses) of medium grained 
, 
polygonized~ quartz and the sutured mosaic variety are common. 
I 
I .... 
The p~enocrysts are commonly corroded, fractured and ·pulled 
apart, with very fine grained ·~quartz filling in between the 
) 
fragments. Minor mineral constituents include muscovite 
. ,· ·- -
(commonly as fine gra ined serfcit~f} ~biotite, chlorite, 
' --
epidota ~nd blebs of sphalerite ~Figure 4.4). The original . 
pilotaxitic (felty) texture is partly obscured by · 
- I 
recrystallization. The biotite and'sericite in some sections 
concentrate~ in ,thin an~stomosing bands giving the rock a 
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Figure 4.2. Felsic flows a) riddled with quartz veins, 
b) strongly foliated. 
50 
Figure 4. 3. A sutured rrosaic of fine grained quartz and orthoclase 
which is the cormon groundmass of the felsic flows. (Photo width is 
approximately lnm ) • 
Figure 4.4. A felsic flow cut by quartz veins with an inclusion ~~hosphal~rite.which contains fan-shaped clusters of prochlorite. 
to Wldth 1s approximately 2rrm ) • 
... 
,· .• 
- ~ ..... _, .. ;> .... _....._,.,..,..~-----·---·-----·-...... ...--..-....... _ . _ _ .;__ - ·· 
t 
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4.2.2 Felsic volcaniclastics 
The felsic volcaniclastics are concentrated at the north 
and south endsof the map area. These t~o · zones are joined by 
a 20 m zone of northeast strikitig felsic volcaniclastic rocks 
which host the Main Zone minerali-tion. Discontinuous 
\.. t'" . 
lenses of felsic ,volcaniclast·ic~ outcrop within the 
i. . . 
dominantly sedimentary rocks in the center of the map area. 
The felsic volcanicla~tics consist of in~~rcalated and 
discontinuous . beds' · o·f tuff, lapi 11 i tuf\f ·and agglomerates 
. 
from one centimetr~ to tens of metres thick. In outcrop they 
are weathered light pink and grey. 
_,. 
The tuffs commonly 
contain up to 20% quartz and feldspar crystals. They are 
gritty or particulate in appea~ance, well . foliated ·and 
contain 5 to 10\ mafic minerals. These characteristics aid 
in 'distinguishing fine-grained tuffs from massive f~lsic 
flows. The lapilli tuffs and agglomerates contain stronqly 
linea ted and aligned fragmen~s of rhyolite porphyry, 
silicified volcanic material and sedimentary rocks (shal,es, 
sil ~stone) (Figure 4. Sa,b) in a matrix -that is variably 
tuffaceous, silty rich 'in biotite and 
I 
porpnyroblasts. The agglomerate i's restri'cted to small 
discontinuous lenses no larger' than 20' X 100 m ~Prince and 
Briggs, 1978). The largest bomb- s'ized fragments measure 25 ~ 
ern x 8 em x 5 em (Fig u·r e 4 • 6) • The tuf~s contain 
. 
phenocrysts, one to two millimetres in diameter,of albite or 
_per·thite, orthoclase dr microline and quartz in a mat~ix of 
I 




















Figure 4.5. Felsic tuff/lapilli tuff showing the lineation of 
fragm;mts in a) end view and b) longitudinal view. 
53 
Figure 4. 6. An outcrop of felsic agglomerate with slightly 
flattened bombs up to 20cm long. 
Figure 4. 7. a crystal-rich felsic tuff cut by a fine grained 









fine grained quartz, sericite, minor biotite and chlorite 
(Figure 4.7). \-.., 
Accessory minerals include epidote, 'sphene, pyrite and' 
pyrrhotite with rare zircon. The quartz crystals commonly 
show xhe ·euhedral outline of h~gh. temperatu~e volcanic 
beta-quartz. The feldspar and quartz ctyst~!'s are invariably 
f' 
broken, pulled apart, augened (Figures 4.8a, b) and finely 
recrystallized in pressure shadows. Deformation twinning in 
the quartz phenocrysts and bent albite twins in the 
---
I \'•plagioclase p~enocrysts ar.e ~ommon. Fragments in the lapilli 
1 tuffs are similarly augened and fractured. The lapilli 






mate.rial (complete with felty texture)' (Figure 4.9) rich in 
K-feldspar.' 
~ 
, Unaltered crystals of brown biotite in places 
poikilitic, overgrow the main foliation and are weakly 
aligned parallel to the axial· ·plane of a second · cleavage 
(crenulation 'cleavage). Epidote and orthoclase 
•. 
porphyroblasts were noted in volcaniclastics rich in 
serici~e. Small · (2 mm) euhedral garnet porphyroblasts 
: ··noted- in ·the ,Pelitic matrix of one agglomerate outcrop. 
\ 
' ~ 4.2.3. Intermediate flows I 
I 
Massive, \lomogeneous, aP,hanitic, mesocratic rocks too 
r 'ich in mafics to ,be termed felsic are described here as 
intermediate flows. 
and does not appear 
~· 
. .. 
This lithology was rarely encountered 
in 
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Figure 4. 8. a) An albite phenocryst which is pulled apart, 
rotated and has polyganized quartz grains filling the space ~tween fragments contained in a felsic tuff - photo width 
~s approximately lrrm • b) An augened and recrystallized quartz Phen~ryst and pulled apart albite phenocryst contained in a fels~c tuff - photo width is approximately 3mm . 
56 
Figure 4. 9. Delicate pilotaxi tic texture of a volcanic clast 1n 





I 57 I.._;. 
The rock is composed <Of · fine, grained quartz-plagioclase . 
' .. 
lathes and up to 20% combined biotite · and chlorite. Small 
isolated phenocrysts of plagioclase are al~o present: The 
mesocratic appearance of the ', rock 'in~ one section - wa-rr 
produced by 
\ 
anastomosing bands concentrated -~'' \ · in biotite. 
These bands cut the ~ock into lensoid domains within which 
the primar:r, pilotaxi tic tex}ure of the fl9w is '-preserved 
• 
-· (Figur,es 4.10a, b) 
4. 2. 4 Inteimleciiate ·volcanicla,cs . ·· 
The most prominent. horizon ~f i~te~~~diate tuff and' 
. ' 
lapilll tuff ''"'underlies the Main Zone.' It . is 5 to 20 m 
· .. 
thick, with a -strike length of 1200 Smaller .. 
discontinuous intervals of intermediate v~~aniclastics, 
commonly · intercalated with ~iltstone, are scattered 
throughout the property. 
The intermediate· volcaniclasticiJ are ~rystal-poor to 
\ ~ crystal-rich_, dark grey to brO\\'n on the fresh surface and 
\
generally well foliated (Figure. 4.lla~b). The groundmass is 
composed dominantly of fine g~ain~~ q~~rtz which is 
flattened and elopgate parallel to the foliation (qlJartz 
{ 
\prystals are often three times as long a~ they are wide). 
' .· 
. . I . 
~he ~eke contain 5 to 30%~ericite and ' ubiquitous brown 
• 
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- ~- ---·- ----
·( du~l grey green and ~ue urider crossed nicols) i_~ _a minor 
component. ca£cite is present in ~eins, pockets and as 
s~ttered disseminations throughout some intermediate tuffs. 
r/----. -·---:--·-- -. I ~ .. · . . . 
. ... _ ___. __ _ 
- I 




~igure 4.10. a) Anastomosing bands rich in biotite cut an 
~termediate flow into lensoid domains - photo width is 
approximately 3mm • b)The trachytic texture of the flow is 
Preserved within these lensoid domains - photo width is 




Figure 4 .ll. a) An intermediate tuff with crystals and clast 
Which are resistant to erosion and stand in positive relief on 
the weathered surface of this outcrop. b) An inte:r:mediate lapilli 
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' Qne sphale-rite-rich ~ample contains up to 20% calcite. 
- . . 
Other accessory minerals include epidote, zircon, capillary 
rutile and disseminated flakes of - pyrite, pyrrhotite and 
.. 
sphalerite. The intermediate. volcanic,lastics contain 
, 
augened, fractured, ernbayed, recrystallized, and rarely 
euhedral p?enocrysts , qf quartz, orthoclase or microcline, 
I 
_· perthite and albite. Some individual tuff horizons contain 
phenocrysts of only one or two minerals,. e.g. only quartz 
add or~hoclas.7: phe~ocrysts, Thia - characteristic might be 
useful as a correlation tool in c;t. detailed stratigraphic 
study of the property. 
Examples of the . . intermediate lapilli tuff are rare • 
/ 
The<tapilli are invariably strongly augened a_nd ccn~tai~ed· in · 
,~ . -
. ' · a matrix of fine-grained quartz and biotite which wraps 
' . . 
.. 
around the lapilli. The lapilli consist , of sedimentary and \ 
- / . . 
. / 
, igneous · rpck fr~gments .displaying granophyric or trachytic 
textures, as well as aggregates· of quartz or feldspar 
-. 
crystals (Figure·~ 4. iH. Lensoid structures, \\'hich appeal: to 
·be siliceous lapilli in "and samples, az:e seen in thin 
sections to- be boudined quartz veins in a siltstone or silty 
tuff • \ ] 
4.2.5 Mafic volcaniclutics 
.. ' ' ' The unit descJ;"ibed as a mafic tuff or chlorite schist 
I ' 
by Falconbridge geologists remains enigmat-ic. It•. is poorly 
. . ' 
., . . ~ 
exposed on surface but where intersected in drill core it is: 
._ I • ' '. • 
conformable with· adjacent l:itho·logies. Metamorphism and 
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6l 
Figure 4 .l2. An intermediate lapilli tuff with scattered , 
flattened recrystallized quartz phenocrysts and a single lithic 
fragment (bottom half of the photo) - photo width is approximately 
3nm • 
~igure 4 .l3 · A ma.fic tuff with light coloured blades of actinolite 
J.n a ma.~ix ?aminated by chlorite and flattened grains of quartz -
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deformation have obscured primary textures in the rock which 
might identify it concludively as a tuff instead of a mafic 
Q . 





. 'fwo 20-30 . m thick horizons of the mafic tuff separated 
by. felsic volcarii·clastics lie between the Main Zone and the 
Bog Zone m_iperalization. These horizons are intercalated 
I 
with · more intermediate tuffs and siltstone. ·other 
discontinuous lenses have been mA'pped in association 'with 
' . 
the Road Zone, Copper Zone and Carrot Brook mineralization, 
·' 
'Th«:! rock is typically. dark grey-green, well foliated 
' . ........_ .. 
with 2 to ·3\ ·sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite and sphalerite), 
. ' , 
.. 
Sprays of actinolite ( 2· rnrn across) and quartz-calcite veins 
...... . . . 
are abundant (Figure ./.13). The m~~ic tuffiJ· are composed 
predominantly of chlori.te and quartz. The. quartz crystals 
are strongly flattened and .aligned (with aspect ratios up to 
5 s 1 ) and are overgrown by a dense mat of chlorite. Mu~h of 
the chlorite appears to have replaced weakly pleochroic 
brown biotite. Biotite is ·also present as ·poikilitic 
~orphyroblasts. Actin~li te occurs as coarse-grained 
. ' 
poikil9blastic sprays. The- mafic tuffs may contain up to 
20% calci ¥ in veins, pockets. (which are possibl.y .£ lattened 
amygdules?) and, disseminations. Epidote and . ·sphene · are 
present in small amounts (5%) in most sections of ·~he maf~c 
'tuff, with re.stricted l;>anda containing up to 15% epidote and 
sphene. The epidote usu8.lly occurs as irregular _aggregates 
of ver(fine cryeti.ls bu~· coarae-g~~ined colu~nar crystal• 
• I , 
I ' 
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are also prese.nt. Feldspar was absent from the fine grained 
•. -
groundmass of most sections, \ however, isolated untwinned 
phenocrysts (never more than· 5%' of the sectio.n) were noted 
rarely. ~ensoid, very fine g~ed rock f~agme~~s ( 2 nun) 
were observed in one sec:tion supporting . the interpretation 
of these rocks as tuffs. 
Porphyroblasts of magnetite with biotite collars are 
. I . . 
"" present loc'ally (Figure 4.14). The growth · of biotite 
0 . 
porphyroJ?l.asts preceded · the kinking (or cr~hulation) . of the 
I ; .I 
main::..-:-.:folia tion as they -· too are bent. ' The. sprays of 
actinolite are only slightly flattened in the plane of the 






4.2.6 Sedimentary rocks sandstone, siltstone and 
shale 
The most continuous and prominent sequence of sedim~n- ' 
rocks in the thesis area lies adjacent to the ·Main 
- . I . . 
There is a marked transition ~t the Main Zone horizon 
the sequence to the southeast dominated by fellic 
. . 
volcanic/volcaniclastic rocks intercalated with . a~dimentary 
rocks into a ·sequence of sands tone. ail ts tones and graphi ti_c 
. 
·shales with only a minor volcaniclastic component to the 
northwest. Thf) sediments widely exposed in the center of the 
I . . • 
map area . are · mainly g.r:eywacke·· sandstones i'nterbedded 'with 
. . 
subordinate finely lam~nated .siltstone . (Figure ·4.15 ), and 
• 
·minor shale. Drill holes l.n the north end of th.e prop~rty 
\ 
encountered large thickneaae~ ( 20 to 40 m) of intercalated 
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Figur~ 4 .14 . Porphyroblasts of ma.gneti te with collars of biotite in 
a IrlCi.fic tuff (under plane polarized light) . The matrix is composed 
ma.inly of quartz, chlorite (green) and disseminated pyrite. Photo 
width is approximately lnm • 
~gure 4 . 15. An outcrop of sandstone and interbedded siltstone . 




convincing primary sedimentary structures other than laminar 
. 
to massive bedding were nbted'in outcrops of the sedimentary 
"' rocks. No conclusive indication of the facing direction of • 
' . 
the sequence was noted by the .a\thor in the showing are~. 
~a.lconbrid~e geologists believe the sequence to }?e , .. 
overturned and youngi_ng to the northwest. Thrs conclusion 
is, based on regional observations, where to the east along 
the same ~tratigraphic horizon tl!e sedimenta.ry ~equence is 
seen to clearly overlie . hhe mix~d sequence (a~d dip gently 
northr Prince, 1977a). This is in contrast to Chorlton 
(1980) who maintains on the basis of structural ~id~nce 
that t .he' sequence at Strickland is not overturned, · but 'is 
upright and younging t~ the southeast. 
The sandstones . are · genet;,ally fine .. grained and well 
sorted with a · bimodal grain size distribution. 
Compositionally they range from quartz arenites to · 
plagioclase arkoses, the latter being more abundant. The 
sand 'grains are rounded to subrounded or' augenecl. The 
coarser grains are commonly fr,actured and recrystallized 
into aggr~gates of sma'ller subgrains. Grains of · quartz, 
albite, perthite, orthoclase and granophyre were noted. 
Sericite and biotlte with fi'ner grained quartz comprise the 
• 
' .. 
mat-rix. Chlorite, epidote, sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
sphalerite) and ·a trace of tourmaline occur as accessory 
minerals (Figure 4.16a, b). 
I 
The siitstone · is well bedded (laminated to thinly 
be~ded) and. very fine grained, usually interbedded with mora 
--"'~- -... ---:-··---:· -- -----·· ·----'------------------










Figure 4 .16 . An imnature sandstone (note the albite grain, center 
left) typical of the Strickland area. Photo width is approximately 
2. Srrm • 
~e-4.17. sar:dstor:e and siltstone interbedded on a microscopic 
sha photo Wldth 1s approximately 3rrm . Note the flattened 
of peth obanf many of the grains and the mylonitized appearence of some 
e ds. 
- - -"77"""-··---·--------- - - -----'-----------
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arena~eous bands (Figure 4,.17). Strongly flattened quartz 
• I 
. domi.nated by sericite or 
.of opaques (pyrite, pyrrho 
Flakes 
comprise 
2 to 3' of most . of the siltstones. .Isolated lenses with 
scattered feldspar and quartz euhedra indicate sporadic and 
minor volc.anic input. · The · presence of tourmaline · is .a 
diagnostic feature of· the s+ltstones. Tourmaline co~prises 
1 to 3% of. these rocks and oc'curs as coarse grained euhedra 
which ·are zoned an~ greenish-yello~ to yellow in plane 
• 
polarized light (Fig&re -~.18). Calc~te, epido~e and'sphene 
are acce~sory minerals (~xcept locally I) where bands may be 
' - -~, . 
" . . . 
concentrated in up to 10% sm~-~~-s~hene1 .... f~bedra. The main . ~'\. 
foliation varies from being subparallel to 15· to 20 degrees 
, 
to., the bedding (Figure 4•.19). Diffuse P.Untpellyite 
. ' porphyroblasts were noted in one section. A single peculiar 
3 ~m thick_ s_iltstone ·horizon ~a~ noted in associat~ with 
· the Bog Zone mineralization. ·It consists of 0. 5 mm ~s of 
·sericite in a biotite-rich matrix. The sericite clusters 
give·t~e rock a spotted appearance and may represent altered 
porphyroblaste of orthocla.Se or_ possi~ly cordierite. This 
. 
horizon . ~8 . mineralogically ,irnilar to the spotted faci es 
' de~cribed by Riverin and Hodgson (p. · 431, .1980) below .the 
. . 
, . Millenbach deposit. 
· The· shale units are typically graphitic, well foliated, 
crenula~ed and ric~ in -disseminated sulphide flakes (3 to 5' 
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Figure 4 . l8 . A cross sectional view of authigenic tou.rma.line 
crystals in a siltstone (under plain I_X)larized light). The ground-
mass i.s composed of sericite, biotite, quartz and flakes of pyrite 
and pyrrhotite. Photo width is approximately lrrm • 
Fi~e 4 . l9 . Foliated micas and sulphides "stepping" across the 
PrJ.Inary sandstone/siltstone bedding. The foliation is at an 
a~parent angle of 20 o to the bedding which is horizontal in this 
P otograph. Photo width is approximately 2. Srrm . 
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Figure 4 . 20. Folded graphitic shale with quartz veins. 





found interbedded.· The · shale is composed of flattened~ ' 
quartz ( 3: 1 ~to 4: 1 aspect ratios) with abundant sericite, 
accessory biotite, chlorite and trace amounts of tourmaline. 
~ . 




Quartz-graphite rock · 
lithology outcrc;;;s'\. in 
I. 
striking, isolated, 
blue~gtey wea_thering knobs. on close ,inspection the .·ro~k is 
' u 
seen to be composed of porous, saccharoidal, white quar.tz 
riddled witfl randomly cross-cutting and contorted graphite 
filled :veins an~ graphite-lined vugs (Figlnfe 4. 2la). No 
~omparable lithoiogy was encountered in the core although it 
out~rops at the same· stratigraphic ho~izon ~between the main 
ore zone and · the·· · ove_rlying sediments) as ·. a 
carbOnate-tremolite zone fntersected in drill hole :16-023-1. 
The quartz-graphite rock rapidly pinches and swells to a 
• 
maximum width of four' metres creating · a string of four 
isolated outcrops, resernbli_ng · large boudins. It is cornpos6d 
of fine to medium grained quartz. which is variably 
.. 
··,_ polygonized, ·strained or in elongate crystals; Gr.aphi t _!! 
' I:" 
occurs . as very fine. grained wispy patches, concentrated 
j 
where the quartz groundmass shows minimum grain size , · _- - ~· · 
maximum strain and incomplete recrystallization. The 
. graphitic concentrations are only very weakly foliated 
. 
(Figure 4. 2lb). 
. 
This horizon is interpreted to be a meta-
mOJ;"phosed and deformed C~ert horizon OVerlyiog the ore body._ 
. . 
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F~gure 4.21. Quartz-graphite rock a) veinlets and vugs filled 
WJ..th graphite in a sugary, white quartz rock; b) nebulous patches ~f grap:t:ite are evident in thin section (plain polarized light) . 
hoto WJ..dth is approxirna.t~ly 2rrm • 
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4.2.8 Baggs Hill Granite 
The Baggs Hill Granite is exposed in a 180m high hill 
in the northeast corner of the property and in apophyses 
which stretch to the northeast parallel to the regional 
foliation. The granite weathers a buff to pinkish-grey and 
is light pinkish-grey on the fresh surface (see Figure 
4.22a). It is equigranular, fine to medium grained and 
contains 5 to 10% of one to two millimetre aggregates of 
biotite. Granophyric texture, both finely and coarsely 
developed, is present in all but a few thin sections (Figure 
4.22). Perthite, albite and quartz are the dominant mineral 
phases. Microcline is rare. Perthite with clear albite 
margins and patch perthi te are common (see also Chorl ton, 
1980). Euhedral feldspars and rare quartz crystals are 
contained in a granophyric groundmass. No well-developed 
porphyritic phases were noted. Allanite, zircon, minor 
biotite and hastingsite occur as primary mineral phases 
interstitial to quartz and feldspar. Biotite, epidote and 
chlorite occur as secondary minerals. All these mafic 
minerals occur as clusters peppered with minor opaques and 
comprise 5% of the granite. Late stage veins of quartz 
( 1 -10 mm wide) cut the rock and are in turn cut by sericite 




Fi~e 4. 22. Baggs Hill Granite a) an equigranular and leuco-
:at~c ~anite; b) granophyric texture which is typical of the 
ggs Hlll Granite. Photo width is approximately 3nm • 
- ~ 
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Three fe!sic dykes 3 ~to 15 .m wid~L~~ve been identified 
--...., ..... 
on,- the property. Two are . parallel -:_northeast-t~ending 
· ·extensions, of~e Baggs Hi~l Granit~ _·. JI'he- !-h.ird lies : in' the 
' ' " • • ·- ' ' ...... I - • • ' 
·extreme Qouthe~st -·corner of the p;-ollerty and is p.t;obably 
related to an intrus.ion also · mapped . as Baggs_ HiU Granite 
~-
(Chorl ton,· 1980) • TWo of .the dykes are high level J 
' ' 
porphyritic intrus'ions o One has delicate 
. -t-~- ~t~res and quench-textured, skeletal -'plagiocl-ase with 
. 
- " 
... , ' " 
belt_-buckle and .swallow-ta.il shapes ~n a very fine g_i;"ained, 
. -
orth<?clas~..;.rich groundmass ( F_igure 4 o 23 ) • 
The ·'other · .dyke is -' contposed . of subhedral to euhedral 
... \ . ' , 
quartz 1 ' albi t~ t and OrthOCla~e • phenocryStS I Set . in a fine 
. ' . .. . 
> • _grained q¥~rtz-r.ic::h groundmass. ' The dykes contain 5% 
. ~- . 
secondary biotit-e~ I!IUf:JCOvite, and· epidote SJ.EJ'. weil as thin 
' . 
quartz veins o 'A weakly developed fabric ·-marked by zones of 
. --~~: 
recrystallized quartz and aligned biotite flakes was noted 
. '· . "-
·- .'in one of the dykes. - .,_ 
/ 
The thi.rd dyke may be a - felsic -fi:ow. .. Preserved in 
' ........._ . \ 
large oval doinain~ Si' to 15 mm across, Figure 2~~) are 
radiating cluster~~ small simply twinned plagioclase 
!::rystals ~ucleating off fine-gx:aineq cores (this is possibly 
a spherulitic devitrification structure). The'se clusters 
...-·· 
I I 
are contained 'in a very fine grained groundmass with sutured 
. ' 
4 ·; .... 
~rain boundaries. Phenocrysts, are scarce o • The lensoid . . , 










Figure 4. 23. A swallowtail (quench texture) plagioclase sur-
rounded by very fine grained granophyric material in a felsic 




Fi~e 4.24. A felsic dyke (fJ.:ow?) with a) peculiar oval shapes 
which are up to l.Scm across; b) fine grained domains mark the 
boundaries of these ovals (seen here rmder crossed nicols) which 
are optically aligned (seen in photo c) rmder crossed nicols with 
the quartz plate in place). The lengths of photos b) and c) 
represent approximately 3mm • 
<• 
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4~24b,c). "" The 
... . 
oval,. l_enso id shapes prominent in thhi rock 
' . 






4.2.10 Mafic dykes 
\ 
\ 
MafiC pykes, 10 to 30 m wid~ and 9 .ener'aliy subparallel~ 
the · trend of .the regional foliation, outcrop throughout · 
st.udy area. They . are typically . dark green-g/ ey on the 
.I 
'" 
weathered sui: face ana moderate green-:-grey on the 'fresh 
sur face. Sprays · of actinolite ~re a · diagnosti~ fe~t~re of 
· the 
;the 
dykes (Figure 4. 25) ·• In on~ whaleback-shaped outcrop in 
southeast . corner of the study area the actinolite-. spr:ays 
. ·1re . al.most 1 · em 
dipping ·contorted 
across and are 
(folded) bands 
.. .. 
concentrated in - shallowly 
-& ' 
alternating with bands 
rela ti v\y· free of actinolite (Figure 4. 26). · .This banding is 
interpreted to represent a relict ~rimary cumcilate texture of 
.. 
a -gabbroic sill . .. This _ outcrop is included in Charlton's 
' 
·· (1979b) map 'unit 2 which she speculat.es may be tectonically 
I 
empl~ced fragments of oceanic crust (unit 2 . in Figure ~.1, 
. .... 
page 21). · 
In thin section the rock.s are dominated. (35 to 40\ of 
rock) by bladed · and acicular crystals of . actinol i t 'e 
/ ' 
4 ._27) •· Bioti·te may or may · not be pre~ent (0 to .15\ 
o~ the ::.;ock) and was noted in on~ section to show two 
p\f~rred · orientations ·across the main foliation which is 
de ined · by bands al ternati ngiy rich in actinolite. or po_or 
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Figure 4.25. A mafic dyke hand sample with diagnostic ovoid 
knots of actinolite. 
Figure 4. 26. Folded banding observed in an outcrop of a mafic ~ke belonging to Charlton's (1980) unit 2. The banding may 
a relict cumulate texture. 
79 
Figure 4.27. Radiating sprays of actinolite in a groundrnass of 
chlorite and quartz typical of the mafic dykes. Photo width is 












-· . . . ' ... 
. . . . . 
·· ....... '!. 
grain 'bo~ndar'ies comprise the groundmass inter sti ti'a 1 to 
. ' · 
actinol i·te •. Rare, ·i so.ia ted 
. ~ . . 
and · re'l i,c t - zoned feldspar 
ph_enocrysts we~.e noted • Pyrite, sphen._e:, cia lei te. and 
. . 
tour1l ine ar·e CO{l\mon accessory _minerals. ·The mafic dykes 
are. all weakly to moderately foliated . and lineated. The 
gro :.:;. ·." of the a•ctinol i te sprays appears to have been largely 
... 
• po~t-deformational ~ 
' I ' .. 
• 
•• t . t . 
• ' . 1 • 
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/ ·.I. '~ t. ; • \ ' • ()' '\ •.. / .. t. 311 The.· m~tamorph~c h~story ( 
1
- ' ( (';( (Jf .I 
The .- .effects of two distinct periods · of ~ metamot!'>hism 
,have . been p'reser~ed in the rocks ·of the(Str~ckland a;e~. , 
~ I . ' j.-The earliest _meta~orphism·. was coeval with the ·:·hydrothermal 
/ emplac,ment of the synvolcanic sulphide • mineral i zation. 
' 
Abundant sericite, scattered orthoclase por.phyroblasts· in' a 
. . . 
sericite ·.or })iotite-dominated matrix 
/· 
(Figure 4_. 28a) and a 
sing.J.e tuff · con~a~ning andalusi te (Figure 4. 28b) are found 
i 
. --- \ 
· : oniy in ~ clbse ·proximity to sulphide. mineraliz(!.tion. 




these __ c_are relicts of, or the metamorphosed 
' · e-q~ivale~t o'f.- the products of t!'tat earliest peri'~d · of low ; 
\ . 
I • 
pressure, . moderai:,e t 'emperature metamorphism (hydrothermal \ 
: I . 
alteration). Se~icite \~~d K-feldspar . are typ:i,ca~ alteration 1-
or "metamorphic" produJts foun~· in.- the wa~l ro~ks ad:)acen~ . 
. I 
. . \ . 
to unmetamorphosed Kuroko-type deposits (Shirozo, 1974). 
Andalusi te is found in the footwall rocks of many of· the . 
· metamorphosed Ar:chean ·massive sulphide deposits (Millenbach, 
River:in and Hodgson, 1980; Mattabi and Sturgeon Lake Mines, 
·Franklin, . et al., 1977) . where ·it probably ·representf!i the 
metamorphic • equ_i valent of an leached- argi l~ic 
alteration zone • . Early · •. andalusite-K~feldspar 
andalusi te-serici te Jlssemblages also. occur in alteration · 
. zones asosociated with !)Orphyry copper deposits (E.l Sal vader 1 . 
Chile, Gustafso 
. I 
d Hunt, 1975). 
~ 
reg~ona~ metamorphism were subsequently_ .
... 'supe~1~mposed on the_ 'lteration and'; metainorphis,m related ~o 
minef'a~ization in the Strickland ar.ea •. The rocks -.rached . 
I I I . I 
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F~gure 4.28. Porphyroblasts of a) orthoclase in a sericitized 
81ltstone and b) andalusite (the first order grey material with ~ two.poor cleavages) in an intermediate tuff with biotite. 
to Wldths are approximately a) 3rrrn and b) lnm • 
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. -. 
uppe_r greenschist facies and are pa:r:tially retrogressed to 
prehni te-pumpell~.! te facies assembl-ages. Mineral. 
"assE1m~lages in the pelitic rocks include biotite partly 
replaced by chlorite, quartz,· sericite and tourmaline. 
Garnets wit}l, quaJ;tz ,1 ~nclusion 
siltstones .. with brown biotite, 
trains were found in 
quartz and -epidote. 
Po'lkil.oblastic b:ioti tes. in . subparallel alignment to the-
crenulation cleavage are common in almost all rock . types ' 
~ 
· (Fig_~r~ 4 ·. 29a, b) •. The mineral assemblages of metabasic 
. "( . . 
rocks · typicall-y includes· chlorite, .' qua:t:._t~z, . a.ctinolite, 
-' 
calcite, +L- biotite, s'phene and epidote . The fe ~dspar 
phenocrysts contained in tuffs and flows are . invariably 
. \ ..... 
fresh and unaltered - pos'sibly reflecting a.' low hydrogen ion 
"': 
a?tivity during greensch-ist facies metamorphism -(Hemley and 
Jones, 1964). _Chlorite replacing biotite and the isolated 
occurrence of irregular pumpellyite' . porphyroblasts are 
_interpreted as features of · retrograde metamorphism. 
: ~Standard . AC~, AKF plots of · mineral· assemblages and bulk 
, 
· composition o~ these r~cks were not possible because the . 
individu~ai ionic species .·?£ iron ··( ferrous, .. fer·r .ic) were not 
analysed. 
.... 
The mineral · assemblages present, and the absence of 
. ' 
others (staurolite_, sillimaniteikyanite), t1te preservation 
' .of de 1 ica te primary volcanic ' textures .. ( trachyt ic. quench ' and 
perli tic(?) textures) as well as the ·relatively undisturbed 
nature of ' the volcaniclastics (l~pil.lii and bombs are · ea'sily, · 
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~igure 4.29. Porphyroblasts of a) garnet and b) brown biotite 
Ul siltstone. Note the tourmaline at the center bottom of the 
Photo. Photo widths are approximately a) 2nm and b) lnm • 
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. . . . . ' .·.: ·._: . . . ·_./ . . . .. . .. ·. . . ;
0 argue against ~horltah I~ - 'COnClUSiOn~ ·. that thee~ . ro~kS have ' 
• • ¥ • ... • • ~ • -
. I 
been metamor_ph~sed to . middle C).rnpbib~li. te . facies· ( Chor-lto~/ 
· ··~' . . 
1980), · although els~~h'ere in the Say ·du ·Nord - Gro~p· aln'landi~e·- · 
~ . . . . . . . . ~ : . . . . 
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4. 4 The deformationa-l h~story: 
. The effects of ~t- least 'two periods .of deforinat.ion · are . 
·--~Vident· in ' ~he . rocks ' of ' the- Stri-ckland . area. . The' . earti'e.st 
. . . . . . ~ . . ' . . . . . 
def~rrria.t,ionai ·episode prod~ced _ · a ·. promi~ent . ~e~etrat::Lv~ ·. · 
'I-e'gional. schist~sfty which ~t~ikee be.tw~en 040° ~nd' 05~· .. ·.and 
... l . dips · to the .south~ast .- at 50 ° to Gq; . ·T.hi.s . is . ~pp_roxim~teiy 
' . ___ _ , _  ~ ·-
, .._ - ·-· . , .' --
. . . 
. subparallel •'·to 
• . . l, 
the . bedding·, but. · the 
. .· .-. . 
bedding·. · dips . more · ·. 
. .. shall~wiy c 4o• .to sC,a. 89~th·e.ast )·.: , "Aligned · cl~~ts·, . s~ret:ch~~ ·. 
. .' ' . . 
into · c_igai• . shapes · (Figure 4. 30) , · linea ted·. aggi::ega ~es· . of 
ma-fic :mi~erals a~d dis:serninated· sulphides ~11 align~d in t~e. 
· plane .. o_f· schistosity are . prominent. ,The line·atioh trends ·at • · 
. . ' . 
. 060° with a plunge ·of 3~d coinciq~s- ~ith.' the· fold· axis · 
of small . drag folds. There ·is abundant' . ~vidence: in thin 
. - ... 
section for e·xtensive inhom<:'geneous cataclastic deformation 
of these ro~ks, recorded in the· juxtaposition. of domains of 
finely granulate~. quartC.:.ri~h- mat_ei::ial wi~h _sut~red mosaic 
bouJdaries · a~d . domains · showing. ·well-developed 
I ' 
··polygonally recry_stallized grain boundaries. Elsewhere 
0 
. domains of randomly oriented muscovite occur millirnetres 
from domains of strongly foliated· rnuscovi te. The fine 
grained, granul~'ted bands are frequently optically aligned: 
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. B? 
,. 
· li t~ologies into millimetre-sized· augen-shape9 domains, 
· .• -~- which wer'e probably the locus ; .for ·the acconunoda tion of shear 
. -· ... ' . . . 
·" si~esses in these rocks. 
...- . . 
.. · _ .. 
· i 
.. · 
. Phenocrystsl . lithic fragments, an~· pyrite 
p~rphy~o'bla1,0ts ~/e invariably. broken, ··pulled apart, rotated 
and augened with recrystallized quartz in pre~sur.e shadows 
(Fi~ure 4.3la) • . Quartz 
. ' .__/ 
in _pressure shadows are 
-4 •. 32a, b) • 
crystals nucleating· off· phenocrysts 
generally ~ntly bent (Fgure 4.3lb, 
~ . ' . 
.Porphyroblas,t growth '(g~rnet, andalusite) appe"ars 1 to 
haye taken 'place b~tween the two phases . of, deforrn~tion (as 
. intet'X.inematic cry~tal '?.7bwth>' or late in 'the first J?base of 
· ·. · de'formation. · . , 
·' 
. · · · · The latest phase' of· d-eformation produced . · a weak 
. crenulati~n cleavage .whi~h is best dev~lop,ed in the more 
' 
micaceous units (Figure 4.33). · Polygonal ar?s, _micas with ·' 
I 
.. . ' , "' . " 
-two pref~r.z:ed orientations in some s~ctions and the weak 
ali'gnment of -late stage · poikili tic bi?ti te porphyroblasts 
-
· are . related to this peri.dd of deformation (Figures 4.34a, 
., 
b). 
The fabric in one section . suggeste<;t that· the 
penetrative foli~tion here · described as a product of the 
earliest phase of ·deforrnation might in fact be a .crenulation 
' . ' 
fabric of an even earlier foliation. · This observation could 
. . 
not be reproduced in other thtn sections, but i~ is possible 
that the intensity of ~eformation . which produce¢! _the ,)prom-
inent schistosity and .:parall.el. ca·tac·lastic deformation may 
. . . . I . , 
have obliterated evidence of earlier phases of . deformatipn. 
Indeed, Stackhouse (1976) p,rop'osed ' . a three-stage 
\ 
~~- ·---. __..,......-------·---·- . 
. ·. 
.. , 
















Figure 4.31. a) Bent albite twinning in plagioclase and b) bent 
qllart.z crystals nucleating on a grain of pyrite. Photo widths are 
approxima.tely a) 1nm and b) 2rrm • 
89 
b. 
Figure 4.32. Examples of the effect of deformation on quartz 
9rains; a) corroded quartz phenocrysts in a sutured rrosaic ground-~ss of quartz and b) bent quartz subgrains nucleating off pyrite 
bUl a pressure shadow. Photos widths are approximately a) lnm and ) 8mn . 
90 
Figure 4.33. Crenulated foliation in a siltstone. Photo width is 




Figure 4. 34. a) developrnent of :r;x:>lygonal arcs partially obscuring ~ first foliation in a siltstone. b) Biotite :r;x:>lkiloblasts al.~gned parallel to the axial plane of the crenulation cleavage. 
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deformational history for the Strickland area a~d Charlton.· 
\ 
. ( 1980) at leaf;lt' four stages fo·r the· Bay du Nord Group . . I . . 
~ . The,(Baggs Hill . ·Granite w.as not strongly affected by 
· thes.e . periods · of defox:rnation~ · Marginal . phases of the 
I '· 
I . 
• ) • · I ·:~granite appear to be ~light_ly finer gfllined and' ·contain few 
.. 
strai\ght,. equilib~ated grain . boundaries: Aggregates . of 
rnaf'iCI minerO.ls are someWhat. lineated on . s ,ubhorizontal joint 
·:ur£gCes ,i'n the . granite'. This fabric is 1 t ' Penetrati~~. and :. 
~!5 th'?ught to · be a late . stage phenomenon. ·Chorlton (.1980) · 
... 
I • • I rep·~rts (that the ·Baggs · Hill ·· Grim~te is . h ·ighly ·. sheat:~d 
. l . .• 
l~c.a.i:ly'. A · prominent set of near vertical . joints cut the . . ·., 
· , 
granite at ·420° , ·which i~ app~oximately at right aJ?gles to 
,. 
the regional, northeast~· trending fabric. 
""-v 
A number o.f prominent faults . trending· west northwest 
" 
and . east;. . . nort.heast cross cut the regional · strike · _in the 
· Strick.land are~ (Figure 6.1, page 113). Li ttle or no ·Offsf!!t 
· o~ . the majo~. units (sedimentary se~uence·, 'mixed sequel?ce ). ~s 
evident along these faults. · The Blue Star ~ault truncates 
··. the Main Zone ~nd forms the s_outhern boundary of the Gopper 
·Zo,_. The .D~miJ?iOn f~flt. sli.ghtly offsets the Ma.~n Z'one and 
the Blackhor·se ~ult i s a prominent air photo linear which 
. ' . 
~oe's. not appear to offset the' rock uni ts , • 
.. 
· The . conctmtra"tion of fau~ts in the ~tricklan~ area is 
anoni~lous .};y--hi~h Fela ti ve · to elsewhere along the ! Hermi t .age 
· Flexure .· (D•~ Pri.nce ; ; ers_onal communication )~ Fa~conbridge ~ 
. ! \ ' .. ' 
. . 
geologists (~ri.nce and Briggs, 1978) have suggested that som~ · · · 
c 
.. 
~· . . 
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of these may. be r~activ~ed _ S}{rivol~an~c faults. Many· fan a.ut 
around the south end of Baggs Hill an9 may be rela~ed to · the 
... 
accomodation of regional stresses around the ·buttress-like· 
Baggs Hill Granite. The coincidence of sulphide. 
mineralization af!d major fault' syst'ems ·has been" documented · in 
' ~ . . . 
the Noranda and Kuroko camps (Sangst~r, 197~~ ~nuckley, 1975; 
Scott, . 1"976 ; Scott, . 19.78, .1980). 
. . 
Previous Sangster _ and 
... 
. ' 
. authors have proposed that these faults provided ·_a focus for 
the discharge . of mirierilizin~ _ hyd~othermal f~uids · (HpdgsoO 
. and Lydon, 19{7; -Par·ry and .Hutchinson, 1981) • . The occurrence . 
of 
. . · ~ - , 
extens.ive faultlng 
I ' 
responsible ~or tl')e ·focusing of hydrothermal solutions which 
. t '- • 
prod~ed the· · observed sulphide mineral iza.t:i.on·. 
., 
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MINERAL"· CHEMI S.TRY 
5.1 Silicate and.carbonate mineral chemistry 
5 .1.1 -Chlorite 
. . • 
Some authors -(e . g. Shirozu, !"974: Henley -and Thornl ey, 
1981) have noted an increase in the magnesili~ content of 
. . 
chlorite with increased pro.ximity to the stockwork zone or. 
f • • • 
• t • certa~n _ volcanogen~c massive sulphide ~epe>sits-. . · 
. 
~his has. been interpreted to have:. been produced tiy magnesium · . 
' ' . . '\ 
metasomatism ·which is consistent with their formation in the 
. . . ~- . ; 
path o.f ··a · seawat-er-charged hyd;;.othermal convection system. 
(Henley and Thornley, 1981) . Rive~in ( 1977) · noted at Le'ns 
14 of the Mil1enbach mine a zonation from Fe-rich chlorit~s·· 
in the core of .the alteration· pipe to Mg-ri<:h chlorites in 
the outer portions of the - chlorite zone (a range of 
·Mg/(Mg+Fe) ·ratios from .23 to .64). 
r t: .., ·In the · ,present study . three types . . ~f chlorite 
--+~-· _ _ _ _:__ __ op_t:ic~l.ly -- identified (1) pennite w~th-- oerlin 
were 
blue 
: . ) 





i nterf~rence colours and strong pleochroi~m: (2) a chl~rite 
with oliye-green to purple . interference colours, moderate to 
strong pleochroi~m (green) and paralleJ. extinction •'which is 
. commonly found r.eplacing blotite: (3) prochlorite (Kerr,· 
. . 
1959) _with pale grey to green-grey interference _colours and 
, p . . . 
no pleochroism~ Examples of each ·type of chlorite were · 
probed.· . The change in .interference c;:olours (blue ~to olive-
green and purpl e to .-paie grey) and pleochroic t e nde ncies 



































' l • -
' . 
. :. ~ 
'• ' 
.. ~ .................. - ...,._ ..... . *--'"'."1.., ;·- - - - -..-.... _...,., ___ .:. • . -· . 
~- '/- •-~ . . . \ ' . . . . 95 ' . ·. 
\ . . ·, . 
: - ~-__......... . . . _,··: 
to nonpleochroic) 
'• ' .'·. 
/ 
were 
''· . ... .... .. . 
found to j (strongly · pleochroic 
correspond to ·an increase in the . J~tagnesium content of the 
. . . " . ·. : .. 
I chlor~te with Mg/(M.g+Fe) ratios·· ranging ... fr9m .27 to . . 94 · (see Table 5 ~ 1 · and Fi~ure 5 .1) • Mos~ of the. chlori tea probed 
\were aSsociated with minor to masSive amountS of sphalerite-
. ryrite'-galena mineralization. . ' . 
. \ Iron-enr~ched .cli:~s were f~~l?-~ · i~ s~mples from t)l.e 
\oad Zone and . Bog Zone ·--(samples~ 1, 73; ~: w~th Mg/ (Mg+Fe) . 
ratios of .27 to .41). · Chlorit~ from one weakly 
I . . 
mineralized 'mafic tuff ' sample from . the . Copper Zone (4) · as 
\ : . . 
· ~~11 as· ~plea ~f the mafic 'tuff ,betweeh the Main and Bag · 
Zones (5,6,7)~ 
concentrations 
straddle an . intermediate range .of Fe-Mg 
(Mg/(Mg+Fe) l ratios. ~f .51 to .66) • . . samplel'J . 
, . . 
f~om the Main zone (S,9,10,l1,i3,14). a~d - on.e Silver Hil:i : 
' 
Zo'ne sample (12) contains chlorite which is moderately ~o 
\ . .. .; . ' 




. . . 
the chlorite~? Therefore, in 
Strickland .area are associated with sulphide mineralization, 
but · mineralization is not necessarily accompanied by 
magnesium-rich · chlori tea. 
5.1.2. Carbonates 
. . 
Carbonate was noted as· a major phase· associated with 
massive ' sulphide . mineralization ~nd the Silver Hi.ll carbon-
• 
ate-tremolite a iteration zone (see Section 6. 2. 3 .1 ,_ page 
125) •. Carbonate occurs as a minor . phase in the mafic · tuffs· 
and some siltstones. Semi-quantitative prbbing of eight 
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P~al minerai analyses.-chlorites 
/ . 
. 
· . . t,terference : Blue Olive-greenipurple 
· lours .. 
• 
Reference No: . 1 2 3 '4 5 6 
SanJ>le No. W5071· W5079 ' W6282 W5031 W5083 WS074 
--
• 24.87 Si02 23.73 23.70 24 .20. ·25 .34 26.43 
Ti02 0.14 0.02 0.07 • 1.0.09. 9.10 0.11 
Al~3 ?0.96 . 21.93 21\93 21.41 20.98 21.04 
Fe~J -
FeO 36·;37 29.20 . 29 .01 .. 24.95 24.45 20.86 
MnO 0.59 .1.19 0.52 ~.76 0.43 0.47 
.f.tJO 7.6i 10.81· 11.44 ·14.65 16AS '18. 71; 
CaO . 0,06 0.03 0.04 0.03 0~00 .· o.p2 
·Na20· '0;00 o.oo 0~02 .o.oo 0.04 0.01· 
K20 . 0.02 o.oo 0.02 0.02 . 6.do o'.o1 
. cr203 . 0.02. . o.oo ·o.o1 0.03 0 • 00 -~ . . b • 00 
' 
' • ' I 
Ni o.oo 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 . 0.03' 
Total , 90.63 8EJ.91 . 
• J 86.75 86.14 87.80 87.69 
FoDIUl.a based. on 28 oxygens ) . :i,gnoring H~+ 
; 
si · 5,38 5.19 5.17 5.22 '5.32 5.44-l 
Ti 0.02. . 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
AI.· .5.35 5.66' 5.64 5,.44 5.19 ' 5.11 
Fe2 + 6.58 5.35 . 5.30 . 4.50 4.30 3.'59 
Mrl 0.11 .. 0.22 0.10 0.13 0.07 0.08 
~ 2.45 3.53 3. 72 · .. 4 .;71 5.15 5~74 
Ca 0.01 . 0.01 • 0.01 . .o·.o1 0.00 0.00 
Na o.oo 0 .• 00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 
K o.oo 0.'00 0.00 o.oo· . o:oo o.oo 
(OH) 16.00 16.00 16.00 - 16.00 • 16.00 16.00 
~/Mg + -~e . • 27 .40 .41 .51 .5_4 .62 
IDl'ES on the 1i thology /mineralogy of the anaiysea slides. 
W5071 Mafic tuff . .< ••• ·• 
W5079 . Intenrediate.·F n\afic tuff with clial.oopyrite 1 · 
W6282 Felsic tuff Wlth· arsenopyrite in a late qUartz vein 
·· W5031 Mafic tuff, erenulated · 








.. 20. 70 
0.04 . 
















W5074 Mafic tuff, strongly foliated, with ·.lnm FQCkets of calcite 
W5064. · Mafic tuff with actinolite 
• I 
··. ' • 
. . -
·'i 
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~ale grey /pale green-grey 
9 10 11 . 12 13 
W6241A W6216 W6235 W6223 <WS059 .. 
27.49 27.13 . 27.95 26.57· "30.49 
0.03 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.04 
21.75 21.56 21.33 21.24 . ' 1~.51 
15.13 13.04 11.20 10.33 6.06 . 
0.84 0.79 1.07 . 0.35 . 0.48 
22.04 .23.65 " 24.01 . 25.90 29.53 -
.02 0.02 0.96 0.05 o.oo 
.03 0.02 .0.00 0.02 0.02 
.00 . o.oo . 0.10 . 0.05 0.01 
' .00 0~05 . 0.00 o.oo . 0.05 ' 
.OS. 0_.00 · 0.03 0.05 . 0.02 
87 .36· 86.30 85.82 ' 84.78 86.22 
.· .<Fonnula ~sed on 28 oxyg~ igno~ing li~o+ 
-.. ' . . . ., . 
•' Si · ~ 5.40 5;50 5.44 5!59 . 5.36 5.88 
.. 
.• 
·'· Ti 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 " 0. 01 
·Al ' • . 5.28 5.13 !).10 5.03 5.05 4.43 . 
. 2+ 2.70 2.53 2.19 -1.87 1.74 0.97 - Fe 
.Mn .· .. 0.20 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.07 0.07 
M:J. 6.31 6.58 7.08 7.16 7. 79 8.48 
ea.· 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.12 ·0.01 o.oo 
Na 
. " 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0. 00 0.01 0101 
K ·: 
. -· 
o.oo 0.00 9.00 ·9.92 0.01 o.oo 
(00) 16.00 16.00 16.00 ·. 16.'00 16.00 16 :oo · 
. : :' M:J(M:J ..... Fe .·70 .72 .76 .79 ' .82 .90 
NOI'ES on the lithology/rni.r:eralogy of the analysed slides. 
W623.4 · · Silicified· fe lsic . flCM 
~W6241A Massiye ' sphalerite 'witll Chlorite . 
W6216 Massive sphalerite with sericite, chlorite and quartz 
W6235 Intenredlate tuff with calcite "and mioor sphalerite 
.. · W6223 Trerrolitic roCk with 'calci te and ini.nor sphalerit e 
W5.059 Massive sphalerite , calci te, chlor ite ., · 
• Wso75 C.lcite,seri cite, .~~ite , · '·) 
. ...,, ' 
. ' 
.., 
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20 60 







Sil.,•r Hill Zon• 
Bog Zone 
Road Zon• 
Copp11r Zon• fmahc 
Tul'l' 
tul'l' J 
Henley and Tnornl•y f f98f J 
,:;:-:, -, Buchan.s chlorif• composition$ 
A F11lsic rocks 
B Nal'ic rocks 
igure S. l . Chlorite compositions from the Strickland area rocks 
<XIrpared with those of the Buchans rocks shown on a portion of 
the system Al-Fe-Mg (rrole percent) from Henley and Thornley 
in(l
981 ) • The analyses of the Strickland chlorites (l-14) are given 
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99 I , 
·1·" CalcJ te .wi tl) l'-5%·. combined magnesi urn, manganese and 'iron (see . 1 
Table 5_. 2) • · ·~ 
.i 
5. 1. 3 1Acti noli te- tremoli te 
. : .· ~ . . . 
· Acicul~r . sprays and blades of pleochroic actinolite ~r& 
. irivariably asjociated with the mafic tuffs , and dykes of: the_ 
study a-"ea. 
·restricted to 
The occurrence. of tremolite :with calcite is 
the Silver Hil,l 
,.· 
a-nd' . Main Zones of 
J'. 
mineralization. Miccro.probe analyses of these two . minerals. 
~regiven in Table 5.3. 
. . 
. I .. 
. . 
5.1. 4 Tourma.l i ne ...... 
(1981) bas noted that abund~nt Mg-rich dravite Slack is-., 
'' 
·commonly found as clots, fracture fillings or disseminations 
c~ 
in · wall rocks aaj acent to and within the ore of many 
stratabound massive sulphide deposits. He suggests tt\at the· 
. tourmaline may have been formed by. boron-charged nydrothermal 
: ·~ 
fluids which also deposited the sufphide ores. A local ·· 
abunda~ce of Mg-rich tourmaline in a metfimorph·ic terrain 
might then indicate proximity to 'a former discharge vent. 
The toutmaline found in the Strickland area was never 
~bserved ~ntima~ely associated with massive sulphides 'or ~P 
comprise more than 3% of any rock. 
tourmaline comprising · up to 30% of 
sedimentary hosted 
I 
Black Hawk· (Maine) , 
Slack (1981), repoFts 
total gangue in the 
and Elizabeth Mines 
(Ver_mont) • The Strickland · tour~al ines oacur almost 
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.. lQO . 
' · 
.. · . .-... 
·v 
"' ./ . . .' Table 5. 2 . ~ . : · 
· .Semi-quantative partial carboriate .analyses 
. ' 
Satupl.e . 
: No. 5075 · 5075 ' 5074 ·. 6235 -5083 5059 ·5064 6223A 6232 
··.~. 1.25 .99 . 1.01 1.18 
' 
• 72 .• 69 . .:.91 ;08 1.12 
' · cao 69.49. 56.75 60. 75. 63.16 ' 68.41 67.56 ' 61.16 66.46 65.84 
" 'MnO ./• . • 66 .63 . 2.12 3.40 .1.52 1.32 1.59 .74 1.30 
"Fe() • 20 .03 2.00 . 
" 
.81 1.25 .15 1.29 .14 .62 
67.4~ Total 
. , 
/1.64 58.71 66.14 ' 68.76 ' 72.06· "'69.90 65.11 69.36 . 
I 
Fo~ based Oil · 6 oxygen.S. : 
r.tj .048 .026 .o·42 · . • 048 .028 .028 .038 .002 .044 
Ca 1.934: 1.930 1.852 1.850 1.908 1.854 1.890 1.974- . 1.90 
Mn . ( .014. . • 016 .05 .078 .• 032 .030 . • 038 .016 .028 
Fe .002 ...  : .-046 .fll8 ·.'026 .002' .030 .002 .012 
lCl'ES on the litix>iogy/ininer~ogy of the analysed slides oot previously . 
. ; . .. · described in Table 5.1 • · · · 
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: Table 5.3 
P~l. ~Yses of actlno~i~tmro~ite 
.'= 5064 6223 6227 6232 
- ·-
Si02 50.93 54.80 53.93 55.37 
Ti02 .18 . .11 .02 .02 
-· Al:PJ ·4;35 2.00 -2.80 2_.17 
FeO 12.04 4.61 : 6.34 . ,../ .4.73 
Mrt) 
.47 .35 :59 . .48 
-~ 15.70 20.56 . 19 .• 07 21.25 
cao '12.51 15.43 13.69 12.;44 
~ Na~ .79 .18 . • 20 .13 
..... ., 
K:;P · .00 .05 . .01.- .oo 
...J 
' • ' 
.96.60 Total 96.98 98 .• 09 . 96.,64 
. 
Fomo.ila Qcised on 24 oxygeris .. ; ,, 
Si- 7.74 7.97 7.99 8.09 . 'c 
Ti " .02 .01 : .oo . oo 
Al·.·· r .77 .34 .49 ;37 Fe 1.53· . • 56 .78 :s7 .. ; 
Mn .os .04 .07 .OS 
'M:j • 3.S6 4.45 . 4.22 '4.63 
ca . 2.03 2.41 2.17 l.9S \' 
.. 
.OS . ;os .03 Na .23 
-.. K .oo ·.-oo . .oo .00 
. 
Actinolite ( .. Trenolite ) 
oorEs c;;n the · litOOlOgyftni,neralogy of the slides. -~ysed ~t 
- previously described in Tables S.l and 5.2 • ·_· · 
W6227 Trerrolite rock with calcite 
.· 
./~) . ... .. 
~ .. , 
. ' . 
• l 
I 
' ,, . 
.. 
., 
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,tr 
. exciusi vely in the pelit,ic sediments of both the ' footwall ' 
'• 
and . the ·hanging 
' ' 
sequences • . · typically · 
.·. 
euhedrql, auth_igenico: grains 
displaying . colour zones with 
one mill'imetre in Qh.meter 
yellow .· to · . g~~enij~iei_l~~ \ 
· pleochr6?-sm. ·. 
' ' 
'Analyses of several grains from one shale ·Sample are· 
presen.ted in Table 5. 4. The zoned crystal is oore iron-rich 
and silica-poor in .the center 1:-han at tlie rim. The overall 
composition of the tourma~ine ' is intermediate between scn.orl 
' '" . . ... 
and. dravite. The paucity and cl1emistry :of · the t'.ournlalines' · 
in the Strickland area do not seem to corre·spond to the 
.. ·· pat terns .noted·· elsewhere . by slack ( 1980 , 1981 ) • · 
I _' . . 
·' ' 
... •"' 
5. 2 sp~aler_ite inin~ral, ch~ietry and - geobaro~etry 
< 5. 2 • 1 The 'sp~a leri te geobarometer. 
It has been demonstFated (Scott and _Barnes , 197li 
Scott, 197.3, 1974, 1976; Hutchison and Sco~t, 1~81} that the · 
.  
FeS content of sphalerite in equilibrium with ' iron suiphides 
. ' i . . 
is controlled by pressure, te~perature and the actl-v,tty of 
•• J fl , • ' . . 
Fes . (aFeS) , · . The activit~ of .feS is :buffered when sphalerite · 
is in equilibrium with pyrite' and · hexagonal. pyrrhotite. 
' .. - . l ·•. '. . . 
.... Exper.imentally deri y~d · and ther~odynami.call}lt calcula~ea T•X .-
, \ · . - C:-, .;1 . 
·projections o_t · phase . relations ·j,n · part· o~' the FeS-ZnS-S 
system t"see Fi-~ure 5.2) show . that the. sphalerite-pyrite-
' . 
hexagonal· pyrrhotite ·solvus (s .p. hp. sol.vus) ·_is temperatu-z:e 
independent . over .. ~ wide · ranc.Je. of temper<~:tU:res· · ( 245.' c to 
so2• .c at•l bar, )()o• · c tQ 7oo• <; at -20 kb). It -is, however, 
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. . \~ 
Se!mi-quantitative part:ral tounnaline arialyses 
... ~ . .:-
. Sample ' W6225 
NlJrN:ler 
. ' lA lB ~ 1 i 
edge of Centre of 
Probe zoned zoned 
' 
. site . -crystal crvstai 
l .. ~ - Na,20 · 2.60 2.66 2~59 - 1.79. 2.10. .. - ~ 5.89 5.73 .. 7 .31." . 6.57 7.09 
't Al,203 29.75 29.21 · 31'.26 33.68 31.13 Si02 . 4i;38 36.34 . 36.o7 38.08 36.16 
1 K2() .oo .os • 00 ·.03 .00 . 
-. 
·cao \ _. ·.23 .27 .66 .08 .96 t 
.. Tio'2 .• 57 2.01 .1.35 .29 1.23 
Cr203 .05 ·.oo .oo .10 .08 
. ·; MnO .05 ' .03 . _02 .0,7 . • 0.7 




.oo .• 07 .OJ. .. .. oo . 00 
- ' · . : .. 
ibtal ·. 87.62 86.30 I . 87."16 .. 87.39 85.23 . . ' 
.. 
• I 
, ) '-:· 
_ ~ .Fonnula based on 29 oxygens \ 
' 
. . . 
~ 96 .79 . Na -.95 -1.01 .65 
. : . ·. . Mg 1.65 1.68 . 2.09 ' 1.85 2.07 
. . ·. Al 6.61 6. 78 7.08 7.49 • . 7.17 
. ·. . . s~ 7.80 7.16 7.05 .?.19 7.07 ! . . . . K .oo .01· .00 .oo. .00 
~~ ca. .. f .04 , ."05 .14 .Ol. .20 Ti .08 .29 
.1Y. 
.04 . 18 
' Cr .oo .oo .• 00 . OL -.11 . 1 
' 
Mn .oo .oo .o . ' .01 . 11 i Fe 1.12 1.64 1.16 1.06 l. .04 





. . ' 
. i 
l 
tm'ES on'the lithol ogy/mineralogy·of the ailal.ysed sli des not 
previo usly descr~_Tables 5. 1 , 5 .. 2 and 5. 3 
l 
! 








W6225 Shale, cren~ated With serfcite and quartz 
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. .. 
., . ,. 
. . 
and Tou1inin,· '1966:. Sc~·tt, · 1973'). The data ·of several · 
studies have ·been c~mbined by Hutchison and Scott ( 1981) .in . 
. the follow~ng equation . expressing sphaleri:te · coinpo~iti'an ·as 
a function of pressure . for tpe temperature independetJ,t 
portion oi! the s.p.hp. · solvus: 
.. 
P = 42.3'0 ·- , {32.10 'iog mole . % FeS) in Kbar. 
... . . ·, \ ·.: 
Expe:t;imEmta~l.y . determin~ed isobars , as' functicinfJ of 
temperature and sphalerite· co,mpositions along __ the . . s.p.hp._ 
solvus ·are· also spown in Figure 5.2. · 
. I 
Note: that with 
. . 
. in.creasing con~ining pre.ssure the FeS conte~t · of the 
s~ha:l.erite · on'' the/ .solvus decr~ases .• . . 
.:. . · ... ' ' . . 
· '.'fhe ·sphalerite. geoba~ometer· is only uset'ul ' to .estimate · 
pres~ure. for rocks which. have . equ.ilib~ated at temperatures · 
.,. 
· withi~ · .the temperature independent portions · of the isoba~s. 
~emperature estimates can be inferred from met~morphic 
\ 
tpili cate,, as sernblages. · 
\ . / ~ -
.Sphalerite in equilibrium with just pyrite ·(or· lying to 
. ~ . 
. . . 
the right of the so1vus in the T-X ~iagram) shc:;»uld be less 
ricli in iron ~}larl sphalerite in the same rock · coexisting 
. . . 
· with · pyrite and hexagonal pyrrhoti t:e. · Therefore, the E:eS 
• I 
conten~ . in J?Yri.te-8.\a~e~~te . pa.irs ·should . r:fiv_e . an. estimate .. 
. of the maxi·mum (or upper limit of) . metamorphic pr~ss~res 
\ 
(Hutchison and ~ott, 1980)·. 
Peak . metamorphic pressures are general.ly. attained close · 
to '.the same time as .peak metamorphic temperatures which ~re 
conducive · to the recrystal.lization of pyrite • 
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mol0/o FeS in sphalerite 
Figure 5 .2. FeS in spha l erite, mol 0.4, coexistino with pyrite and 
pyrrhotite as a function of temperature and confining pressure .. 
Numbered isobars from experimental data (from WillenS Hall,l980). 
Pyr- pyrite,_ Po- pyrrhotite , Sph- sphalerite. 
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. \/ 
crystals are effectively removed ·from sub.sequent ... processes 
., 
.·c low temp~rature re'equilibration, etc.) . . -and should 
c~mpo~i ti.ona1.ly record the effect~ . of . ~aximum metamorphic .. 
pressures. . i. 
I , 
.. 
5. 2. 2. Applicatio·n 
. ' .. 
. ·I ... · 
. . . 
The. Main 
. . 
Zone ·· sulphide assemblage by is dominated 
. ·. 
. .. ' . . . . i' 
· :sphalerite, pyrite and le_sser amounts of ·galena, pyrrh:otite . 
·· : . 
-· .and - ~h().lcopyrite. :"Sphalerite occurs as a medium grained 
.-- . ~ 
. .· 
. . . ' 
. ' 
. 
agg_r_egate . which hosts . broken. and · embaye. d _ euhedra.l ·pyrite .I 
' . "~ .r.· 
. .. . ., . . . : .; . · .. · 
·_ porphyroblasts and interstitial gal.eria and chal.copyrite . • · -~ ·. · · ,. ~ · · .\:.F:: 
' . . - ~ · ·_. .:, .. ~/ : ~ ~ .. ~~\· 
oriented blebs of exsolved · . .- . • · l. . · .• :_,'• 
.. . . . . .\.. . · ... ,It_ :·· ·:··: 
observe~ a~. p~ikiloblastic . ,. : .':•:) j; ... 
.. 
is · free of · any 
.. . 
chalcopyrite and. is . frequently 
. ; 
' ' '•, . 
. '·. . .. '.\; 
. . 
-inclusions . in ·pyrite~· . ,- equilibrium _ assemblage 
' ·. 
of. The 
. . -· , py-~:i. ~~ · ··'and · . ·&phal.e:i:-ite, · . , not-pyrrhotite -hexagonal 
. . 
. . . 
·.was .. . 
., 
·: . 
. ""'. ! . 
... ' 
. ! 
. . . 
'\' 
.. 
A ' ,· . ;. · 
. . .. ~ . ·.~· 




·,,observed .• ·"· : . -~ 
Three varieties o'£ sph~leri t;e were· noted in sections ' 
op_served . ' under .. transmitted ' ~ig~b; . '· roughly-textured . (1·) 
red-b~own sphal~rite ~cimmonly as i~clusions ±.;; .pyrite and as 
. . ' ... : 
. a groundmass; ( 2) ' c;tear red-brown sphale'r.i:te ' s~en only .a 's ' . 
. . . 
sma~l · ·subgridns in · the text1;1red red-browri sp_ale~r,ite: · ·and . 
( 3) a few isolated gr'ains of pale yell.ow sphaleri ~e w~i,ch ·· 
, ) • • ' • ' ' " . • " ' • I 
. .. 
occur : both as inclusions .•... in . pyrit:,e · and in·. the spicate 
-; 





l · . . : ·. 
, ...• _ 
. .~., ·.: ... 
~ 
... ~. . ':' · -varieties were .probed and ,-thei_r ·.· textural relations 
.,. 
.. 
. ··-· _ .... _ ....,..,_ .. ~ -...... -...... -. 
' ' ' 
section ca:i:-efu l.ly noted. · . 
. . . . ,. 
' · ( i'nclusions, groundmass) within . the 
. . t . • 
The .results of th.ese ~nal.yses<a~e 
. . . . ~ 
· ·.,~l 
'••I summarized. in- T'able 5. 5 . · 
. . •' 
and Figure 5. 4 · • 
. 
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Figure 5.3. a) Textured red-brown sphalerite as a groundrnass with 
clear red-brown sphalerite as subgrains (located in the top left 
corner and along the top edge of the sphalerite mass). b) Yellow 
sphalerite and red-brown textured sphalerite poikiloblasticly enclos~ in pyrite contained in a groundmass of textured red-brown 
sphaJ.eri.te. Photo widths are approximately lmm • 
' 
.... . .. ·-·--;-~ · - ~-:- ·:...-
... 
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' 
. ~ , • 
J·' 
. ' 
'. I • 
. . 
. . 
. , . lOB 
. · . . Table 5.5 . . 
FeS in · sPhalerite. fran ·the st.ricklancl ini.neraihation -. 





range . :ox ~ 
Textured red- 24 ·7.75.:.._9,22 . 8 . 50 0.44 
-brown., as 
inc~usions .. m J!i 
. . . . -Textured~- · · .~8hs4:;.sf 8.06 · o.31 
brc:Mri matrix------- · . 
. ---- .. · 
ciear· red-brown 5 7,07-8,48-- 7. 76 .0.55 
, .... 
4,20-5.30 Pale yellow . 5 4 ~87 0.45 
as :inclus'ians iil ·. · 
P'i 
-~ 
.t· . . 
Pale _yellow, ·a:s 2'· 3.8<>-3:69 . 3. 74 · O ~ Q~ 
free grains in 
. silicate gangue .· . • 
' . . 
range·. ?c 
' 6.71-7.97 '7 .• 35 
6 . 49.:.7.29 . 6.88 
6.20-7.40 6.74 
3.60-4 . 70 4.22 







. ·, . . ' ' ... . . .. . . . . . . . ... 
. · n - number qf analyses, where . each ·analysis. is · the ave. of . 3 ]?Oint · 
_. cinalyses of one sphalerite 'grain. · · · · : · . · _ · 
'X- 'arithmetic. maan · 1 - • 
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n1d- brown poik.iloblasfic 
inclusions 
c:::J f•xfur~ r~-bnawn 
EZZJ cl.ar rH-brown 
c:::J y•llow- poikiloblastic 
[~I t--£J ~ y•llow- rr .. grain I 
:J 4 5 6 7 8 
Mols o/o FeS in Sphalerite 
1 
Figure 5. 4. FeS content of sphaleri tes from the Strickland zones 
of mineralization 
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110. 
All the sphalerites probed are relatively low in · iron. · 
~- The textured red-brown . matrix spha'lerites and the clear 
· : r~d-brown sphalerit:e--1-~ont'ains have similar Fe _conte~ts 
~ . . . , . . . . . . . . . 
••• ~·4.. . ' (5.7-5.8. mole~). · ·The ·clear Fed-brown sphalerite · . is 
·· · .. ; ~: · ~· interprete~ tci be. a s~·;ain-fu!e r~crystaliz.ed' equival ent .of · 
. ' . .. . . . . . ' . :. 
• • 
the textured red-brown 'ma:t.rix. sphalerite. · 'The pale yellow.-
sphaler·.ite is. unif·ormly depleted iri iron relative to ·the L 
·other spha~e:rites, whether as inclusions ·in pyrite or ~s 
free · grains . i~ a Elilicate . matrix. Textured re~-browri · 
sphaier.it~-. inclusions in : pyrit~_ .. yield~cf th~ highest ·· iron 
. ; . . ' . ' . . I . . 
• ,. . • . ' !.. 
content ·of. all th~ · ·sphaler i tes probed. 
silicate .assemblage~ · indid1te · a peak me.t ·amorpli'i:sm : ~/ 
. 
upper . gree~schist facies. Tempe);'atures· at th~se gradef? .of 
': · : ·metamorphism range from 50.0 t :o ~ooo c (Winkler, ·1976) which · 
' • ' '• . I ' ' ' > ' • ' ' f ~ ' ' • ' • 
" 
-.· 
. - "\. , . 
~re near 'the top end· Of the . tempEh.'at~re inc;lepende~t por"7ion 
of 'the s _.p.hp . . solvus·. 
. ' ' ! . . . ... . -
.This · temp~rature . estimate and the 
. . ..~ -~ : ' " . \ .. ' ; 
abs(;'!nce of ch;:tlcopyrite 
. ~ . 
inclusions .i'n . the . sphalerite shbuld 
. . .. ' . . ' 
. . 
make it.· ame~able · to . the appl·ic$it~on. of ·the 
geobarometer ~ . · 
·( 
.. ·, The 1~. iron content ·.of · the · spl;al~rite included· -in 
I 
. pyrite . yield ·geological'ly extraordinary · pressures· o ·f 
. -
17 . 
Kbars which are- clearly ~ncomp~tible . ~ith pr_essure ·estimat,es· 
based on the ; metamorphic' grade of tite h~st rock. ·The iron · 
·- content of t~e included sphal~'ri~es (both textured red-brown : 
. . . . ' . . . 
and pa~e y'ellow · v~rieties ~ is .higher tha,n the.ir !Jlat:r.ix 
equlvalents • 
.. 
The low iron cJ~-t;1lnt of the sphalerites- can be explained .. 
' . . 
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grade.) · may actually be· higher- than. upper greenschist facies 
· , . ~ . 
·wnere at a given of 
sp~ite · is much.- lower than it' is. within: 'the ternper~ture 
in~ependent . portion of . the sol vus (and . ther·efote th'e 
· 'aphale~.;ite geobarornete~ would . riot be ~ppl.i.cable . to this 
. ' . . . 
deposit)~ Al terna ti vely, th·e ,' ·l~w irorl: .· sphalerites cou.ld · be 
. ' 
.·produced by low temper'at~re reequilibration'· of sphalerite in 
the presence of ~ fluid pha~e (Willan -and Hall, 1980~ 
• I 
· · Hutchison arid · st~·ott, 198o): The slight;ly ·higher .. iron · .. 
' 'J -
.. were .pa.rtial.l'y protected f .luid · fluxing 
. . . 
. . ,·· 
from :.'this and 
. ·, ... 
· · ':: ~eequili·b.ratic;:u1. 
• .. \ - r · 
~- . 
. ' ·. 
. ' 
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·CHAPTER 6 · · . 
ORE PETROLOGY ~.ORE RE.LATEri A~TE~T\~N 
. . 
6 ol O~e _petrology 
. . . 
. Four main types of mineralization·· were examined during 
-<~.- . 
thi~ study. 
.. . . . ' \ . ,.,.. . ~ .....  : 
They include sulphides dominat·ed ,by sphale'r1te, 
hos.ted in ~iiiceous or '"calcite · g~~gue · from the Main Zqne, 
sulphide~ . do~inated · by. chalc~pyrite from the· ~opper Zone and 
w'eak· sphalerite-galena, high silve~mi~eralization 
~\sociated ~it1t ·· ca~bona.te-tremolite 
/ 
gangue· of the s i 1 ver 
·._ Hi:ll Zone . .. 
.J'' 
· . . 









' 6.1..1 Ma~n Zone 
' · . 
. ' The . 'miner'a1ization of· the· ·Main Zone extends 1. 2 'km 
. · . a~ong . fitri~e . and· is confor!"ably contaJned iri a section of 
· · :::;~ ~~Jsic pyroclastics and flows at .the contact between the 
• '• ' I 
:. , · . . '· · sedimentary sequence .and mixed sequence (Figure 6. 1). It is 
.. . . - . ' 
· ·offset;. slightly by several faults. What is interpreted to 
·. be . the stratigraphicall;;,r lowest (therefore ·earliest) 
. . ·, ·. ' : . ntiri'eralization in the Main Zone . is strongly foliated (Figure 
. ,_ ~ · · ... ;'·._: 6 ~ 2) a~d- composed domina-ntly of close pack~~,}~~i.:gr~ined 
• ....  . t' • - • • 
}j 
· .. ; . 
' 
' 
·· ..... ... 
.. ·•· : . . 
·.·. ' · 
.. .. 
.·. 
.~ aggregates of pyrite (Figures 6.3, 6.4). Galena· never 
constitutes more than 5% of-the· total sulphides and occurs 
~ -
.as xenoblastic grains inter.sti tial to sphalerite. Sm~l 
wedge-:-shaped inclu~ions of tetrahedrite are rarely pr~~en\ 
0 
in the galena (Figure 6. 5). Areas rich in· pyrrhotite- show 
late stage alteration to rnar~asite along grain margins I and 
fractures (F-igure 6 o6a) o Rounded clasts of felsic volcanic 
' 
. . 
material are· contained in_ massive sphaleri_te near the ~op of . 
. the c/re zone (Figure 6oGb). Stackhouse (1976) identified 
.. 
I I 
... ----:M··· · ' j ' ... - , ----··- · ·, · 
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Figure 6.2. Well foliated pyrite, sphalerite and quartz gangue 
typical of the Main Zone mineralization. 
~igure 6.3. Contorted folds of sericite contained in sphalerite 
under crossed nicols, in transmitted light). Photo width is 
approximately 3rrm . 
ll5 
Figure 6. 4 . Pyrite euhedra impinging on each other in a matrix 
of sphalerite (medium grey) and silicate gangue (black). Photo 
width is approximately 6rrm . 
p· 
:e 6.5. ~ll wedge-shaped inclusions of tetrahedrite (photo (ye~r) contaJ..ned in galena (light grey) with minor chalcopyrite 
is ow) c:md surrounded by sphalerite (medium grey). Photo width 




Fi9U7e 6.6. a) Fractures through pyrrhotite bordered by irregular :~?~~ of ma.rc~site (:polished section in refl~cted ligi:t). Photo . 
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. . ' 
the · :clasts __ as being similar _to silic.ified felsic volcanic~ 
. , • .. . 
. ' 
which und·erlie the. Main Ore · Zone to the · s·outheast and may. · 
' I ' ' • 1 ',, . ' • 
· repres~nt ejecta ,f~o~· a:· phreatic . expiosion or sl\lmp~breccia 
t:. . . f • 
.. 
· . material incorporated into ~ pocket of sulphides. 
,• ., 
· • : No primary !textures were observed in the Main Zone ores 
The banding. in the ore may be 
relict . bedding foli.ation produced during the 
·. 
metamorphism ·and deformation , of the ore (which produc~d 
.. · 
fractured pyrite. porphyroblasts an~ ~olded micas included in . 
sU~phides) ~ Indeed; the silicate ·clasts may have been ' 
·produced by deformational processes -where fragments o~· 
wallrock _are . detached ~nd : incorpor_ated 'into the sulph~des a·s 
a cons_e:quEmce -~f plast~c flow of the &J.llphi.des· · during 
· metamorphism· CVokes, 19·69, "Durchbewegurig" fabric) ·. · 
. . . 
Scattered rare . pods .·.of mineralization with carbon~te 
(:t . tremolite-) gangue occur ·near. the top of the ~assive -
sphalerite horizon. These have been describe~ by. Cooper 
\ 
'(19'S4)" and Stackhou~ (;19_?6) •. ~e. ~u,t.ph~~e·. miner~lization 
compris~s .30-60% ban'ded' , aggr~gates of medi~m-~rai~ed 
. . . sphalerite; pyrite .. e"uliedra and . mi"nor_. ga·lena with . coa~"sely 
cry~_talline ~a~cite, - · m"inor . quartz ± tremo¥te •. . In at 
least . one drill hole miner~litation . with ·carbonat_e~trem<;>lite 
gangue ·a~sayed high in · silver (DoH· i6 . .;..o2"3-l, .. 7. 5 ~z/ton, 
. ., . . . . 
B~i~g_s and · Prince, 197~). . Similar mineralization · is 
characteribtic of the Silver Hill zone_. 
• I ~ • 
. • 
The high silver 
ass~ys o~ the . upp·er. sulphide horizqn of the . Maip zrine are · 
.bel_:i.eved to .be .(by -this· author) related to _the o.ccu:z::.rence· o~ 
those portions of the ore with ·carbonate-tremolit~ ga~gu·e· • 
. . 
• ' ' 
... ' . . 
... 
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6.1. 2 Copper Zone . 
'. 
. -The ·a~1phide mineralizati~n of ,the C~pper .. Zone is 
contained in -a conformable· interval of. mafic tuff which . lies 
. . . ,. . \ . . .. ' 
stratigraphically : below the Main Zone. It is bounded . to the · 
north and"soutb ~y faults {the Bluestar .fault to· the ~.out'l:ir~ 
and represents ,the-. principal occurrence ~f · .significant 
copper ~ineral;zat)i.on i.n-the Strickland· area (Figure 6.1.). 
Sulphide minerai.ization in the Copper Zone o'ccurs as 
.. '. . . . 
. . 
· . pyrite, chalcopyrite, . sp~alerite in quartz. veins and 
veinlets .in ch+orite-:rich. ma~ic - tuff~ ·a~ur as sphalerite-
. galena . 'blebs conformabfe wlth . the. ~oliation . of interbedded 
. . 
- ~ 
·Remobilized· chalcopyrite £ills fractures .in·· 
. . // 








the qua,rtz· gangue (Figure ~. 7a): . Inclu~;~ions .of· chalcopyrite .. ·:· 
in the gangu'e are ri~ed by sphal~rite (reac;tion rims~) · (s_ee . 
• •, I 
.f. ' 
f 





., . ,· 
/ . 
·,. 
. • .. • . l 
Figure 6.7b}. · ~in wedges and fl~mes of tetrahedrite' are· 
. . 
· . . inclq_ded : in · the · chalcopyrite.- .Supergene ma,lachite . and 
• • 
azur.:i..te · were -noteq ·in the ·surface · ~xposur·es o~ ·the Copper 
. . 
Zone. . .... 
· · 6.1.3 sflver Hiil .zone 
· . The 'Silver Hlll · Ze>ne lie~ stratig~aphic·ally ·belo~·_. tl:te 
' l . ' • 
·M~in_ zo~e -~rie~~1izati'on n~rth "of ·t~e D~~in;on . fa~lt, (Fi.gur~e 
: 6.1). It fs · a· conformable interval of carbonate-tremolite 
gangue material overgro~ing ·3-5% sph~lerite and gale.na ~ ' 
While no ~iscrete •silver-bearing minerals were ~dentified ·in 
'' • ~ ' , ' • I I • 
-this study Fa1conbridge geologists believe it ·to be present ' 
. · ' . . ., . . . . '. . ., . . 
. ,' 
' ' . 
.as . a native silver-ant~mony alloy, allargentum. ~ Tremo:tite . ' . 
'; 
. in this section occq.rs as specta.cuia:z;: .. r~d;~ting sprays up · to · · .. 
' ' . . 
· ' 
.. 
---· --...:..:..._ ;_~ ... .:..---.. · . .:.-: .. - .._ 
··-
I . 





Figure 6. 7. Copper Zone mineralization a) fractured quartz gangue 
(medium grey) with remobilized chalcopyrite (light grey) filling re fractures. ·b) Chalcopyrite (light grey) r~ with sphalerite 
dar) k grey) in quartz gangue (black) . Photo widths are approximately 
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2 em acros~ (Fi~~~e 6.8). ·The carbonate-tremolite·· nature of 
- . . 
. . 
this horizon fades . later~lly 
' . ) . 
. " (to the . north) and down-dip 
"' 
into: _a · ch.loritic ).ntermediate tuff-siltstone. This 'uplt 'is 
overlai'n by graph~.~ic shale.s .and 
felsic pyrO'clastics ·and flows. 
underlain by .. s~liceous ( · 
.. . 
, I 
6.1.4 Bog Zone ., 
. ' . 
' . 
The·· Bog Zone (.Figur~-·6 .1) is·· a ropg'tlly conformable 9 .m ' · 
-
thickness· of .. low . grade disseminated pyrite', sphalerite, 
gaiena, minor chalcopyrite . 'and·· pyrrhqtite associate<~ ·with-
:--.... 
. qu~rtz .ve·ins. in a horizon of m~fic ·to intermediate 'tuff. · ·ft· 
. ' . , . I . . . .· 
"--: . . . lies . 200m .stra-tigr~phicaliy below ·the. ~~i.n zone. and has 
. , ~; . traced for a st~ike ' len~th/:f ,:2_oo:..-3ob~~ · · 
been · 
. J 
6 .-L 5 · Carrot·. Brook 
. \ Mi~era:lization e.xposed in old trenches )ust north · of . 
. carrot. Br.,aok . and · . in. 'the. brook it~elf (Figure 6.1) · is 
composed of rusty ·weathering aisserninated pyrit:e ·with minor 
I 
.. amounts ·of g'alena · and sphalerite. · The sulphides occ:ur .as 
bl,.eb~· a·nd ·fracture-=-contro_lled .. stri11ge~s (~i th epidote) ·in a 
silicified . a~d serici.t.ized 'r:hyo.lite whi9J:l,Jlies on strike· 
. . . 
.. . .. 
. with· ·, the · ·Main ~one horizo~ . .. '(Briggs and Pririce, 1979:. 
The Carrot. Brook . area · was not ·examined .-by 
' ' . - . . -
' , . 
'this · atithm:: but ·was sampl~d for lithog~ochernistry ·.by 
Falconbridge pe.rs~nnel' and is t~erefore included·· here. · 
•I . 
' ' . 
, · . . . 
, . 
.. . 
. .. . 
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Figure 6 . 8 . Coarse sprays of trerroli te characteristic of the 
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6.1.6 The Road Zone, Anomaly Ho~e and Bison 
Fault'Mineraliza~ion 
\ 












. ~ .. ~"'~ . 
·geographically_ :tic the ·south _of the. Copper Zone (Figure 6.1). 
They were intersected by diamond drill holes collared·on _the 
ba~is 
-
of multi-element · soil geochemical. anpmalies·. 
' ' frs€mopyrite ·euhedra · are found in quartz .. ·veins through · a 
lapilli tuff outcrop north of 'the Road Zone (the R·oad Zone 
·area extends from 700S to 1200s and . lOOdE 'to 1300E). Minor 
, disseminations · of sphale~ite, galena, chalcopyrite and 
pyrit~ cont~ined {n an · int~rmediate · lapilli.· tuff were 
··intersected · in the Road · Zone holes · .(16-020-1, · 16-020-2). 
l 
· siinilar weak mineralization was int-ersected in intercalated 
·intermediate tuff · and sandstone· by · ~he Anomaly hole 




mat'rix breccia (5-8% chalcopyrite · with 
sphalerite) .was · , intersected in a felsic-intermediate 
. pyro9let:stic .. . The , Bison F·aul t was intersected' . . at . the start 
'\of th~ ·hole . and th·i~ mi_neraHzation will be . . refened to as 
the Bison Fault mineralization. The relationship of this · 
I) • 




6.2 ~lteration 'related to mineralization 
6.2.1 Silicification, 
' ,I Falconbridge geologists J have identit'ied a sequence · of 
. . 
three conformable felsic volcanic/~olcaniclastic lithologies 
:' .}' 
. ' 
··----------·-·-------·-·---·- --- - ---
.> 
•' 
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beneath and intimately 
... . 
associ~ted with ; .the Main Zone· 
mineralization. The lowest unit is a silicified : felsic 
• lapilli tufr (estimated 8.5m thic;:k) ,' with . up . to 5% 
· disseminated pyrite and 3-5% scattered and flattened blebs 
'(1 em long) of sphalerite and minor gal~na . (Prince, 1978). 
This constitutes :the low grade -mineralization . of the Main 
·Zone. · The unit is riddl~d ~ith : fin~-gra~.ned qu~rtz veins 
and it is locally finely brecciated (Figure 6.9a,b). 
Lapil~i .. are sparse . and invariably st.Fe_tched. This horizon 
grades upwards into an increasin()lY sericit~zed lapilli'tuff 
which , is ·described below. 
6. 2. 2 ·.Potassic Al teratipn 
! , , 
6.2.2il Sericitization 
ThE~ rocks · associated with · 'the Main . Zone mineraiizat.ion 
. are by far . the most . sericitic .rocks of the Strickland 
property. · The' :pyrite7·rich ser"icitized felsic lapilli tuff 
( ~pproximately 2. Sm thick) immediately below· the massive 
· I, 
. ' . i·. I . 
I 
.. 
sulphide. h~rizon of \he ' Main Zone contains littl~ sphalerite ~ 
·or · galena, but assays up to .5 oz/ton silver (Prince, 1978). 
It is ~trongly foliated and would be more accurately 
described· as a sericite schist. It bz:eaks. · easily in flag'gy 
. fragments with a characteristic .pearly luster and 
orange- beige weathered. surfaces. · The · contained blebs of 
. . .. l . . • 
-pyr_ite a nd pyrrhoti~e are stre~ched and aligned • .' · A similar 
strongly sericitized lapi.lli tuff containing up . to 2% pyr;i.te 
overlies the massive ore. . This horizon is di.scontinuousi', 












Figure 6. 9. a) Brecciated volcanic material from the Main Zone, 
ce:nented with a quartz-rich matrix. b) Breccia fragment,under 
cro~sed nicols, shows a strong reaction with sodil..IDl cobaltinitrite 
sta.Ul for K-feldspar. Photo width is approximately 2nm • 
. . ---- - ----·· ...... . -·-. ·- · ------- ·--,--------· ---- -
........ " - -···- -- ~--- ':""""'": "'-- ow .. .. 








....... . .. 
.. ':fhe host rock's . of <··~opper Zone 
(} ,~-
alsc)''·l 'ocally . aerie~ tized and si . cified 
: ) . . .- -
. 1979). 
.6.2.2.2 Orthoclase porphyroblasts 
mine·raliz.ation 
(Briggs arid Prince, · 
~· 
Porphyrob1asts of orthoclase were noted in intermediate and 
mafic tuffs,~ siltstones and shales associated with the Main 
Zone, Copper -Zone, Road Zone and silver Hill mineralization. 
The~porphyroblasts are typically contained in a matrix rich 
. . . J 
i~ sericite or biotite (Figure 4.28a). Their presence in 
more felsic rock~ might go unnoticed because of the small 
size of the porphyroblasts"' and the lack of an optical · 
~ contrast in a quartz-rich matrix. These porphyroblasts (as i 
well as much of the sericite/biotite matrix . material) are : 
--....... 
,interpt'eted -to have been formed dur-i'ng" the . emplacement ·of ·. 
. 0 
the ore and reflect potas~ium enrichment of the host rocks 
-by the . mi~ralizing fluid~. 
6.2.3 Magnesium alteration 
6.2.3.1 Carbonate-tremolite 
Two zones of intense carb.onate-tremolite "alteration" 
\ ;DL,~ no~ exposed in mappable -widths on s~~face were ~~ersected 
by ·drill holes. The ,first is found at the top of the Main' 
.. 
· •one 'mineralization where drill hole 16-023~1 intersected 





with minor felsic tuff 
This interval is. immediately overlain by the 
hanging wall s~diments. Thin sections show x~noblastic'and 
polygonized quartz in' _weakly . flattened calcite, where 
" . 
. ---·~----~------.--- -..:...:........ . .. -_;_ ....... ----~----- ------------------1 
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calcite comprises ·60% of the slide · (.Figure 6.10). Other 
thin sections contain more varied· mineralogy-coarse grained 
:· 
m~scovite, chl~rite, calcite, tremolite and up to 10% 
sphalerite. Drill ho~e 16-023-26 inte~sec1:-ed a similar 
calcit~_sericite-tremolite- chlori~e-lithology at ' the same 
· strat.igraphic horizon but with no · associated sulphide 
• 
· min~r·alizatiorr. The . tremolite blades in· this. interval are 
bent,· fractured an~ pulled apart indicating some deformation 
after crystal growth • 9 I 
The other zone of .carbona te-tremolite material is that 
' of the Silver Hill Zone. A two to three metre thickness o~ 
. spectacular pale-green sprays o~ . tremolite up to 1. Scm 
across was i .ntersected in holes 16-023-13, 16-023-15 and 
16-023-19 (Figures 6 ~ 11). Sphaler~te and ~alena comprise .3 
to 5% of this interval which is rich i .n silver. The 
sulphides occu~\ interstitial' to and overgrown b}' fine 
-
acicular and coarsely bladed . tremolite . roliated brown 
biotite may also be presen1; .(up to 25% of the rock) and is 
overgroWn· by tremolite. 
There. are at lmfst 3 possible interpretations of the 
origins "of the carb9nate-tremoli te material: 1) it is ·the 
~ 
metamorphosed equi valent of Mg-rich ·alteration of the host-
. rock produced · by a synvolcanic m;lneralizing event: . 2) it is 
·. the metamorphosed equivalent of·. an Mg-rich miner al (ta.lc?) \ 
which .was precipitated on ~he sea floor from the syn..yolcanic 
mineralizing. fl~ids (so it is not an alt eration product but 
a met.a,..che~ical sediment) : or 3) ·1 t is the product of a . 
metasomatic mineralizing .. event (possibly : met·amorphic) later 
.•' 
• . 





Figure 6 .lO. A section from the carlx>nate zone of drill hole 
16-023-l which is composed of calcite plus minor quartz. Photo 
width is approximately 3rnm . 
p· p~e ~-ll._Sprays of tremolite typical of the Silver Hill Zone. 
to Wldth 1s approximately 3mm . 
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thart the· em~lacement . .10£ the sulphides. The ciose 
association . of· . the carboria~e-tre,mol_i t;e material wi th· the 
' . . 
. massive sulphides of the Main Zone and similar low . grade 
min-eralization ·of 
.. 
the Silver Hill' Zone argues .that its 
depositio~al history is analogous to and closely· !'inked _with 
that -o£ the sulphides. It ·is, therefore, ~nterpret_ed to · 
have been emplaced synvolcanically. 
6 •. 2.3.2 Magnesh:i~rich chlorite 
The ~~gnesium...:rich chlorit.es_ detected in · the -· limited 
number of slides analyzed ·were £rom .the Ma,in Zone and· Silver 
Hill ·mineralized horizons. ..Cqlorites . with similar optical 
characteristics ' were found in ·thin ~ect~ons of . a wide · range 
of. l~tholog.i.es, . ~he majority of· which, but . not all, are 






10m : 6£ · · sulphides, either 
below ·· or '. down dip £rom 
Th-ese magn~sium-rich . chlor;_tes I coupled with the 
occurrence of tremolite 'in close association . with sulphide· 
.mineral·ization, suggest tha.t the .~mplacement ' of milch of the 
' . ' . . . . 
ore in the Strickr~nd. ar.ea was accompanied by mag'riesium-rich . 
· £~ili9s. 
6. 3 Summary 
' The; Main Zone mineralizat-ion is a stratiform lens' · of 
Fe-Pb-Zn, minor Cu-sulphides with .· conspi_cuously · a l tered 
.- . -~ 
j . • 
. .. 
' . 
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footwall rocks (silicified, sericitized, abundant 
di·sseminated lacking · disc9rdant stringer 
mineralizat~on. The sulphi de min~ralization of, the Main 
.zone · is separated into_ two units by up to .lorn· of a~t~;X"ed. 
(pyrite, sericite) felsic· pyroclastic rock.s and a 
diEicontinuous siltstone horizon. 
... 
What is interpreted to be 
. the stratigraphic~lly . lower pox::tion consists C}f : low grade 
pyrite-rich, shaleri t~/ gaiena.:.poor inir1er aliza-t ion 
. ~ . 
disseminated · in 84~-cified f~lsic - l~pi.l:li · tu~f. . The l:lpper " 
t ~ • ....._ • "' ' 
porti'on is massiv~ s_phai·e~i-te .with min~r _galena ' and ~yrite '' 
· · -con:taining significant silyer. 
. \ . 
_ T~e ·high - silv.er conten~ -
. \ ... app~ar~ to . be . coincident · with. the · occu.rrel)Ce . of 
. ! 
carbonate-tremolite ·gangue 'towards the· top of the ore J;>ody. __ 
·, 
The mineralization of the -Main Zone is generally zoned· ' from 
a pyrite-rich base to a sphaierite, _galena and si'l.v.er~r:\,:ch 
top. 
· The · Copper, Bog and st'iver ' Hill · all lie 
,. 
. zones 
stratigraphically below the Main zone. · Alth~ugh the host 
rocks of the ~opp~r Zone · and . Bog Zone are ·similar 
' . . 
chlorite-rich intermediate to mafic tuffs the miner~lization 
-
of the Copper Zone is copper ri~h while _that of- the Bog ZOne · 
is zinc-lead rich. The Si~ver ijill z ·one i:::'· a co~formable . 
lens of spectacular carbonate-tremoli te·~· material, rich in; 
silver with -m~nor sphalerite and galena. -' It · is1- - la.tera1ly 
. . . . ~ ./ . . 
-equivalent to a . chiorite-rich interme'diate 'tuff/ silts tone 
horizon .• Both · the Bog Zone and Si.1ve.r · Hill Zone -are 
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' .. 
T-he Road Zone, Anomaly, · Bison- Fau1 t and carrot· Brook 
I 
mineralization lie stratigraphica·l.ly lower than the: t.on~s . 
previously descriped~ ~he . mineralization of these area's is 
· typically l.ow g:r;ade, co~onl.y · discontinuous and associated 
with ~quartz veins in felsic to· intermediate · volcaniclastics 
' or felsic flOW's. Sph·a_leri_te with abunda~t py_rite and 
supordinate galena; . chalcopyrite and t,race amounts of silver 
. ' . . 
characterizes the mineralization of these zones. 
'/ . . 
. ' . 
The · restricted·· occurrence. of 'prthoclase porphyroblasts 
' - · ·\ 
close _to mineralized h~rizons, along .with · the 'abundance of 
·' . 
sericite in the Mai,n. Zone 
enr~chment of the_ host rocks adjacent'·to ·_mineralization. 
,..., 
· Chlor i tea· extremeiy .enriched . in . ' iron 
l • • • 
are found · in 
. 
association with the mineralization' of the Bog - and · Road 
.. ~ ... 
· \ Zones .while ch1orites strongly enriched in magnesium are . 
· · -'associated ~ith. the Ma.;in and · Silv-~r -Hill Zone·s. T{l_e Mg":'rich -' 
chlorites . of these z'o~es' correspond· to . the occurrence of . 
' . ~. 
tremolite as. a gangu~ mineral which suggests Mg-:-rich fluids 
were · involved in .the 
.. / 
deposition . of these two ·mfneralized . : . 
zones. The occurrence of Mg-·rich chlori tes is not ·however, 
. 
restric;ted to mineralized areas and there·fore cannot · by . 
.. • j ' • '. I 
itse-1£ be taken as · an indicator of proximity to ~ulphide . 
min~ralizat.ion. 
·There . -is min.e_ralogical eviden~e to 
· ·and· potassium enrichment of the host roc~s spaUall):' ... 
... 
associated with minera1izat.ion. · The pot'assium enrichment is 
. more extensive than . the mine_raliz-ation while · minera·lo~'icai 
~ .... --· ··. 
,'. 
... .. · ·--~-------~---,.~-- -"-"!-'-"----~------...---. ; 
! . 
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· ~ · 
evidence o'f magnesium enrichment is .restricted to the ore 
zones. 
A · detailed study of · the lithogeochemist'ry of the host 
rocks was · c9nd'ucte(i - in: an . atttempt to · identify more 
e~tensive, ' pos~ibiy. more rsubtl~ (!".e. not . expressed 
mineralogically) chemical alteration patterns ;related to the 
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7 ·• i . ~~ling' ~r.oce~~re · . . 
. ·. . 7 1.1. ~~ple ' d·i.~~ributfon 
... .. Fo. · y-nin~ surface ·rock samples were · collected : i_n an 
initial. orientation ·. survey which .was conducted . by' 
. ' 
Fa.lconbridge p'ersonne't· in the sununer ·of "1979 • ~hese B<itmples . , -
_ we~e taken in the area .- .surrotinding the exposed ·, · 
~ine.ralization . . of. the .Copper ·al;ld Main: Zones • . In 1979 and 
.·· ·1980 . ·a· l·a:~g~r · .. ar~a: st~et~hing .aio_n~ · s_trik~· from c~rrot B.rook 
. .. to ioom~ . was sampl!'!d, . as well as ·· core ·from · six . old · 
, '. . 
(pre-Falc9nbridg~) . diamond ·. d.rill . holes' and· ' ·all. · the 
. (F~~co~brl~g.e) .~ hofes : (ex6~P~ ,·holes i · l _G~o2o-1; : _ 2 ··, ·. 3.L A . 
.' . ·total of 411 ·aamplea ·w:ere." take'n ·during · 'thei r . three-year 














sampl"ing program: . 201 . surface· and ·::no ·drii).. core ·samples, .' .. · .. · 
. . \ .. . ' . . . ', . . ... ' 
\ . 
rep~esenting · a .sut-:f?ace.· samp~e · density . of '250 samples per 
. . 
. square' kilometre. 
·' 
··.\ 
o\u::ing this study the area .sampled . was extended to the 
. . 
north, west . and east in an attempt· to · _collect· ~~mples .far 
removed from . a·~lphide: mineralization. F~urteen ·drill holes, 
representative of the variations. -in lithology .and 
mineraliz.ation · ~long strike" w~re also re-lo.gged and sample"d 
. ' . ' ": . . 
by. the . author (Long~L.ac drili core L-i, · L-10; Falconhridg~ · 
. . 
drill core·:· 16-023·--.i ,2 I 3 ,6, 9,14,16, 19; 2G,.3 1 and . Road . zone 
• 
. drill .core . from ·holes 16-023...,.1, 2 not previou_sly sampled). 
. -· . 
. .. 
These· repre~ent ···a further gj- ·surface samples and 82 drill · · 
. } 
. . 
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square kilometre. The . surface . sample .locat.ion·s are shown on 
' . . . . ' 
Map .No. 2 'in the bac~·pocket. 
7. L 2 Sa~pling techniqu·es_ 
7.L.2.1 su~face · s~ples 
A single 2.kg sample .was taken at ea<;:h- sample .location. 
.. 
Care was taken to collect samples as. free as possibl«J from 
' 
. the effects of· ~xtehsive visible w·eathering or 
.• , ,. 
. quartz-ve'ining. The-· deCJree of · weathering is gener:ai_ly . a . 
. ' . . 
function · of the degree . of schis.1:-osi ty of the sampie and . 
. 
often an unweathered sample was not available. Fal9onb+id~e· 
·': ·geologists took chip samples across .these', weathered 
. 'an:d retained only '·the . freshest ·. chips • .. · ·. 
' .  . . ~ . . .. 
. ' ' 
. . 
• .7•1.2.2 Drill · ~ore. samples 
outcrops 
""-·. . . 
"'-., ' . 
. · .~· 
Falconbridge geologists grouped together . ·minor . units 
from drill ' logs _to form maj'or units 5 to 25m' thick in each 
. . 
hole. These major units; were ·then ·sampled by taking small 
,., 
pieces_ of core every 30cm beginning ·from the midpoint of the 
. ' . . . . . 
unit ·and sampl, ing, for a .distance of ·4m on either side of the 
.. 
l, 
miap~int. All miner~li~ed -. units were sampled as well. as 
units above and. below mineralization from a . midpoint as 
._... ' 
,:• \ 
.described. ·Approximateiy five samples were taken from holes 
, . . . 
of average_ length (lOOm). 
The sampling pro"cedure. followed by this ' auth.or differed 
' • .. J , 
from that of Falc::onbridge geologists in_ that .. each sample was 
composed of a single lith-ology representative o~ 'the major 
.\ uni t .s 'in the ho~e. A~alyses o~ ~~ese .:s ·ample~· t~en · are 
,· 
·' 
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. . . 
-analyses of · a . single . lithology. 
-A single 1 sample was 
-· 
composed :of· 30-40 . em of _core and · five ·to seven samples were 
\ . . . 
.. \ • ' -~- ! • 
t~:Kjen ,from each hole samp_led~· ·Several sntall two or three 
. . . . 
'centimetre ·lengths of. core were als'o taken· for thin section, 
:~ . . 
po~ished section and po.l;shed thin section study, 
corresponding sample'.' for .geochemical analysis·. 
. . ' . . .. . . \ 
with no 
I ' ~ 
., 
' ;. 




7.2 . _Sample Preparation 
-,:. 
. . surface ' s~pl.es collected by this .author were t~i'mmed ··.-. 
~ . . . . . : . . . . . i 
.·_· of ; lichen and -.surface weathering ·(to ·. an - ave~age depth ' .of' 
. : . .. . . . . ·. . .. . . . ' ·.· 
• • .. . . l 
. . icm) us·i-ng 'a diamond - t~im saw. · Met:al:~ic ·stains ~eft on · t'h~ 
~ .... . . 
: ;rock · faces~ by the sa\\7 were poli_shed · o~f. A slab for . thin 
' 
. sections and ~ representative slab for future reference w~~e 
. se_t aside. from both. -surface and' drlll . core sampl~s. · All 
·samples (surface .. and drill . core) were .cru.shed . to . lcm 
fra~erits . · in a chipmunk jaw . · c~usher, . . th.en' con~d . and 
. •' ' . . . . 
q~artered • . One :quarter of. the sample was. powder_ed to -100 
mesh us~ng a .tungsten . carbid'e swing ·(puck) mil.l_. The powder 
. ',· . 
- . w~s coned and quartered ~nd ·one ~uart_er (approximately 200g j 
: was rese.rved for analysis ·~ 
" \ 
7.3 · Geochemical analysis 
Rock·. samples collected by Falconbridge· 'peJ;sonnel were 
•,,' . ' . . . . . 
a·naiyse~ by X-Ray Assay La~s in Don ·Mills·, Ontario uti_l izing·. 
. an ·x - Ray fluo~esce'nce spectrometer on .fused pellets .for ten 
·mil) or oxides, . and Atomic .Absorption - ~or Cu, Pb,' Zn, and : Ag 
. ...... 
·._using a warm liN03- HCl di~es~ion~ Loss . on ignition. values 
' . 
were also calculated by that lab. 
, I 
·- , .. 
' ' 
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· ~,The major .elements of the samples· collected by · this 
·auth;,r were analysed by Atomic A?sorption (A'.A.) foll;w:i~g ~· 
~ ~!,. • • 
warm . HF:-HB03 digestio~. · Copper was d'etermined in 9 
selected number of surface sa~ples using the same method but. 
with an increased ini ti'al ·sa·mple weight. Phosphorous w·as 
determined colourirnetrically. The trace . elements of a 
selected number of 'samples (those analyzed for copper>. were 
determined by X-Ray f .luorescence using un,fused, baked 
. . 
. p·e~lets. ·The analytical procedures used in thi_s · study are 
. . . ! 
described -in gr:eate_r detail in Appendix B. , ,. 
A . ba:tch .. of si.xteen .samples composed o·f . one ·: o:r;: two 
. . 
• ·samples f~orn each A.A. bat_c~ of twenty- f-our samples analysed 
..,-- • ' • It • 
by. this ~uthor were :run a ·second · :time~ The . analytical 
· .. resu.lts. of the single batch run compared favourably with the 
initial · resu'!ts obtained .for each sample. · A · statistical 
coi'npariscm . and .X-Y _plots _ of the · two sets of results are 
. . 
:6ontained· in ·Appendix c. The coefficients ~ o,f · v_ar iat'ion · 
(c;v.) 'of the major element$ Fange from 1.11% (FeO) to 8.98% 
( MnO) ~xcept ·, ~or P205 which has a C. V. of 3 7. 00% • The 
calculated- standar(l deviations · are well within, acceptable 
limits, e.g. +/.:..0.•7% 
~ 
value of the regression equat~ons calculated for X-Y plots 
. of the . two · sets .of data range from . 8883 (P20sJ to . 9998 
MgO). 
To .cheqk · the ·reproducibil~ty of · the geochemic;ai 
analyses frorn X-Ray Assay ~abs · and the compatibility of 
those. results with the ·analytical results generated · by this 
,au.thor~ (M.O.N. · data) . 17 pulps were 9hosen at random. from 
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.the Fal.conbridge samples and analysed for major oxides using 
the ·proc'edu.re previously outlined. A statistical. comparison 
and X-Y plots of the two sets of resu...lts. ·are · given in 
.Appendix C. Th~ coefficients of variation (C. v.) of the 
major element~ range ~rom 1.5% (Si02) ' to 7.5% (MnO) except 
··.for. ~20s ·whi~h ,has a c. V. of 17.5%. The .· calcQlated 
. . \ . . 
. standard deviations are well within acceptable l,irnits; e.g. 
vaJ,.ue· ·of . 
the· regression equations ' range from. • 9618 . ·(MnO) to .99.88 . 
( CaO) • while . the. precision estimates obtained in . the . 
c6mpari'son . of t,.hes·e . two . . set_s · of data are · ·lower than 'the 
~estimates obtained !'or · the · M. u .~ ~ duplicates· i ·t . was · ·felt 
. that the' variation ~f ari:~lytical results between labs was 
· not\ so . great pr, . systematic 
.anomalies• 
as· to · obscure · geochemical 
. " 
\ 
' Th~ lead .aqd · ~~nc values of some of. the samples· were 
· determi?ed both by Atomic Absorption (X-Ray · Assay Labs>: and 
X.R.F. ' (M.U.N.) The x: R.~ results were g~neral.ly higher 
·' 
· than· those from the A.A. ana~yses of X-Ray Assay Labs. · The 
l.erid analyses . show espec.i.ally poor correlation b~tween the 
two anal.ytical me~hods.. A statistical comparison .as wel l as 
X-Y plots of t:he two sets of data are given in Appendi:x c. 
'. . In. the - computer .interpretation -of the data the X-Ray Anay 
Lal;> · lead and zinc results of th.e.· duplicate anal.yses were 
used because the majori. ty of the inetal .anal.iJes were 
performed by that·. lab. · 
., ' ' 
, • 
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7.4 Data evaluation 
· 7. 4. ·1 Data . o·rganizatitm 
· . The . l ·arge numbers o~ samples and ·· var~ableslfnvol ved 'in 
. . : · this · stu?y made if necessar.y · to use the available ·computer 
' / I • ' I . 
faci 1 it:ies - to ma.nipulate Jne data. The sample informat.ion 
a~d geochemical results. for each rock sample wer·e ·recorded · on 
three computer carqs: Th~ ~i:rst card contained· information 
on the· sample lq6~ti~11, litho log;, · a~ a i~a~i.l i ~y Qf thi~ or 
I . . . 
... I 
. .. .' 'p0li ~hed SeCt~ On 1 ViSible alteratiOn . · and . SUbOrdin~ te 
,' _' l~it~olo~·ies~ ~~M~j. or oxide data were recorded on. the second 
· · . c·ard and · tr~ce element data on the third.' . The sample number . 
• 
. was reco:rq~d ~t t~e. beg,inning of each card. De.tails of the 
. . ~· . 
. .. 
~ . . 
_ .. ' .. 
:.. . · . 
- .· .. ;.. · 
. . . 
codes.··used and a complete data . list are given in .. App~nd·ix D. 
' . 
7. 4. 2 Computer methods 
·7. 4. 2·.1 Introduction 
description 
. ·The computer (I:eM . '370/158) was used for three inain 
PU!=poses da~a organization, display ·a.nd analysis. Data 
' 
organization includes the classification, sorting, ranking, 
• , . r \ . 
storage, and retrieval of da~a. Data .display prepares simple .· 
plo~s (X-Y scat.tergrams, ryistog~am .s, etc.) and data analysis 
.. ·, involves simpl'e univariate ·· to complex multivariate · 
statistical techniques. :rnese were accomplished by using the 
cominercially a~ailable groups of programs called statistical 
packages • 
. . 
The two . packag,es used in ~is- study are: 
. -. 
\ ' . 
\ . 
' . 
- ...... - .. ... ..... ·•-·" r - "·-:-· -· -
' .·., ~·· . 
··- . 
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. \ \. •, ·' 
,1.) SAS, · St'a.ti stical Analysis System, • developed . by SAS 
Inc., · Cary 1 
.' 
North carol ina 1 • U.S.A. 
., (H.elwig and 
Counc-il ed., 1979). 
;· 2) BMDP, ·Biomedi.cal Computer Programs, P-Ser ies ,· . 
developed · at the He~l th Sciences Computing Facility, · 
· UniversitY. of ~alifornia, Los Angeles, California _,Dixon and 
Brown 7d., 1977). 
.. 7. 4·. 2. 2 . Computer Program~ . 
I 
\ 
. . . .,. ...  -~~ ~. ·;,:; . t:.., - '\ • 
. The · SAS and BHDP program~·;:-which' were used , in this 
. . ~· . 




.7.4. 2.2.1 S~RT 
The . SORT program . ' rearranges data and can create new 
.subsets containing . the new orde~ed observation~. SORT ranks 
the data:so that ' the observation with the 'lowest value· of a 
given · variable is fitst and the observation with the next 
lowest value secona r and so on. The SORT program is generally 
used to sort data so that other. programs can process it in 
' > -
subsets. I n this . investig_ation SORT was used. to organize 
' subsets based ~n · the 1 i thology of the .sam.ple ~md to orde·r 
·sampl~s on· the basis of a given element or r esidual so - the 
· data list could be .. subdivided into classes using the mean and 
t 
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7. 4. 2. 2. 2 SAS/PRINT 
l 
The .PRINT progz:am produces a pri~t out of an.y specified. , 
data set. The data set may be previously sorte,d by a SORT 
progr~m and all the variables in.that data set may be printed 
-
or just specified vaz:iabie~ • 
~his pr_ogz:am was used to generate lists of ordered data 
(e.g. ~~9 .. _values, K2o residuals) whic-h~' were then used · in 
prepaiing maps showihg the spa~ial distz:ibution of ~he data. 
7.4.2.2.3· SAS/PLOT 
The PLOT progz:am plots one 
/ 
. , 
vaz:iable against another, 
producing sc attergz:ams ( X-Y va.z: iation diagrams)\· .. PLOT 
' . ~ 
automati_cally scale~- the axes· of the ·diagram or the scales . 
may be specified by th~ operatoz:. More than one X-Y' plot .... 
can be pz:·inted · on a single page (within one set ·of· axes) if 
. . 
requir-ed . • ,., . 
• 
7.4.2.2.4 SAS/CHART 
The CHART program generates. histograms of a given 
variable, and a . table g'iv ing the fz:egue~_cy of observations in , 
' • 
__ each class, the cumulative frequency, percent .. of observations'. ' . 
.. 
in each class· and the cumulative percent·. ~The width of each 
class ~may be specified otherwise it is auto~atically ' chosen 
by ·the program. 
Histograms were generated in this study for each element · 
· of each lithol_og·y _(e.g. K2 o in ~i~· ts.~o~_e, Na2 o in sil~tones; 
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values in each data set, the distribution of values and the 
symmetry of th~t distribution. This allowed comparison of 
the distribution of elements between groups • 
• 
7.4.2.2.5 SAS/MEANS 
MEANS program produces simple univariate statistics 
l'. such as .' means, standard devi~tion, varience, skewness and . ~ 
kurtosis for numeric variables. MEANS will calculate 
statistics separately for groups ~f observations as specified 
by..J:he operator. 
The MEANS progfam • ·waf\ used to calculate the summary 
parameters which, along with examination of corresponding 
histograms, aided in ~he identification of lognormal 
.... 
,populations:. 
7.4.2.2.6 SAS/STEPWIS~, RSQUARE 
' These two Pt?grams are useful jn exploring the 
relationsnip between a dependent variable and a numper of 
independent variables.· 
'' I 
R§'QUARE per 'forms all possible 
. ' 
regressions · for one or more dependent variables and a 
collection of independent vari~ble,s printing the R2 value for ' 
each · model. The R2 value is a measure of how· much variatio~ 
. in the dependent variable can be accounted for by the 
regression equation. The STEPWISE program uses a maximum R2. · 
improvement technique which generates the "bes.t" one variable 
model (regression equa~ion), the ·~est two variable model and 






















. ..._. ... 
., 
These programs were used in this study to investigate 
in what format would a re~ress~on equation using 
and FeO, plus the squared values of these three 
oxides as independent variab~es ,· best predicu the behaviour 
of the dependent variabl~s. 
7.4.2.2.7 SAS/~ 
The G~M (General Linear Models)· program is· a regression 
I' 
procedure · ·which measures the relationship (linear, 
cu~vilinefir, etc.) between a rep~ndent variable and a number 
of indep~ndent variables. , The · program calculates 
coefficients for each independent variable such that when 
they are . combined in an equat-ion a predicted value of the 
., 
dependent variable can be calculated given the analysed 
· values of the il).dependent vaJ;iables. The accuracy of the 
predicted value, i.e. wi.th respect· to the actual measured 
value, will depend on the strength of the relationship 
between the· independent and dependent 'variables. The 
difference ~tween - the predicted value and the actual 
me~sured value· of the indep~j!nde~t variable. is . the residual 
value. . \ ' . · ),,Fill 
. A. complett; .description of regression analysis. is g~>,., 
in Krumbein arid Grayblll (1965) and Koch and Link - (1971) 
while Rose et al. (1970) · and Sopuck et al. (1980) give 
· examples' of how regression analy~is has been used in mineral 
exploration geoch~mistry. 
The GLM program was used in this study to calculate re-
gression' equations using Ti02, Al203, FeO and their squares 
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as the independent variables for · ·the remaining ·major oxides 
as well a·s Cu, Pb and Zn. ·Residual value~ .were c'alculated 
. . 
' ' . for these elements using the _whole data set. The GLM program 
was also used to calculate regression equations of . the major 
. . 
.oxides and Cu, Pb and Zn -against TiO + (Ti02 )2 for subsets of. 
· the dat~ and subsequently residual values. 
7. 4. 2. 2 •. 8 IMDP/P7M - Step~ise discriminant analys_is 
This program performs . ~ multiple group discriminant 
analysis. · It generat_es linear classification func.tions by 
.ch:x>sing . ·variables, . ir:t a stepwise' manner, which add the most 
. to the separation of pred_etermined, groups. · · The percentage of 
correctly classified sample~ of each group is calculated a9 
are canonicat variables which · are plotted to give an optimal 
: 
two-dimensional picture of the ~eparation of the groups. 
\ . 
Like stepwise multiple regression; · stepwise discriminant 
analysis selects first those . variables which contribute . the I . 
most to the disc~imination • . 
Kooh and ~ink (1971) and Klovan and Billings (1967) 
describe ·the ,Principles of discriminant ana!ysis wh'lle' Fox 
(1979), S9puck ~ - al. (1980) and · Govett (197~) provide 
examples of the· use of 'discrimipant analysis in Irii.rieral 
exploration geochemistry. · 
In this study discrimina'nt analysis was used to identify 
thos.e elements which best distinguish between lithologial 
groups. The ' most significant of thes 
used as the indep~nd~nt variables 
.. 
... 
elements. wer.e then 
ssion~ equat~o~s. 
. i 
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. 7. 4. 3 Computer me~hods .- .application · ',· \ 
, . . . I 
. . \ .. \ . 
7.4.3.'1 Initial approach~ 1· 
· 7. 4. 3 .• L 1 . Simple data descdption · 
. . . . . . .. 
. ·. 
Un i v'ar ia te st'atistics (mean, 'standard d~vi~tion, · 
. var)a~~e; _ standard error of the mean 1 ·coeffi'c ient of . 
variation) and summary information describing the 
distribution of · data (number . . of samples included in the 
cilculations, · the · number of samples mi~sing(e.~. ~iltstones 
with no recorded K20· val.ue), minim~ .value, ~aximum value, 
skewness,_ -kurtosis) were calculated for the maj 'or ox ides and 
r • , • , • , 
' . 
trace elements of the ·en·tire set ... c:>£ data and separate].¥ .fo_r · 
·: each li.thology. Histogra~s .were p~·otte~ ~or each el~ment ·_an~ · 
ex.amin'ed. Those elements witp 
, I 
strongly positivelY skewed 
dis'tr ibutions (lognormal · distributions) were transformed to 
normal distr ibutians by r _eplacipg arithmetic · val u~s with 
·_their 
'r 
logarithms and then the ·univariate. statistics were 
. Elements with approx~mately ' lognormal 
. .. . ' 
._ distributtons of the aJ:::ithmetic values included all the . trace 
· · ele~ents and all .the major eleme~~s ~ e~~~pt Si0 2 ahd A1 2o3 • 
. . 
:.Ttte distribution of . ari thmeti'c _values of . Na 2o and 1< 20 for 
''some ' lit~ologic · groups is notmal 1 not lognormal....)f 
7.4.3 •. 1.2 
Falconbr i'qg.e 
' I 




and contoured single 
element maps (Hinchey-and Prince, 1980a). and concluded that 
these maps reflected · the area_geology 
values are coincident with ar~as of t)igh _Ti0 2 ~nd exposure of 
.. · 
, 1 
- -- -· - - · ·-_..... .... .. - · - · . . ... . · : - .. . . . $ - ' 
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valU.es correspond 
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'144 · 
.to ar.eas - underlain by, felsic ·volcani'Cs 
. (howev·er · ·not · all .. felsic rocks have associated 
anomalies·) .~ These_-. ·maps ar~ successful in hig_hl ighting the, · 
fact · that m~ch of the mineralization- in the Strickland area 
is a~soc1ated with f~lsic r6cks, but zones of alteration more 
· exte.nsive . than the ore itself were not delineated • 
7.4.3.1.3 Multivariate statistical analysis 
·' _ :7.4.3.1.3.1 Previous use of multiple regression 
' and residual techniques 
Multipie regression analysis and the gene~ation of· 
residual values using geochem~cal dat~ have ~een used in 
\ . 
terrains . dominated by volcanic rocks with a wide range of 
compositions. to identify geochemical anot'!}alies associated 
with . volcanogenic massive su~p~ide depos'i ts on both a 
regional and local mine scale . (La~in, . 1976; McConnell,l976; 
_ Sopuck~ 1977; _Nichol ~ ~., 1977). ' 
Regression _. equation's . using TiO~ a nd/ or SiO~ >as .. · 
. independent variables were derived for various elements using 
' 
data from background samples · (those with no known related 
· sul~hide mineralization). These ~quations were theri used to 
; 
calculate predicted 4 values of each element based ·on the 
samples Si02 and/or 'Ti02 .content. Residual element values 
were calculated . by ·subtracting the predicted · value ~ £ ~}:lat. 
element from the actual measured value. A sample enri'ched in 
an element relative to the background samples would g~nerate 
·-,~ ........ . -- .. ...  ,, 
" . 
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' . . 





a positive resid~al~ conversely a .sample ·depleted i~ a given 
'. 
element ,would generate. a nega~ive~~~~sidual. . . 
The most . important pr~ses controlling 
composition of igneous rocks :are c;enerally magmatic 
the 
e.g. 
partial melting and/or differentiation. 
sio2· are often used as indices of these processes and, by 
. . 
using ·these. elements as · independent variables in the 
calculati~n of regression--equations (using tiackgroun~ 
samp"les) the maqmatic contribution to the' primary chemistry' 
of igneous rocks is accounted for. · The element re·siduals of 
different lithologies (e.g. an andesite and · a ·rhyolite) _can 
be compared directly and used to detect · e'nrichment ar 
depletion patterns related to mineralizat~on. .. , . 
This approach is not directly· applicable J.n the . 
Strickland r area where the lithologies consist ·of · 
approximately 20% volcanics (predominantly · felsic) ± ' 
granite, 30% volcaniclastics and 50% sedi~entary rocks. The · 
primary geochemistry (pre-mineralization) -·of the ·rocks in 
' the Strickland area is not governed. by a single process · 
. (i.e. magmatic differentiation) but by several (magmatic 
differentiation, weathering and . erosion, · deposition, etc::). 
·Thus, any regression equation. used in the analysis of the 
Strickland data must be· based on those ·independent variables 
. ' 
which best characterize the geochemical variatlon of. all the 
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; . . I . ' . . 
7.4.3.1.3o'2 · Di'scriminant ~nalysis · 
· A- di'scdmiriant analysis prog.ratrt · (BMDP/P7M~ . ~as.- ' use? . ·t~ 
identify . which variables ( u'sing major· ox i -de data) .con-tribute 
the - ~6st to the 6~rrect ~lassiiic~~icin of the lithology of 
each · ,:ock . sam'ple. ·· The'se · . variables are incorporated. in a 
. . . . . . 
discriminant ·. function for _each : litho logy • . · · Cons-traints 
imposed -~y - the capacity ·e>f . the . _program wer_e -.r.uch ·.that 
. discriminant functions . _for': cnly seven . groups·:. could be .. ' 
.· .· . . ' 
' -
determineq at · one· time~ Conf!equerity twelve of : the main 
lithologies identified ·in the ·field, · accounting . for 94% of · 
. . . . . . 
. the samples collect~d, wer'e '·grouped into sev'en lithological 
' . '. . . . ' 
·groups; MAFIC (mafic tuf_fs( . cnlorite schist)-, · INTPX. 
· (intermediate t .uffs_ ~~d lapil1i t~_ffs·) ,_ F~LP:~ - (f~~-sic ·t~iff~, 
l?Pil_li· tuffs· and agglom~rat.asr_, FELF-L · (felsic qows) ·, SSLT · 
.(silt_s.ton~·s), sssT (sandstone-s) ·and SHAL (shales). 
. . . ... 
. ' 
. The· initial analysi's ;id.enti .fie~ . in or_der of de·c~easi~g 
i~pc>-rtance Tiqi; Al2 o3 , - E-eo, · · ~2 o, N~2 o ap~ -~no as imi;>oi't_a-·n·t · 
. . . ' . . . 
variables " in ~he fu~c~io~~ - ~~n~~ated ~6 4iscriminate bet~~e~ · 
gro~ps· .·- - ~see'· ;~bl~ 7 ~ 1) · • . . . ;-h~ . disc.rfmina~ion betw~e~ - gr~UP:S ,- · 
• h:o~e-ver f . wa's n~·t - totall.y.· su~ce~s'f~l : and : 'co~sider·a~l~ o~'erlap 
. . . . . . .. 
. . 
· -b~·t.wee~ . gro_ups · . . is·_- ·_ev.idenb upon ·. · examinat1on .. _ o_f the 
... 
.· . .. 
. . 
classi fi"Cation s _ummary - (see . T~ble .' 7_ •. 2): Fo~ :- exa~ple two 
" sample's .·· idintified . a~ 
.. . · . . 
field · w-er.e 
· classifie-d ~n. :the basi·s ·of. thei:r .ma-jor oxide' geochemistry . and. · 
_ u.si~g 'th~ ::_ d~~~r i~inan·~ ·- fun~tio~~ a_s ' . ~elo~-g i~g ' :to -~he -s~~le' . :-. 
. .. 9t9Up. · The e·rro.neous . classi fic'ation . of -· · ~any_ of ·. the S_amples . . · 
·. 
presumabl:f iodic~~es that the lithofo'gi-cal - groups ar~ nQt · . . 
·,· .. 
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•,. Table 1.1 
Discr.iminarit classification fUnction coefficient 







. ' .Mno . . · 
Na2() ·. 
.. K:ZO . 
c;msTANI' 
,., 
MAFIC INI'PX . . 
" 




1. 79 2.22 
1.45 . 1.49 
-21.74 -15.11 
..• 
FELPX · FELFL . ·SSLT SSST 
-1.82 -1.26 -2.51 -2.54 
0.74 0.51 0.99 b.79' 
0.63 0.34 1.08 0.96 
3.23 5.28 -3.91 -1.40 
. 1.88 2.88 1.90 1.77 
1.59 2.40 !'.36 L04 
-ll.37 -13.14 -14.96 -:-10.87 
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Table 7.2. 
A -classification inatrix sh::Ming ~ success . 
of the discriminant functions of Tabie .. 7.1 
, . . 
NUMBER QF. CASES CIASSIFIED mro GR:XiP -
MAFIC INl'PX 
31 3 
.. 8 35 
4 .u · 
-1 . . 1 
1 16 
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geochemically distinct. · A small-proportion · of·the s~mples 
' . 
may have been misclassified in the f.ield · (an intermediate 
tuff recorded as a siltstone). Another possible contribution 
to t _he o'ver~ap between groups may be the drill core sampling 
procedure: followed . by Falconbridge geologists where, for 
minor intercalations of shale and s~lt~tone . ·exait_~ple, · : 
contained in a t25m length of eore dominated by ·felsic .tuff 
wet:e included· in a · single sample, the li thol_ogy ·of which was 
.recbrded as felsic tuff. · 
' 1- . 
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' • o I 
. . . ' : 
. ' I • ' ' 
a . ~econd .di•crimjnant · analys~~ - of ~he . ~ata using the same ·. : 
, lit:;hological groupings. . The variables which contributed ·.the 
. most : to " the discrlminati'on between gr,oups in this analy~is, 
... , · 
. listed i~ decreasing cirder of ~ignificance, in~lude T~o2 , 
· Al2 Oj .~ ~.eo, · K2 0, Na2 0, MgO an~ Si02 (Table . 7. 3) • An improved . 
- · tp"erceriti:u;1e .of· correct classifications using the n~wly · 
· generated .· functions was obtained . for the felsic 
volcaniclastics, . sand~tohe and shale gro~p~ -(see Tabl~ · 7.4) • . 
The. _pe~ci:mt~ge of intermediate v·olcaniclas~ics and ·sil ts~ones· 
~or~ectly · cla~sified · de~reased - .and the other two ~itholngical 
. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .· . . :. ' .. . 
groups _ ·rema·:l..~ed relative-ly· un·cha~g~d (com·pare Tables 7·; 2 and 
·7·. 4) •. ' . 
· .Plots of the· canonical variables are given for the 
_discr.imin.ant analysis of .the entire· data .set and the data set 
with the Falc<mbridge dril'l· core . samples omitted .in. Figure 
7.~a,b. Canonical - var~ables w~re calculated (BMDP/P7M) using 
~ ..... . 
•, ' . ' . ·. 
.·. r 
./ - .. . · .. 
\ ,_ 
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.• · . .. ·, 
\ "'- · .. · . Table 7.3 
. . . . . .... Di5c~in\inant classificatioh. function coefficients 
· and constants .. based on the sanple. data with the ~alc:anbridge .. 
. . · . ·. · · drill core . sanples ariitted · -. _ . · · · . 
. mrE: . COefficients ~· cCnst:ants are ro.iOOed Val.iles. 
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Table 7.4 . 
A c~sification matrix showing the success 
of ~ discriminant . :funct.iaris. of Table 7. 3 
! 
I 
NUMBER CF CASES CLASSIFIED INro. GEti1P -
MAFIC INl'PX FELPX , E'ELFL .SSLT 
\ 
17 2 0 0 0 
4 13 2 •' 7 6 
1 . 8\ . 36 30. 7 
1 1 5 23 0 
0 15 ·. 4 1 11 
1' . 3 5 I 1 .. 7 
0 0 0 0 1· 
.. 













SSST .· SHAL 
1 . 1 · 
7 · 2 
23 10 
4 l 
.21 · 11 ' 
15 1 
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7 SHAL 
C\t 
.! t O •• 
oQ 
• f 
.c:s :J i:: . ~ 
0 
•6 ·2 l; 
-~ .s 
c: () 
-to s .7 
t5 
-to 0 1.0 20 50 
a} Canonical Variable 1 
t O 
•• • f 
"t 2 
~ 0 .3 ·6 iS .5 :s: 
l -to • #'? ~ -20 
-to 0 1.0 20 30 4 .0 50 
b) Canonical Variable 1 
Fi~e 7 . 1. An X-Y plot of the rreans of the first two canoni<:::al 
:rl.ables for seven l ithological groups (see text for the lithologies 
each group) . All the data were used in a); the Falconbridge drill 
CXlre data were omitted from the calculation in b) . 


















a linear function which combined t 'he -major oxides selected . as. 
• : 4 
• 
being most . disc_riminant, . (Tio2 , Al2 o3 , · FeO, MnO, N'a 2 0, .K2 ?> 
.1 
I-
such that the correlation between lithologies ·is maximized. 
The canonical variables are calculated in a stepwise,mapner 
whereby the first canonic~.! - va~e ac~ounts for the maximum f . : 
amount of correlation between the two sets of · vaiJi!iables 
I 
(major oxides ~nd lithologica~ groups). The second canonical 
variable · accounts for the maximum amount of correlation 
.· 
. . 
between 'the sets not accounted for by the first canonical 
• I {and so on for a total of. six · var~abl~s in : this variable 
study) • ·Only the averages of the first · two ' canonical 
variables for each ·lithological grou~ are plotted here. (See 
Kerlinger and . Pedhazur, 1973, p. 341 and Nie . et al., ~975, · p. 
516 for more detai.led e'xplanations of th'is calculation)·. · 
Inspection of . the canonical variable plots and the 
classification tables indica~es th't the mafic rocks, shales 
) ~nd to a lesser degree the ' fels~~ flows are quite distinct, 
geochemically, . from the other lithological groups. The 
clustering of the means of the felsic volcaniclastics, 
• 
. I 
intermediate volcaniclastics, sandstones and siltstones is a 
reflection ~f the low percentage of correct classification of 
samples belonging to those This overlap is not 
surprising considering that the provenance of the sedimentary 
I ' 
rocks is probably proximal and · largely voJ.ca~ic and --that.-··- ·----. -
. .. ~ut ing the deposi tialn of the . volcaniclastics a sed ii!'e ntary 
component .;· (vqrSQ_·ng in amoun_t) was likely incorporated. The 
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7.4. 3 .1. 3. 3 Muftiple regression analyals 
Discriminant analysis of the Strickland area · major 
oxide data for seven litho_logical groups ·indicated that " 
these groups were b_est c~aracterized using functions based 
on the following variab~es: T-io2, . Al203, Feo,_ K2o, . 
A regression equation using these 
·oxides as independent variables would provide some means of 
. 
standardizing the data in · t~~ of litho~ogy and al~ow 
direct · comparison of the ' content of t,he remaining · residua_! 
. . 
element values. 
• The incorporation of a~-1 seven elements as independent 
.. 
. variables in a regression equation is unsatisfactory for. at 
... 
least two reasons, As no residuals are generated for ¥Y of· 
' the independent variables, observation of . the behaviour of . .;~, 
. • or 
· three _of the moat e~fective elements (potassium, sodium a:_nd, 
magnesium) in· identifying alteration haloes associated with ' 
volcanog~nio massive sulphide deposits are pre_cluded. 
t' Second~y, wi~h seven of t~e ten ~~ jo~ ox~es i.~cluded in the 
• regression equation the va~ue of the re~ining oxides are 
largely · · c::onstrained not by geochemical or . geological 
processes, but by th~ ma.thematica~ restrictions inherent in 
. data- with a fixed and constant sum '(approximately· 100 in 
who~e rock lna~or oxide analyses). 
.. 
Oxides of tit~nium, a~uminum and iron were the f'irat 
three variables. selected for inc~uaion in th~ discriminant 
. 
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v~riables eventually selected) to the discriminat'ion between 
li~hol.ogies. This makes 'geological. sense in that the Ti02 
I 
contents, - ~and to a lesser extent the FeO contents, of the 
rocks provide an ,index of the d·egree of differentiation· of 
those formed by igneous processes. The Ai203 content of 
a · sediment~ry rock is a discri.minatOI)'' variable in 
dis.tinguishing betyu~en sandstone and shale. These three 
, . ' 
elements ~ere chosen as the most useful variabl.es on which 
... .. 
to base regretsion equations which would "see_ through" the 
geochemical behaviour of the' wide range of lithologies fn 
the Strickland area, and from · which residuals of the 
ciassified would also decrease. A curvilinear relationship 
between Ti02 ,. one of the three components selected · as 
indepefider(t: variables, and the other major oxides was noted 
in X-Y 'plOJ:s of Ti02 versus . ·the .major oxides, This 
relationship is best approxim~ted using a second-order 
I 
• regre-~sion 'uation. l ' .. / 
The SAS programs STEPWISE and RSQUARE were ' used to 
compare all poqsible comb~nations of the independent 
variables, Ti02, Al2,p3, CFeD and the squar·es of these 
' 
oxides.· Equationu whi'ch incorpqrated 1 all six variables 
pro4uced th_e highest R2 1 value·~, indicat~g that those · 
equ_ations best approximated the ·distribution of the major 
I I 
' oxides h~ld as dependent variables'. J . 
.. 
\ 
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The SAS/GLM p~-~gram was used to cafculate regression · 
"'equations for the various oxides using data from all the 
samples collected.· 
., 
The general form of the multiple · 
polynomial reg"ression equations used is .. 
+ b2 (T~02) 2 + b3 (Al203) + b4 (Al203) 2 
+bsC~ea~+ · b6 CFeo)2 ·. 
where P = · predicted value for a given .- oxide 
. . ·~~ 
a = constant value (or intercept) 
b, bl, b2, b3 etc. = calculated coefficients 
T,io, Al2o_;f~ FeO . = analysed weight % oxide. 
Extreme values were othitted 
equations were calculated for Cu, Pb, 
when the regression 
and Zn (~· cu analyses 
: \ • l 
> 350 pp~ lj Pb analyses > 500 ppm, 41 Zn analyses > 500 
ppm). Th+e samples are clearly anomalous and their 
/"'" . 
omission resul:~ed ·in an improved fit of the regression 
equation to .. the remaining ·data. 
This . approach differs from that taken in Archean 
terranes by Sopuck (1977): Lavin (197G) and MCConrtell (1976) 
~ ) . , . 
in that the regress¥n equation.$ used here ar.e based on all 
the data, not just .· on data from a background population 
(samples distant from mineralization). In the Striclc~and 
'\ ' 4 
area .a background population is difficult to defi,P."with any 
. \, . . . . I 
co!'lfidence given th~ widespread and sporadic occurre'n'ce /of 
discontinuous sulphide mi_neral~ation. It was believed 9'at . 
any tru~y anomalous samples wou~d ~emain distinct from the 
bulk of the samples ~nd generate extremely large or small I ' 
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A sununary of the regr~ssion equations used is' given in 
\ I 
.Table 7. 5 a'long wj.th · the 1 PR> F, R2 and coefficient · of 
_.---..3ari.a~ion (C.V.) statist~cs. If the PR>F statistic is small 
( .o't,ol) it indicates that the independent variables and the 
·regression . equation accounts . significantly for the 
variability of the dependent variable. · The R2 statistic 
-meas~rea 1 how much variation . in: the dependent variable can be 
a'ccounted . for by t~e 
• 776 means that the 
regression equation. ~n R2 v4J.u'e of 
. . /" t . 
regression equation ·can account for 
77.6% of the va·riance of the d~endent variable by . 
\ 
variations in the independent variab1es · (Ti02, . Al203). 
.. 
The · R2 value gives . 'an indication of ~'ho~ · well the 
regression equation fits the data .. The coefficient of 
variation -describes the amount of variation of the dependent 
variable in the sample population.·. It h equal to the • 
' 
standard deviation of .. t~e dependent variable divided by its 
mean and multiplied by 100 • 
The regression equations were used to calculate 




FeO content · (again using the SAS/ 
Residual values were then obta.ined by 
predi"cted oxide or~ metal value from the 
• t . • 
analysed· oxide or metal ·va!ue of eacli sample. \ 
U~lvariate statistics and histograms of the residuals 
. 
for each element were generated and examined. The residuals 
of several elements showed a lognormal distribution (MnO, 
MgO, cao, Na2o, K20, cu, Pb, .zn). The residual& of these 
f 
I 
















































• . 1.881 
-48.504 
' \-' Table 7.5 .... ,_ 










st:atistics using all the geochemical data 
~t variable eoefficients P~F 
(Ti02)Z m (A120J) 2 FeO (Fe0) 2 ' ·- _-
0.166 -0.621 -0.004 -1.873 0.027 0.0001 
-0.002 0.002 -0.000 0.018 0.001 ' . 0.0001 
o:oso -o.o77 o.oo1 b.3so -o.oos o.ooo1 
-o.l49 -o.276 o.oo5 o.l63 -o.oo~ o.ooo1 
-0.172 0.562 ' -0.019 -o.349 0.015 0.0001 
0.314 0.270 0.000 -o.lOS - 0.007. -0.0001 
0.478 1.517 -o.095 13.323 . -o.549 0.0001 
-3.578 0.320 -o.094 9.801 -0.211 -. 0.0001 
-8.244 6~120 - ,.-0;239 19.657 ' -0.314 . 0.0001 






• ' I • 
•• - '- . 
~ c.v.• 
0.777 7.158 ·. 
0.653 60.473 
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' ' 160 
elements were transformed into lo9~ritht¥c yalue~ .bY .adding ·a · 
constant to generate all positive values and then taking the · 
common ,logar i tl'\m of these values. Univpr .iate. stati sties 'of 
the ' ~og~residuals were ~hen calculated a~d .'the r:esid'ual~ of 
' ' 
each element ranked (from lowest to highe~t v.alue) and . 
subdivided into five .classes using · the mean plus' or minus · one. 
and two standard deviations. . ..(It , is common· practice in 
. . . geochemical · e.xpl'ora.tion · when dealing with a normal 
distr\bution to .consider the me~n plus or 'm.inu_~· two standard 
' ' ' \ . 
as the ~h.reshold betw~e·n ·anomalous and ' b_ackground 
\ ~ . . 
deviati'ons 
· geochemical values (Hawkes and Webb, 1962)) • Haps and cross 
· sections showi-ng the. distributions of these. . five classes of 
residuals were prepared for· each element, showing the . spatial 
. ' 
· ' ·"relation · of rock chemistry ·t'o area~ of 'known mineraliz~ tion. 
:Representative ~- examples of these maps and cross sect i ons and 
' a discussion of the results are given in Chapter ·a. 
I 
7.4.3.2 The second approach 
A second approach was also taken in this study to try 
and clefine meaningful' 1i thogeochemical anomalies in the 
Strickland area · ·sample group • The samples were divided 
according to lithology into one of three groups, igneous, 
mixed or · sedimentary. The igneous g r oups include d all those 
s a mples identified in the field as flows ·, ~ykes or granite s. 
"'=.'"-
The mixed group contained a l l · the 'volcaniclastics and 
. tu~faceous sediments those rocks dominantly i gneous i n 
'· 
origin with some s edimentary compone nt . The sedimentary 
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i61 
." gro~p contains the siltstone, . sandstone and shale samples as .. 
r-' 
well as samples speci.fied ·only as sedimentary . by . , . 
Faiconbr.idge geologi_sts. 
7. 4. 3. 2· .• 1 Regress1.on Anaiysis of the Igneous . 
. . 
·• and Mixed Groups • r 
· . The ~ ·main . process . ' governing variation, ·in ··the 
.. geochemistry' ·of . the igneous group, .and to' a les.ser. extent 
. the mixed gro~p, is ~rob~bly · magmatic. With ·these grqups 
the use of Ti02 as · the sole lndependeni: variable in a 
.regression equation is· therefore justified. ExaJUination _of 
~-Y plots where the major oxides are piotted aga.i~~t·: Ti02 
show curvilinear trends with both lithological groups. 
Plots using the mixed group data show a greater scatter than 
the igneous group plots, but the c;hange in ina jor' oxide 
. ' 
content of the ·majority of · ·the mixed group sample does 
\ . 
appear to . be linked 'to the .. Ti02 co,ntertt of that sample 
· (Figures 7. 2a, b). Curvilinear regression equations of the 
form · P were generated 
. . 
for = 
each oxid_e (except P20s) and the · metal~ Cu, · Pb' and Zn of 
the · two . groupe~ • The regression equations and regression 
analysis_ statistics are ·sullllt!arized in Table~ 7. 6. anll 7. 7, 
Note that the PR>F statistic · indicates that the. regression 
equations in the igneous group do not account significantly 
.. for . the variation of · Na20, Cu and Pb. Residual ·oxide 
values were then calculated ·for each element ·of the two . 
groups. 
~ese residua~s were standardized by mul~iply1ng each by 
the R2 value of the regression .equation which ge~erate~ ·the 
, . 
.. 
residual. This step was thought to be necessary if residuals 
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Figure 7 . 2. Plots of FeO versus Ti o 2 for the samples in the a) ianeous 9l:Oup and. b) the mixed group of samples in the second pass ·analysis 
of the Strickland d ata. 
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Table 7.6 · ·. 
.. 
A sumnary of· :regression equations arXl ~ssion stat.isti~s 
·: based on data fran the I~ group· Qf litl'Y:>logies ·o . 
· · ~t vanab1e 
De=!lt IntercePt;. cients 
var e . . ~ (Ti02) 2 PR>F R2 c.v. 
SJ.02 83.996 -32.783 7,284 0.0001 0.834 s. 75:3' .. 
A1203 .10.355 4. 770 -1.065 0.0021 0.188 24.705 
. FeO 0.424 . 8.441 . -1.567 0.0001 . o·.889 . ·32.957 
MnO o.ou 0.1§9 . ..;o.020 0.0001 0. 729 62.055 
-~ -1.065 9.251 -2.297 0.0001 :' . 0.809 81.303 
. · CaO ,. 
-1.237 ·9.393 -2 .• 446 0,.0001 0.790 - 95.949 
Na20 2.357 1.264' ..:.a.426 0.5.482 0.020 70.967 
K2(> 4.653 . -4 .• 207 .. 0.928 0~0036 . 0.174 78.777 
cu 11,505 ·1.083 -2.867 0.8407 0.013 · · u9~690 · · 
Pb. 27.081 0.051 . ~8.441 . . 0.7835 . 0.018 . 186.280 
zn 15~888 . 159.677 -69.807 . ·o.0547 0.1;94 · 1o1:8a1 
-' . 
Tabie .7. 7 . 
' • • a 
· -A SUill'll!U:Y ·of reqress!OO equations arXl reqressia'l. StatiStics 
based oo data fratl the Mixed · group of ~thologies . 
~tvariabl.e - -~ oe~t InteroeE!: . c;x)efficients ·Var~ ~ (T@) :a P~F- ~ c.v. . 
-
. Si02 . 81.352 -23.395 • • 1 4~142 0.0001 0.753 7.994 
AlzQJ 9.U4 7.219 -2.076 0.0001 0.294 20,945 
·FeO 1.371 7.-253 -1.053 0.0001· . 0.805 . 29.356 
Mr() 0.013 0.219 -o.032 ·0.0001 0.566 62.351 
~-· . 0.707 2.789 -0.181 0.0001 0.500 68.197 . 
cao -0.263 2.021 -0.116 0.0001 0.058 . . 97.168 
Na20 1.201 1.099 -0.255 ·o.ooo2 0.053 79.747 
1<20 3.875 ., -1.206 0.019 0.0001 0.235 56.970 
cu 13.309 so. 740 -15.819 0.0002 0'.073 121.723 
Pb ·3.477 80.7.78 -23.139 0.0007 0.063 193.222 
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residuals from the mixed group. For ex ample, an anomalous 
K20 residua 1 .derived from a regression equ_ati on with an R2 
value of • ee'9 is more significant (or should carry more 
weight) than a I<2Q residual of 'similar magnitude derived from 
a regression equ_ation with an R2 value of .805 (the lower R2 
value indicates a greater about 'the-
•. 
scatter of points 
2-J 
calculated regr,ession line) o \ f · ' 
The ·residui:ll s are weigh~ed by the multiplication, and 
the· two data se"ts (K 2o residuals from the igneous group and 
K 2o residuals from the mixed group) can be combined and 
treated as a single group. 
/.6·\ Residuals with lognormal ~istribut ions must first be 
vi') · l:g\ formed (by adding . a constant to each r"esidual to 
generate positive numbers and taking the common l.;gar.ithm of 
those ~alues) o Univariate statistics were calculated ' for · the 
residuals or log-residuals of all the elements. The 
residu~ 1 s of each element were then ranked and divided into 
five classes using ·the ,calculated means and standard 
deviations. Representative maps and cross sections showing 
the distribution of these cl•asses with respect to known 
mineralization are presented and the results .discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
'I'he sequence of 
· lognormally distributed 
steps from 
residual.s 
the tran-sformation of 
to the subdivision /int o 
. ._ . \ 
five classes of r e siduals was conducted for the standardized 
.... 
residuars of the igneous 'group and the standardized residuals 
' ; 
I 
... . . .. _______ , ___ -
• 
. . . 
' ~ . " ' . . .. . ' .. ' 
;· 
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of the mixed group as well as · for the standardized residuals 
of the two ~ups after they were. combined. 
· It was discovered that. those samples identified as 
hav~ng anomalous . residuals in a · given oxide before 
. standardization · were., for every oxide 
• ' I 
identical · t~ those identified as having anomalous residualS 
after standardization. Standardiza tic;m was therefore 
ineffective, but it did reouce the number of data lists · 
(from two to one) which had to be referred to during 
. 
plotting. The standardization procedure eliminated all the 
samples from the igneous 
I 
group which were previous.~y 
identified as positive Na20 residual ano~alies. The I 
· second pass plots for Na20 therefore are the anomalous ·-... . 
.. ) ..... 
residuals from the igneous and mixed groups not th'e ' 
anomalo\ls standardized residuals from the . ·combined , groups. 
I\ 
.. 
7.4.3.2.2 Anomaly definition in the 
sedimentary group 
The regression analysis techniques used in previous 
portions of this study are not applicable to the sedimentary 
. . 
~roup of rocks because the chemical variation of these ·rocks 
is no~ a function of a single predictable process, · but the 
. product of several. . Patterns in the chemical signatures of 
different · sedimentary lithologies which have been noted by 
pre'l/ious authors include the concentration of· calcium and 
sodium (plagioclase detritus) in lit~ic sandstones (w~ic~ 
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shales (as clay 
minerals). The detrital. accumulation of heavy minerals such. 
as ilmenite is less predictable. · . Plots of the major oxides, 
\ . 
first against Ti02 and then against Al203 showed no 
' 
systematic variation except . in the follo>ting cases: Si02 
showed a negative correlation w. both Ti0:2 .land Al 203 
(poss~bly a forced correlation ·produced'" by plots · 'of 
'\ 
variables with a .constant sum or relicts of ·an· igneous 
provenance'). FeO ·Showed a positive correlation with both,. 
and AltOJ '(possibly' . F:e/Ti tied up in oxide 
l 
mineral_s and Fe/Al .in epidote and chloritet. The MgO ven~us . 
i • 
Ti02 and · FeO versus · TiOi plots · are . shown in 'Figure 
. . ... ,,'\ . 
7 .3a, b, as examples of the random and systemat~c varia~ion 
respect~vely . of oxides . with respect to · Ti02 in the 
r ..• ,:;. 
sedirnent·ary rock. group. 
Anomalies in the sedimentary group were defined· by 
~sing the mean plus or minus one and two standard deviations 
C' 
to divide analyses of each oxide or element into five 
classes. These ·were plotted on . maps and cross . sections 
·along .. wit}) the five residual classes geneJ:ated for the 
igneous .and mixed groups to see how the anomalous samples 
related to the areas 0~ l<nown mineraliza t+on. 
Representative examples of these plots and a discussion of 
the results ·are presented in ~apter 8 .• 
'· 
. . I 
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Figure 7.3. Plots of a)MgO and b) 
the Sedimentary group of samples 
the Strickland data. 
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The ·average c.omp_osi tions ._ of ·the majo; li.thologies 
• • , . --~ - ..,. I ': 
(those with greater' than six sat;np-les) of the Strickland area 
. . . '.. . . -~ ' . - . . -
W'ere calculated · with wide1y anomalous~ ·-v ... a_luee delet.ed (e.g. 
,. . . : . . . ~- . ·· ~--... . ·.. .' . .. . 
, SiO~ . .,. · 90%). . Th~se average composi tiona · ~?='e r~corded in 
.. ...... ...... 
· Tables. a.i; a:2 and 8.3 along with average coniposition!S of 
' 
. . '\ . 
other rocks 
_. 
. ' \ 
from . ·around 
' 
the world • Because all oxides 
' '-. 
hav.e · a lognormal distrib~tion, . 
' 
the· averag~ valua.· recorded is the - a~til~g ~of the 1ogl}o~~ 
. average . (or the · geometric mean),. ~istograms of the 
· lognormal values of Na2o and K.2o of · . some ·. J.i thologies 
proved to 'be ·st~ongly negatively skewed. :r'h~ average Na20 
· or K20 value recorded for these lithologies is that o·f the 
unlogged (or · normal)'. values which have only a slight 
positive- skew to the distribution. 
, • 
. I- - ·-
8 .1. 2 Mafic. lithologies 
'· 
The mafic ·· dykes• _of the Stri,ckland property ar.e similar 
. in ~hend:a~to other mafic ign! u• rocks except for the 
MgO/C,aO ratio [see 'tabl e ' 8.1). The Strickland mafic dykes 
(; 
have . a. ratio approximately equal to 1 whereas with other 
tnafic igneous rocks it is· typically less than_ 0. e. . The 
mafic tuffs, combined with . the c~lorlte schist samples, have 
. · .. !·--· 
~ · --
\ 
an aVf;rage cqmposition·~ which is rich in Ti02~ .Fe203 apd has 
a high MgO/CaO ratio. (2.) relative to the mafic dykes. The 
. -·- --·--------_.,.-
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, . . . . . 
No. represents the :rwmber of ana1yses .inc1uded in each average. - . -· 
Total. i.ron rep;>rted as Fe20J-1 unless both sPeC;i.es _-were ancuysed in which case Fe20J=is repotted 
above FeO. ·- - - ~ I 
Both species of U:on are -~ ~ possible. · _ • -· / - -
D/M:, mafic dyke; CISC, ·chlorite schist; M:TF, mafic tuff; I:TF, inteJ::roodiate ;tuff; I:LT,' 
e . -
intel:madiate lapilli -~f. , 't - ' 
I.OI = Co2 + H2(). I 
j' -
(J -
NA = not Fysed. 
IDI = H2() -- + H2()-:: 
Ieferenoes 
1. Goodwin (19?7) , · Table V 
1 
Ar~ Superior· __:_JJ_L __ • . · 
2. ' ~u:tlow (1980), Tal)1e 7, Buchans Nf1d.· : .t:'.I.~IU:! 
·., · .· 3. Henley arx1 'lb:>mley (1981), Append.ix, Buchans Nfld. 
4. Jolly {1979) 1 Table 6 I Abitibi area. · · 
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Mgo/CaO ratio of the 'strickland mafic tuffs is similar to 
'·,_ c that . ·of the Buchans footwall. basalt~ both of w~ch . are 
. t;;t 
·unusual.!~ high . compared to other maf±c igneous rocks. The_,. 
average Na2o · va·lues of the · Strickl.and mafic tuffs and ·the. 
... 
Buchans-basalt are also somewhat low when compar~d t .o other 
~~fie rocks. 
8. 1. 3 Intermediate· H~hol.ogies ___ _ 
The average 'composition of the Strickland i~termedl~t~ 
'\ . . . . 
iJ?.terni~diat~· lapilli .tuff are qui ~e ~ simila~ ex~ept tuff and 
that the laailli t~ff is slightly richer in MgO (see Table 
8.1) • . They ~ontain Si02 ·and Tj.02 averages intermediate 
" between an ~desi te and a dacite and a:re notical:hy depleted 
. i~ CaO a~d Na20. The MgO/CaO ratio of 3 _in the.· Stri-ckla~d . 
· intermediate volc~niclastics ·is unusually high. 
8 .1.4 · Felsic lithol.ogies 
.. . . . . ;;~.~~ ': -
·The fel.sic . floWs are silici-fied, bein~ ·- extremely high 
in, Si02·• low; in~Tici~ and total _'llkalis ( wt. ~ ~ % Na2o ) ( 20 • 
· 5. 3%) in. comparison to. other "felsic flow material (see T-able 
. • ,. .. I 
8. 2) •. It is . ~:!3~pecially interesting to compare • J' the 
I \ . ' 
Strickl.and average wi.th the av~rage of twelve · samples of the 
4 • " 
correlative Bay du Nord felsii;-e ba'nds co\_lected by Charlton 
{ 1980, ·Tabl.e XI) • The ratio of Na20/K20 for the 
.. 
Strickl.Qnd felsic flows is 0.27 and for 'the felsite l)ands is ' 
I 
lo 51 . SUggesting . that SOdium haS been Stripped from the 
·strickl.and · flows and par-tially replaced · by K20 •. . : A 
\ 
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- Table 8.2 
The average ccnp::>Sition ·of Strickland felsic utiv:)1o9ies . 
: ~ with tb::>se fran other ~ 
\/"'" 
I 
Felsite RhJli~ calC:.Alk h:mds Rhyolite F:'IF . F:LT 
1 2 · 3 
"' 
'1.2 1 ' 4 1.36 . 53 17 
. 76.0 71.45 . 71.4 76.5 ~ 70.4 
' 
• 
73.85 :.~, : 78.6 
,· {.. \ ' . 
0.24 o·.l3 0.50 ·o·.31 p.43: 0.23 ' 0.22 
13.0 14.42 13.2 1L8 12.9 13.55 11.0 
0.48 O.Bj 4.35 3.64 2 1.28 2.2b ' 0.04 0 1 ' 0.03 o.o_6 . ' 
• I 
0.33 . 0.10 0.82 '0.95 - ·-1. 72 
0'4h 0.48 2.03 0.32 o-.:38 • I 
4.17 . 5.3 4.07 .'0 ~ 83 : 1.58 
1.25 
. 2.37 0.60 
0.05 . 0.03 
0.30 0.49 
1.53 0.27 . 
-3.71 3.77 
-2·. 7?- 4' .·7 . 1.60 3.66 
... 
3.49 3.60 2.48 
0.02 0.0 NAd 0.95 0~96 0.05 0.03 
0.85 0. c NA ],..86 2.15 - 0.9..,0 0.60 
-
~ · .. . 
-~:..~. · . . :
, .-._ . 
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Table 8. 2 oootinued 
. a ..,. F:FL, ~lsic flows; F:TF; felsi tuff; F:LT, felsic laPilli. tuff; .p/F:, felsic dyke • . ,. 
b ..:. .Total iron reJ.X>rted as fe_2()3 e~s i::oth ~ies ~ analy~ in ~ch case Fej)3 · is reJ.X>rted 
al::ove FeO.. -
a - WI = Hl'l _ -....._ 
d - NA, oot analysed. 
e ~ IDI ~ · {H:;P+) . + (Hp-") + .(~) + (Cl) 
,References 
r. Charlton (1980), Tab~ XI,Bay Nord G:rcup, - Nfld .• 
~. Oskarssoo 'et. al. (1982), Table ... , Sar!ple 26 (SNS32)., IcelaOO.· 
3. Jo~y (1980f, Table 6, Abitibi 
· 4. Doiart and Stipp (].968), New ~"+<'u~ 
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_negative 1 · :r;·elation~hip.- ·b~twee~ 
• t • . .. , 
,· 
' •' ' 
Figures B.la,l),c' which shows ·all the Strickland . rocks 
. . ) 
divided into three groups, sedimentary, igneous and mixed~ 
Yet a plot· of · the felsic flow.s and felsite bands (Figure 
8.2) shoW's a different pattern rlth only a handful ·of 
Strickland flows depleted in K20 '(K20 < 1%) · while most 
show · ·strong depletion · in. 'Na20 · (Na20 c; · :1 ·. S%) and 
corresponding high ·K20. values . (K2o > 1. 5%). In thin 
I \ . . . ~ ... 
section /the low-K20 flows ~ppear to . have been mylonit1~ed 
I . 
'.and contain calcite, epidote 'and numerous quartz veins~ I . 
Wlieri .phenocrysts are present~'they are' broken, abraded and' 
resorb~d pl~gioclas~· phenobrys.ts•. The . lo~-Na;o· fl~ws 
' I • \ ' 
display __ · delicate . queric~ . . find devitrificati'\n ·textures. 
·Pherio~ry~ts. ar~ rar'e an? ar~ dominantly · q~art·z~ se:condary 
biotite and se~icite is common in the matrix 'and are 
concentr&ted ~long fr~ctures. 
If the felsite swo~;.s· are taken as .·.background or 
I 
normal and unaltered samples then the felsic flows of the 
S~rickland .property have . oeen exposed to a ·-~nique proces~ . 
• • , I 
unrelated to regional met-amo-rphism, a process which resulted 
in Na2o depletion and ~o enri-chment~ One felsite 
sample co'l}..ected: from a sulphide-mineralized outcx:~p not 
included in the calcul:ate~ average has· an ~a20 ~on~e'nt _ ()f 
.• 
0. 25% and a K20 content of . 8%. The average total alkali 
content of the Strickland f e lsic f~ows is less· ·tha n tliat of 
the felsite bands (5.33 w~ . % and 6.89 wt•% respectively). 
The felsic tuff s and felsic · lapi\li -- tuffs o f _· ~he 
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Figure 8. 2. Na2o and K2o for Bay du Nord felsite bands (Charlton, l9SQ) and the Strickland felsic flows plotted on a diagram contoured 
for Irolar equivalents. 
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·177. 
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:--·~~~J and sodi..brn-depleted compared to analyses- reported . by other 
-"'· 
\.-authors _.·(see Table 8. 2). They are slightly -enriched in MgO 
. ' . 
: and FeO 'and depleted in ··total alkalis relative to the. f~lsic 
flows. , I 
T_he. sample popul~tion of felsic dykes is· very small (3) 
., 
_reduci~g the signil:Rance of the · cornpositional .•av~rage ~ but 
~ .._/ 
it is ~nclucie_d in Table. B. 2\ because o£ its similC;lrity with 
the av~rage composition of the Baggs Hill Granite. · ·Both are 
sodic,! in contrast to the ' potassic ~hemistry of the felsic 
. • I 
I 
flows : and volc,niclastics. · on the basis of petrographic 
ob~eryations an~ geo-chemical trends Chorl ton ( 1_980) has_ 
sugge~ted that the Baggs . Hill Granite ~un_derwe~ ear-~y . I I 
meta~omatic or hydrothermal. sodium enr-ich"!ent. Not~ that it 
is the most a·odic li:thology iri -Table B . 2. 
8.1. 5 · Sedimentary li tho,logies 
The 
compares 
average composition of \he Strickland sandstone 
j' 
inost closely .to . that . of greywackes : but it - is . 
' . 
re.latively depleted in cal~ium · .(Table 8. 3) • The average 
Strickland ail tstone is _rich in iron and potassium r~lative_ 
tl the sandstone. It has · an alkali content comparabl.e . to 
the Buchans cycle 2 and . 3_ siltstones, but is poorer in MgO 
and cao'. .. The . Strickland shale ,ls rich ·in Si02 (possibly · 
' . 
the result of volcanic ash input) and poor in CaO. 
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Table 8.3. .. 
The. average Oarq;x::>sitiori of. S~ick~ sedineltary lithologies: 
• · i . _ . catpared with u;se :ran o~ areas_ . 
sSsfl Greywacke Arkose SSLT Siltstone ~ . Sha1es· 
Reference· ~, .' . 1 1 2. 3 
No. 42 61 32 115 ll t~43 277. 
, Sib;z . 73.7 .. 66.7 77.1 67.6 67.1 68.0 58.9 . 
Ti02 0.43 0.6 . 0.3 0.6 0.35 0.67 0~78 
.... 
·Al203 lLS 13.5 8. 7 . ' 14.2 13.25 15.5 '.16. 7" 
Fe20~ b. 4.60 · 1.6 3.5 1.5 -?.57, 4-.-83 5.64 2~8 0.1 3. 7 
·MnO 
..... 
,_ 0.07 0.1 · (h2_ 0.07 9.17 . 0.05 0~09 
M3P 1.21· 2.1 0:5 1.58. 2'.46 1.50 2.6 
·- ' 
-CaO • . 
<>: 




' 1.96' 2.9 
·' 
-1.5 1.83 2.16 i. 72 1.6 
, • 
1<20 2.-18 2.9 2.8 . 3.35 3.34 3.14 3.6 
-.P205 ·o.1o "0.2 0.1 0.12 . 0.09' 0.10 0.16 
IDI 2~08 4.2° . 0 . 3.9 
I 




a - sssT, samstooe; . SSLT, siltstone; SHAL, shale • . . · 
,b- Total iron re~ as F~2~- unless both sPecies were analysed, 
in which case Fe20J is. repc>It.ed_ above FeO. 
• 
.!A 
·O -. IDI_ = "(H20+-) + (H2o-) + (~') -. : . 
•· . 
.. , . 
Ieferenoes, · 
· L Pettijohn (1963), p. 15. ~ -___:_ . _ - · . , .. • 0.1\ · . . · 
2. ThurlOW' (1980), Table 8, Buchans Nfld., cycle 2 and 3 siltstone. \"'Jt.) 
3. Clark (1924), Goldschmidt (1933), Minami (19'35), ShaW (1956), -~-~}'. 
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log ffCaO + Na2 OJ / K 2 OJ wt % 
~igure 8 • 3 • Composition of the Strickland rocks compared to typical 
91leous and sed..i.rrentary rocks (from Garrels and MacKenzie, 1971). 
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. . ,. . 
log_~~ithinic plo't ai~mg with' a variety 'of typical-ign~ous _ and 
. sed'imEmt~rY . .-.~ocks. (from Garrels and .MacKenzie, 1,971 j. The' 
axe's effec::tively · separ~te 
sediments~ and.· show igneous r_o~ks . on . a ~mo~·th . tight trend. 
The 'stri:ckland. mafic dykes p!ot. ·.close to. the mafi·c . en~ of -, 
the· weli~defined igneous c·~~ve .• The shale plots 'sl.i,ghtly 
·above ~on .. the· ~iliceo'-:J.S 'side) .the typical· shale fiel~.. •. ,The · 
'. ~ ... - • • • & :. • • : • • • • • • ' ' ' • ' . •• • • ' • • '. • • • • 
. . Baggs Hill Granite is displaced fr.oin ··the .igneo_us . curv~ ~s. - a \ 
\ · . ' 
result of ·its silica , _and .s+ightly· sodium-rie,:h -'·:chemi:_stry. ·\ 
The · . fe.lsic flow avet'age :plots · of£·· .· th~ high..;,silica, . 
. . 
high-:-p_otassiurn ·end . of. the 'igneous curye; . The . intermedi'ate---
l· ·. r 
·vo.lcaniclas·tics · plot on the .igenous curve between the· . 
. , . . 
typical granite apd granodiorite.. The cornposi tie>ri . o~ the 
. . 
. 'Strickland s~nd~t~~e s:ttows· .m?.re ~ffi~fty with ,the · typic~~ ·. : 
gran~te c_omposition than either g:r'eywacke or arkose. 
. . . . . ~ ·- . . . . . . 
I.~· terms of the rati_os Na~O/Af203 and K20/1>d203 . (Figure · 
B·. 4) :ti-u~ Strickland mafic dykes plot in the field of· mafic 
' . . . . • ,. 
· igneou~ . rocks-~ . rplie felsic ··now . and felsic tuf·f averages 
p1,.ot in.-
. boundary. 
a ·s'odiurit-depleted. • field . well below the igneous · 
. -. 
. . . 
The Baggs Hill Granite plots· in · the sodium-rich 
. . . . 
I • 
' area · of the diagram, · but its · K20/~ - ratio 'is not 
unu~ual· cl';;p~~ e~ . to other granites. Vstrickland shale 
. plots · within . · -the ·typical 
. . 
· 'hic_;tn-grade peli tes. 
• 
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Figure 8.4. Composition of the Strickland rocks compared with lutites 
am igneous rocks in te:r::rns of their Na20 and K20 content (from ~els and MacKenzie, 1971) . For a key to the lithologies see Figure 
.3. • 
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8 ._1 • 7 Summary 
Table· 8.4 summarize~ the observed pxide enrichments and 
depletions noted in the Strickland rocks relative to other 
similar lithologies • MgO and Na20 depletion is persistent 
in several of the Strickland .lithologies. The B~ggs Hi 11 
. . 
Granite is ~oti~eably enri.ched in Na2o. Comparison ·of the 
average compositions of the Strickland felsic flows with 
their regiopal equ~~alents' (the Bay du Nord felsite bands) 
shows the flows to be more silicic and more deplet~d in 
. sodium as well as total alkalis relative to .the . felsite 
bands. 
,) 







depletion patterns are ~nvestigated in greater detail in the ·· ~ 
following section .where the raw geochemical · data and 
-residuals are plotted ·with reference to ·' .s':llphide 
.I 
mineralization. 
8.2 Trace elements 
A total of 128 surface samples' were analyzed for Zr ,' 
Sr, Rb, U, Th, Ga, Ni, Y, Pb and Zn. These data are ·'listed 
in Appendix D. In Figure 8.5 zirconium is plotted a~ainst ) 
titanium. The· mafic rocks show . a strong positive· correl-
.. 
ation between titanium and zirconium. The felsic rocks form 
another · p~omin~nt _ g~oup wiJ h consiste~tl~ low ~i _ va~ues and 
a· corre sponding wide range of Zr values. tMost of the shale 
samp.les lie in a tight cluster betJ een the maf ic and f plsic 
' , •. 
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·. . Surrmary of the average eririchrnentS or ~epleticns of the s~icklan:i 
rodcs relative to other similar: lithologies (see Tables 8.1,8.2,8~3) 
D/M: M:TF I:TF/I:LT F:FL F:TF F:LT GRAN SSST SSLT SHAL 
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The anticipated dispersal effects of sedimentary 
·process·es on · the shale composit'ion is l!Ot observed and the 
I . 
Strickland shales ' are similar i ·n composition. (with respect 
. · J 
to ,Ti' . and Zr) . to many shales woiild wide (Erlank . et al. 1978_, 
! 
Correns, .1978) . - The· majority 'of the intermediate samples 
' - . 
\ and "sandstones · also plot between the fels'ic and _. rt:~afic 
I 
'tr~nds .- The over~ap of intermediate samples into ~he mafic - • 
and felsic .-. trends (siltstones, intermediat~ tuffs) ~;is r \ - . I . 
probabl,y due in part to the m.j.sclassification of .. s _arnples • . . 
, . 
Figure 8.6 shows the 'Rb (pp,m) . values _plotted ' on ·. a 
logarfthmtc scale against the. log ·K (ppm) _ values •. . It _, is · ., 
evident. from this prot ·that · the beh~viour of · the t 'race 
.element (Rb). is ~ver_all · .. close~- analqgou~ to that of · the 
major element (K), i.e. ·with a relatively constant· K/Rb 
' 
rat;io of 85:1. It was felt . therefore that a detailed 
examination of the distr_il;lution of major ~l~ment anomal,ies 
alone would ideptify ,any alteration patterns related to 
·~ . 
mineralization. ' In l • •· -the . d~scuss~on which the 
. • r 
distribution of anomalous values of the major elements and · 
metals (Cu, Pb, Zn) are . described. 
·-~ 
e~-3 .... ebmparison .of raw "and residual 'data plots1 
•' ' 
8.3.1 Introduction 
i . . . 
The three sets of data I discussed in this sectiori· 
include the 'concentrations of major oxides and ·metals in 
what is termed th~ ra~ data se~ and tw6 data sets {the first 
.. 
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modification of the residual techniques ~sed by Lavfn 
(1976), McConnell (1976) and Sopuck (1977). The first paf'?S 
' , • 
da.i ·a set contained residual values geherated from the entire 
\ . 
. ·: ...___ 
raw dat:a set using re~ression equati~ns with· Ti02 I 
Al203, . FeO and th~ir squares as independent · :rariables ·• 
' \ . . 
. The \ second pass data ·set included residuals generated £rom 
' . 
two \groups of rocks - . those ig~~o~s in _orfgin ·and those from .. 
a .mixed igneous and sedimentary ·origih using' regression 
. I 
equations 
. I . 
with and (Ti0~)2 as indep.endent 
variables. Also in the second pa.ss . data sets are · the 
41 
anomalous oxide/metal analyses o~ rocks with a dominantly 
sedimentary ·sour_ce. 
The raw data (major oxides, . metals) are listed in 
Apperfdix D. The first and s~cond pass · ~esidual data lists 
a_r, ·t..ao voluminous to be included within this · thesis and 
. \ .. 
are, therefore, pn file along with the p~eliminary data 
plots at 'the Department of Earth Sciences' of Memorial 
University of Newfoundland. 
· The concEmt.rations of MnO, P"20s and Ag in the 
are ge-nerally close ·to, . or .. below, s\~ickland . r~cks 
detection . limit of the anal~tical metho~s used. 
Consequeptly, they were not inc 1 uded · in" the data plots or 
r 
interpretation and will not be considere~ further. · 
l 
8. 3. 2 . Comparison 
The anomalous samp~es (strongly anomalous = mean +/-:-
' . 
two · ,standard de.viations, weakly anomalqus = mean +l:- one 
" 
,' , ·standar<:'f deviatipn) of each of the three sets of" data . were 
' plo.tted on plan maps . (the surface samples) and . 
1\• , 
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cross-sections ' ' (the -diamond drill core samples). Figures 
8. 7 through 8.12 show the relat]pnship between the 
lithologies ·and the K20 and CaO . anomalies as defined in 
each of the three data sets .for drill holes . U6-023-4, 
19-02.3-8, ·16-023-19 through the ~opper, Main and Silver Hill 
.-. 
zones respectively. 
The anomalous samples _ in : the raw data plots - ~re 
commonly just reflections of '· the sample lithology - ·mafic 
·tuffs are represented by negative· , K20 ·anomalies · (Figure 
·· i 8.7), felsic tuffs by positive K20 . anomalies (Figu_re :~_!_9). 
anomalies disappear or . are reduc:~a :<from -· plu~ 
'• 
Many of these 
. .... . ·' · 
two standard deviat-ions to plus one standard deviations) 
when anomalous residual values are plotted., .. . -For ·example . a 
. ' 
. -
cao value of 4.0~% is not anomalous in a mafic tuff w~th : a 
Ti02 content of 3.18%, (Figure 8.10, DDHt 16-0.23-8, . sample 
FeO or Al203 in the regression equation ' then is 
·• 
negligible. The samples .. ~efined as .anomalous in the 
first-pass treatment of the raw ~at a . are, overall, similar 
to those ·defi_ned as anomalous in the second pass~ with the 
" . . . ' . 
exception of the sediment~ samples. Seve_ral, of the 
an~~alous . sedimentary samples from th~ second ·pass were not 





samples is matched ~y an oxide · 
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C COPPER ZON E 
M MAIN ZONE 
LITHOLOGIES 
1st PASS 
[sample! .,. PPm 
no. ~o. A\aO, Cclo ~ -~ kae reo H~ Tk~ ~as c~ Pb z~ ~ 
A914tZ '-'4 12. 1 o.ctt 'f. to 1·3't '2-"2"1 11-fo 041-:1 0-<.1 o.a~ 860 8• 'l\0 Z. 
~413 ""'• •z-• '41 ~-n 1 -1.~ o.cr'" 11-5 o-T-12- - ~ Z¥ z. 100 "I 
~11tt l=n.=t- u.r 0.2Ai 3.~ •·¥'1 Z.f/¥ 2-"- o.os o,q ~ •~ .2c.e. 1080 "' 
~liS Cf..'3 l'3.ctlo.Q l·'fl 1-tif"J.3o "·''-IOolfo.~o.az Zif- 4 lf8 ~, 
+,+t mean pl us one, two _. standard 
deviation(s) 






Samples collected by: 
I Fa leon lari dge personnel 
LOOKING SW ON 
LINE ~OS. 
SCALE 1 : 2!5(X) 
...._FIGURE 8. 7: Kp Anomalies~ DOH 16-023-4 I' Copper Zone. 
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Samples coli ected by;. 
I Falconbridqe personn~l 
.LOOKING SW ON 
LINE 5005. 
SCALE 1 : 2:scx:> 









M--+ F:TF -·-100m + 
SED 






1st PASS 2nd PASS 
.,. ppm 
no. ~~ ~'A VIO ~0 ~c ~0 rea H~O -r.~ ~as u.. Pb z"' 
"' Samples collected by; Al1'f1 64-'2. ·~· o.')8 2.oo o.CR 4.~ '-~ 0.15 ~ ~at "3'3 ~2 ICO <l .... ~ b .• II.'Q 0.~ '·'8 O.'f':J 3.<Je ll.z:z o.ae o.3a !o·~ 3e 25 uo <I I Falconbridge 'mf i'f:J.l 13.~ 'I .at q.!Sc I·~ O.lq 14.f o.u '1.18 0.~ ~~ <-Z q~ <\ personnel 
'lr15 ~'5~ 1(.:~ 0.'3!! 2.u. ~ 't.~ s.,, O.QI! jo.qco o.t/ 2.co ~Cf '3'/- I 
'lAC. "'-o IC...-s ().~ l ·<..l l·'t1 lf.2o 5.'1'1 0~ o.=i'/ Q.l2 3'1 3 
'* 
<I u:::::><:)KI N G sw ON 
LINE 015N 
SCALE 1: 21500 
-






(see f i gure 8.9 for ge-ochemistry) 
RAW 
2nd PASS 
Sampfes collected by; 
I Fa lconbri dg e personnel 
LOOKING SW ON 
LINE 015N. 
SCALE 1 :2,500 
F1GURE8.10: Ca0 Anomalies. DDH 16-023-8, Main Zone. 
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~2'1 ~~5 1<5.1 .......... 1- ~8 \.'51- 3!51 5.-rt 0.00 ~.?t o.rl ~ lo 110 <\ 
W."2.'" ~3.C 12.'T o.n l·lo "l . <c,~ ~.0'1 S.o1 o.lo 0.~ o.ot LOOKING sw ON 
-'22.0 jlfq.s 2C. .~ Q . ll •. ~q O.l"T 9 .'52 "-~2. b.()(. o.n O.Ol 
-'t22'f' W.ct 1~'4- 1-'33 1) .4~ 0~2 '2 -~ 't.~ 0.\C o.S3 o.~ LINE 594N 
4225 r.o.a ,,.2. ().IS 1-'1& /.I'T 5.~ ~.,&/ O.t::Jf o.~ o.~ SCALE 1 : 2,5CO 
....._422" ~-ct 11-.T- 0.13 l·'tl 0 .'2.3 '5. 3"0 "·OS o.o'i O.~Jj 0-0(. 
.... Ca2."l3 C.?. ~ 12.t.f ·-~ '!).~ 3.0CI '3-~ '3.'+3 ~.2'2 O.l.f 0-02 ~'a~ '1-1-~ l,.f- o.~a 0~3 &f.":'f5 jo.l~ 1-'SO p .o3 o .ot o .os 
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(see figure 8.11 for geochemistry) 
RAW 
2nd PASS 






LOOKING SW ON 
LINE 594N 
SCALE 1 : 2,500 
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content/ which · is not is 
. 
unusual for ·an igneous rock but 
unusu(!.l ~hen comp~red to other · sedimentary - rocks · (F.lgure 
8.12, samples W6225, A7123). : ' Note that str~ngly ano"\alo~s 
. 
samples persist as ano~alies in all thre~ plots (Figure 
8.11, sample W6220 and Figure 8.12, sampfe·_A7119), 
The · ·second pass ·plots thus appear 'to· be the most 
/ 
sensitive to the detftction of truly anomalous samples 
regardless of litholo9Y' and in the··;nscussion that follows 
" . l · . . I 
only· sec.ond pas~ anomti-ly plots ,will be referred to. 
,, 
. , _,. 
--. . - .. -~ .. 
I ' ' . ~r .. ,- • 
.· 
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.. 8.4: Second pass plots 
8.4.1 Introdu~tion · 
l . 
· Plan maps {for surface sample anomalies), · cross sections 
and dip surface plots were prepared for each oxide and the 
· rnet~1s (Cu, ·Pb, Zn). Dip-surface plots were drawn for the 
hanging. wall· sediments, for the main horiz-on · of 
rnine;ralizati~n of the Main, Copper, Bog ·and Silver Hil..l Zones 
---and also for a horizon 25m strati_graphically ·below (this is 
referred to as the unde~lying.horizon), Figure 8.13 is a ke'y 
to the drill hole inters~ctions shown in the· dip surface 








inter.esting anomaly patterns are presented here; and a ·-: .. 
/ 
. complete set is on fil.e at Memorial Uni.:versity . . Included 
here are cross sections of seven diamond drill. holes· which-
;- intersect litholoC!ies and minerali~ation typical of each of 
the four principal mineralized zones. These hol~s and the 
mineral zones they penetrate are listed in table 8.5, and the 
geochemlcal results from these holes in Tables 8.6 and 8. 7. 
The plots are organized and discusse~ by oxide, dealing first 
with the surface sample and then drill core sampl.e data. The 
rnetal.s (Cu, Pb, .. Zn) . are plotted arid described together. ../. 
8.4.2 Metals 
The surface plot and the, complete set of down-dip· plots · 
are include_d in ~iguret! 8.14 to 8.16. The positive Cu,Pb,Zn 
second pass a.no~alies are included i.n each plot. No~ many of 
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NOTE: All dri II hole .numbers, except the ·K-, L-~oles should . 
. be prefixed . with 16-023- • 
.. 
FIGURE 6.13: A key to ttle dri 11 hOle intersections shO'Ml m the dip s~rfoce 
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A sunmary qf the drill holes _presented as representatiVe · 
Qf the four principal. .mineralized zones 























COpper, Main (sooth exteilsi.on) 
Copper, Main (sooth extensiOn) 
COpper, Main (sooth extension) 
Eoq, Main 
Silver Hill, Main (north extension) 
Sil'Ver Hill 
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A list of the~ of sanyles fran dri~l.~les 16-023-1~ -4, -:-5, -6. ·.The sazip1e~ are- lis.ted in 
.tm order in which they ~ .fran· the top 9f' the hole to the bottan ~~ the _hole · in the cross-sectioOal. 
.diagrams which. follow (Note, in the diagrimiS the ~ght· "ticks" .represent scmples oo~1ected by 
:-Fa.lc:onbri.dge ~1 aiXi ~dOtted " ticks" those collected by this ~ut:hor). · . ' · j 
;· 
IDH Semple (ppn) 
no. no. Si.O CaO FeO MnO TiO .cu Pb . zn 
t / 
639 "65.9 14 .• 6 / 0.49 2.26 1.48 . 3.05 5.40 0.08 0 .'85 0.09 28 18 88 . •<1 
640 48.2 13.1:"'· 3.60 8.92 1.9"4 -0.27 ' 13.3 0.27 2.95 0 . 70. 22 <2 llO <1 
. 641 68.8 u·~4 0.84 3.68 0.52 4.32 .3.74 0.09 0.50 0.06 67 . . 820 .i480 3· 
642 21.1 5 ~ 59 .26.4 6.00 0.27 1.18 . 4.08 ~.so 0.27 0.09 88 3000 128~ 44 643 69.2 ·lJ.~ 1.28 0.93 1.58 3.37 4.18 .03 0.59 0.20 23 . 22 84 . 1 
~ 052 64.3 16.0 0.54 i.90 2.54 3.71 5.80 .07 0.45 0.94 
I WS053 48~4 13.1 3.22 9'.57 2.68 0.06 13.23 0.19 2.79 1.78 M .... N 
· o 055 76.9 9~6 ,0.15 1.81 . 0.68 3. 74 .. 3.55 0.08 0.35 0.08 . \D \C I 76.7 6.5 . 3.19 2.·91 0.47 . 1.66 · .2 ~26 . 0.13 0.26 0.02 \0 
...... 67.8 15.0 0.56 : 1.29 .2.48 . 4.14 4.84 0.02. 0.58 1.13 ' · 
. ..,. 7192 61.6 12.1· 0.92 4.10 1.34 2.29 .11.6. 0 . 43 0.61 ·o.11 860 81 310 2 / ; I . 7193 45.6 12.6 6.03 7.83 1.24 0.96 11.5 0.37 2.78 0.66 24 2 100 <1 ·t ...., .. N A7194 73~7 11.1 0.26 3.49- 1.-49 2.44 2.16, 0.05 0.19 0.02 17 260 1080 . <1 0 I 
\0 A7195 67.3 13.9 0.62 1.41 ·1.14 3.30 6.16 0.04 0. 70 . 0.12 24 4 ' 48 <1 
.-t 
., 
. U'\ • 63.5 14.9 0.74 . 2. 73 2.61 2.39 . 7.52 0.25 0.7~ 0.17. 39 180 310 <1 
I 53.7 . 11.4 1.47 . 5".62 0.~6 -· 1.04 15.7 0.44 2.04 . 0.52 990 20 -, 280 <1 l'!l 57.1 11.2 5.10 4;45 . 2.31 0 ~37 0.27 . ' N .1.03 7.66 -1.21 67 260 440 1 ; 0 
. :. 75.2 ll.O 0.33 2.56 1.47 . 3.41 ' 2.47 0.05 0.19 '~0.02 17 ll 110. <1 o..o· 70.3 12.9 0.55 1.04 0.87 3.25 6.28 0 ~ 03 " 0.58 . 0.13 20- .~2 42 <1 ~ . 
- I 62.3 15.1 1.06 2.78 0.38 3.53 8.02 .0.26 0 . 95 0.18 45 210 940 . ' 2 
-
- 14 • .7 2 . 37 ' ... 8 . 01 . -1.35 1.51. · ~.2 - 0.72 "2 .50 Q.68 . 580 370 . 3i20 <1 
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Table 8. 6 ccntinued. 
j 
JDH sanple 
no. no. Si02· Al203 
A7185 71.7 11.1 
A7186 66.0 16~1· 
'?· W5030 ._ 61.8 1:..7 . 7 
~W5031 49.6 10.8 
9 W5033 57. 8 l9.3 
~ W5035 77.9. 10.4 
W5036 71.1. 12 ~7 
. Ws037 62.1 i7.7 









0.68 1. 73 





0~43 . 2.07 
0.24 1.78 





Na20 1<20 ·FeO 
.  
. 0.17 4.87 3.55 
1.07 3.77 4.91 
1.10 4.92 · ~ .6.-13' 
0 . 10 0.75 
0.19 5.62 
2.17 2.4? 
3. 20 3.54 
0.89 . . 6.32 















0.10 . 0.29 
. 0.04 0.6Ei 





o: os . 0.88 
0.04 0.53 
.. 
"' ·- : 
. i 
. ; 





, >4, ;. , 
{~) 
P20s cu Ph Zn 
0.05 25 630 1720 
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::o Table· 8.1 . .. 
·A ·llit of the ~u;-~f saup1e.S f~ fu.$ ho~~- 16-0;"3~26, -19, ~2l. ~ in· Tabie 8.6 'the ~i~ _.:re . 
l..isted in the order in which they appear fran the t:,op..of the hole to the- botttm of the hole in .the cross- · 
secti.Cnal · diagrams ·which follow. · 
. IDH S<mple 






-... - A7624 
A7625 
\0 A7626 N 
I W5077 M 
N W5078 0 









· 0\ A7ll9 7 A7120 
~ A7121 
9 A7122 
- -- -~ - ~7123 










. 65.3 . 



















Al20J cao· ~ · Na2(? · K2(? FeO MnO 
13.5 0.48 '1.35 . ~.45 
13.9 1.14 1.48 3.67 
-l1.1 0.19 . 5.04 1.54 · . 
15.5 2.56 4.05 1.86 
~-2 2.52 . 3.91, 1.88 
14.6 · 0.28 1.~5 1.3~ 
13.0 1.20 6.70 3.08 
15_.3 o.s6 -- . 1.66 .1.8'7 
10.7 0.43 . 0.93 2.43 
10.9 0.23 1~37 1.71 
11.8 1.08 . 1.97 3.35 
10.8 . 0.12 - 4.53 . 3.51 
12.7 . . 4.22 6.24 3.97 
10.8 .. . 0.21 2.36 .2.42 
u.s 8.36 . . 7.52 .2.98 
4.1 . 17.55 20.30 . . 0.51 
17 .o 0.16 1.64 . 1.94 
13.4 0.55 ' 1.75 0.20 
10'~1 - 10.1 6.37 0 •. 30 
20.4 0.49 ·2.00 1.38 
16._0i 0.73 2.07 1.75 
10.2 1.22 2.76 2.45 
15.7. 1.44 1.58· 1.57. 
12.7 0.37 . 1.20 . 2.67 
26.3 0.11 1.49 . 0,17 
. ·' 
/ 
3.74 5.53 . 0.08 0.59 
1.97 7.16 0.20 0.77 
1.70 '3.02 · 0.11 . 0.35· 
2.53 10.1 0.29 2~02 
. 2.62 -. . 9.99 . 0.29 1.99 
3.22. .5. 78 . 0.10 . o. 70 
0.92 1L4- 0.3i L72 
' 3;06 5.94 0.04 0.76 . 
2_.82_ 3._58 0.50 .. 0.31 
1.96 .,. ·t.6o . o·.12 o-.36 
' 0;47 '4A3 0.12 0 '.61 
0.96 2.06 0.09 0.16 
. 0.38 .· · 13.40 0~35 - 2·. 78 
1.95 6.76 0.18 0.20 
0.22 l2.04 · 0.50 2.84 
0.23 1.-48 0.55 0.17 
3.9s· . .- ··s.47 j o.o3 o.~p/ 
s.o5 6.92 / o.-14 oho 
3.53 4 ~16 l '{);36 0 '·26 
4.90 6.07, ' 0.06 . 1~ 
3.92- 4·.86 t);08 0.69 
· 1.87 3.06 · •O.lj : 0.30 
3.57 . ·5.a~ .~.- o.-o1 ..- o.79 
3.04 · s~o7 · 0.1~- o.4o 
9.52 · •. 6.52 . 0.06 ' ; .{).37 
·(pPil) 
P20s cu Pb Zn Ag 
0.09 . 39 " 
0.16 26 























0.14 430 5 
0.13 146 5600. 
0.10 45' . 110 
0.11 33 18 
0.04 39 900 
O.ll ·34 10 
0.01 -
0.01 




... 41.0" 1. 
llO <1 
400 <1 
59 . <1 
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.. . . . --------------~--.~. ----
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Table 8. 7 -continued. 
IDH Semple Weight% 
no. , no. ' Si02 A1~3 cao Na20 K20 FeO 
W6224 
- 0\ W6225 
....c 
64.9 13.4 
60.8 - .19.2 
I - W6226' M 62.9 17.7 
N W6233 0 67.3 12.4 
I W6234-\0 79.3 19.7 
..... W62~6 67.7 15.5 
r-4 A7107 66.2 15.6 . 
-~ - -· N A7108 I 
M A7109 N 
0 A7lio· I 











. ... .. 
. 1.33 5.68 0.92 
0.18 1.46 1.17. 
. . 0.13 1.91 . 0.23 
1.74 5.75 3.00 
0.30 0.93 4.75 · 
0.54 1.71 1.29 
0.42 1.55 o.-96 
0.30 0.98 0 . 27 
0.44 - 1.59 0.15 
0.54 2.00 0.15 
3.73 - 16. 2 . 0.30 
. , ~.:- . 
.-
. , :_ . . ·. _, 
.. . .. _ . 
2.77 
5.34 




















- 8. 72 
··-. -: . 
' ;)-
!' 
MnO Ti02 P:iP5 
0.10 0 . 53 . 0.05 
0.04 0 . 76 0.05 
0.07 . 0.65 0.06 
0.22 0.28 0.02 
0. 03 0 . 01 o.·os 
0.05 .0.70 0.13 
0.09 0.69 0.08 
0.08 o·.39 0.03 
0.-13 . 0.67 0.17 
0.15 0.80 0.27 
0.39 0 ;;45 0.17 
l . 




































































SURFACE PROJECTION OF MINERALIZED 
HORIZONS-
- DEFINED ::== APPROXIMATE 
::::·.::: INFERRED 
~ MINERALIZED TRENCHES 
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. miner:alized· and this is reflected in the spotty dist'ribution 
' . 
of anomalies (Figure 8 .1.) • The most significant observation 
of surfa'ce . plots is .that while the dip richest the 
. \ " 
minerali\zation ' ; occurs .in the mineralized ' horhons it is not 
conrined to thes~ horizons. Weaker and more scattered 
- ' m~neralization occurs in the underlying horizons of all the 
. ( . 
·ore zones and in the. hanging wall sediments of . the Hain Zone • 
. · This is evident in the cross sections as well • . 
8. 4. 3 MgO i 
The distribution of second pass HgO anomalies· on sur face 
is ,patchy, with el.ongate clusters of . anomalous :. samples 
. "' . ~ 
· trending . parallel to the strike (Figure' 8.17) • .-·A.single 
group 'of five negative MgO anomalies . on line ~oos :from 2 SOE 
. , 
to 700E lies .. at . right angles to the strike. Sim'ilar 'clusters 
. , 
. at that location were ·.not . noted in · the plots of the other 
oxide, anomalies •. The . Main Zone, north extension is marked by 
a narrow cluster of samples . tr~ndirig pa:rallel to the st:rike 
. 
·which · a:re weak . po·si tiye MgO . anomalies. · These are · 
stratigraphically underlain·· by a Cloud of weak negative MgO 
·anomalies · which · extends south to the Bog-zone. Anomalous 
. . 
sa~ples in the ·.hanging-wall , sed~'men'tfi on surface are ge.nerally 
, · . negative. ' :;... 
·, 
The drill hole cross sections (F.igures 8~18 and 8.19) 
show a weak correlation between po~i ti ve HgO anomal .ies and 
mineralization 4'!S.pec iaHy associated with the Main .· and 
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2.10 
16-023-14 · and · 16-023-19, 16-023-21 respectively). Weak to 
strong positive . anomalies are clearly evident . in the.· 
dip-sur face plot of t.'t!e Silver Hill Zone mineralized , horizon 
(Figure 8.20a). These· reflect the magnesium-rich c~emistry of 
the' carbonate-tremolite gangue of the ·Silver Hill Zone 
mineralization. This pattern does not ·extend into the 
horizon 25m stratigraphically below the Silver Hill Zone 
(Figure 8. 20b) • 
. . 
The distribution of . positive MgO anomalies in the Main 
,zone mineralized horizon . is more irregular than in the Silver 
. -
.. 
Hill ' Zone, as is the• distribution of c~rbonate-tremolite 
gangue. More sporadic positive magnesium anomalies pers.i'st 
' 
in the rock 25m below 'the· Main Zone mine.ralization. 
! 
The mineralized horizon of the Copper Zone containp two 
weak positive MgO ~nomalies and the Bog Zone is a confused 
mix of anomalies . (one positive, one .negative) as well as a 
. " . . 
single normal (no~ anomalous) · sample. Stratigraphically below 
the Copper ··zone a single strongly. negative MgO anomaly is 
prese~t and· below the Bog Zone there are' none·. 
'· '\ '. 
' 
·.8.4.4 CaO ' 
\ 
\· 
Ttle sur face 
\ 
d1stribution of the . second pass CaO 
anomalies is in patchy, two-· to four-sample ciusters which 
• 
are elongat parallel to the strike {Figure 8.21). A cluster, 
. 
·I 
of ~our weald \ to strongly negative cao, anomalies lie betw~een 
lOOS ~nd .~OON within l.nd just stratigraphicapy below the 
Main. Zone horizon. The Copper Zone is marked by a 3-sample . 
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Figure 8.21 Surface plot of 2nd-pass CaO anomalies. 
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cluster .of negative CaO anomalies. .The most si}nifican~ 
concentz:a'tion of. ne.gative CaO anomalies· in the Str·ickland 
area lie~ 300m to the southeast of the ~opper Zone (see 
.. . 
figure 8~21): The cruster includes . ~en samples (sandstone, 
. 
felsic tuffs and flows) and is both conf~_rmable to and 
. 
cross-cuts the ~egional strike. Any anomalous samples in the 
ha.ngingwal.l sediments are positive · ano~alies~ 
I . 
In the · dr il'l sections _(Figures 8. 22' and 8. 23 ~ positive 
CaO anomalies are often but not. invariably associated with 
.s·l • . . 
·mineral izati.o.n · Negatiy~ anomalies'· associated with 
mineralization in the . Copper Zone mafic tuffs represent 
. 
samples · with low CaO value~ ·relative to. high Ti02 contents~ 
• . I 
(Figure 8. 22, DOH tl6-Q23-6 ~ Sample lA 7l83 i. 2 •. 3! wt!% CaO with 
2. 5 wt\ Ti0 2 ). The' dip sur.face plots ·of. the Main ~one' show a 
. 
scattered combinatio~ bf positive and negative CaO ~nomalies • 
. Five . of the seven anomalies ~re positive and · the two 
strongest ·positive· anomalies a.re samples with 
carbonate-tremolite gangue associated with mineralizat,ion. 
' 1 The significance of the two negative anomalies · is . unkno~n. 
Isolated .positive aiionialies also occur in... the horizon 
underlying ~he Main Zone. The mineralized horizon of the 
/ 
Silver Hill Zone is c~aracterized by strong po~itive CaO 
anomalies · (Figure 8. 24) which correspond to the positive Mc.le 
anomali~s. Not every MgO anomaly . is 'matched · by a CaO 
anomaly •. This pattern i ·s a reflection of the 
carbonate~tremolite gangue of the Silver Hill Zone 
.mineralization. In the underly~n~ hori~on of the Silver HilJ 
, ... ' 9 • ,. 
I ' 
•' 
' . ; 
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igure 8. 24. A dip surface plot of the 2nd pass cao anomalies in 
the Silver Hill Zone mineralized horizon. See Figure 8.20 for a key 
to the symbols used. 
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' • / .· 
,/ 
' -
' ' Zon~ ·:two . sampl.es are weakly ano111alous ;_, . one. poSi.ti vely·, the 
/ . 
9ther' negatively. · . . 
'• 
.. 
a ~ .. 4·. s·. Na2 o 
( 
, .. 
AS with ~aO and · MgO, scattered clusters of c6nformably 
:· ,_, ':". . 
. .. "elongate . ·anom.alies characteriz~ the. . . surfa·ce d-is-tr~bution. 'of 
the· . second pa·ss Na 2o a·nomalies (Figure 8 •. 25)·. The m_ajori'ty 
of . ttie .anomalies·on surface 
' . ~ . ' S~lver. 
lli'l'l · is mar ke'd ._by a cl us t~r of. weak negative ·Na 2o ·an9malies 
•' . 
. . . 
which . extends : to tYle · southwest . towards ·the . Bog Zone .. . . _A 
. . 
' ' 
cluster .o£ eight weak . . ,to· strongly · negative. ·Na 20 . 
. . ' . , . . .. ' 
1 ies to the southeast of. 'the Copp~~ Zon~. This 
:significant 
anomalies 
cluster ~cross-cu~~ the re~ional . · strike ' an~ is roughly 
\ 
coincident. with. a similar'ly shaped cluster o~ nega~ive'--..CaO 
~nom~l ies · -d~~cr ib.~d earlier ·<see- Figure a. 25, compar.e with 
Figure ·a. 21). 
An arc of we·ak and strong pos_i ti ve anomalies 1 ies below 
the Main', Zone and above and within the Bo'g Zone. ' A broad area 
in the center of the prope_rty contains ~·~mples with weak to 




.. ! . 
. . ~ .. 
eig.ht sampl_e cluster of anomalies. . Th '(>".' ·:,, e .: .: · .. :~:· . . 
/· ... ,..., . 
, anomalies 





in · the hangingwall sediments ar~ ·· g~~erally 
Rocks on the north flank of Bagg~ Hill:, including 
.. 
gra~ite sample, . are' identified as -positiv~ Na 2o . ·. 
Examination of . the drill . hole cross-secti'ons (Figu'res : .... 
8.26 and 8.27) indi~ates the common association o~ neg~tive · 
' \ 
- - --+-- . --~ . . . . . --...-------' ' -' ~ ........... - __ , ' . 
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FIGURE 8.27: 2nd Pass Na 20 anomalies. Scale 1:2,500. 
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second pass Na20 anomaiies · with mineralization. 
. . I (Note 
that 60% of the anomalous samples in the drill holes are 
negative anomalies). However, n9_t : all 'the negative Na20 
anomalies are mineralized · samples arid . 
mineralized sample i~ mc,:lrked by . a posi ti 
l~st one 
anomaly 
(Figure 8.27, DDH 116-023-26). The associa ion of negative 
. t 
Na20 anomalies with mineralization is agai evTdent in the 
dip surface plots of the mfneralized hori ons .\ - The Main 
Zone miner~lized h6rizotr c6ntains a · d J knot of 
neg a 1i v'e Na20 anomali'es (Figure .8. 28.b) • his tight 
cluster does not 'persist stratigraphic lly below the 
\ 
\ 
mineralized horizon (Figure 8.28c). Negat.i ve . Na20 
anomalies are also present in the Silver ill mineralized 
. · ~ -
horizon · (Figure 8.29c)' these Na20 anomalie · (and at least-
two in ' the . ma;.n·· z:one) again reflecting the c l emi r try ~f the 
carbon~te-trem~li te g~ngue . in which . no sodi minerals ar~ 
present. Negative Na20 anomalie~ are ubiq itous in the · 
_,\. . 
underlying horizon of·. the Silver Hill Zone . . (Figure 8 . 29c). 
. \ . 




intermediate tuffs and siltstone~ wit~ 20-3p % secondary, 
\ . 
sericite and brown biotite. Broke n and augen~d quartz and 
. I , 
I - . 
K-feldspar phenocrysts are common in . the tuffs .whereas 
plagioclase phenocrysts were not. observed. It ~ppe'ars that 
the primary low sodium chemistry o f these rocks \ ~as further ~educed by subsequent potassic -, al ter.ition whi~h p r oduced 
seri~ite and biot: te. /~ · I . 
~ In the Copper Zone mineralized section t wo samples show 
~eak negative · Na20 anomalies which do 1ot persi s t 
I 
' . 
# ---~------~--- ---. ..--. . . 
~ 
·- ~---·· -·· 
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Figure 8.28 A dip surface plot of 2nd pass Na20 anomalies in A) the hanging wall sedilrents, 
b) Main Zone mineralized horizon and c) underlying horizon. See Figure 8.20 for a 
key to the symbols used. 
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~.tr~tig~aphically below (Figures 8. 29a). 
\ . 
l 
One bog sample in 
th·~ minelAlized horizon ·. is ··marked ., by a 
. . 
anomaly. There are . no Na20 ~anomalies in the underlying 
horizon of the Bqg Zone (F.igures 8. 29b). 
-
The surface .p,lot of K20 anomalies -shows a strlng of 
unconnected c.J.usters of negative anomalies 
stra tigraph-!-~al_ly below the - Main Zone. and through the Bog 
' . , . 
zone (Figure ·a.3o). These correlate _ loosely ~i.th a band of 
pos.i. ti ve ~a2o anomalies. A narrow and elongate band of 
·seven positive K20 anomalies extend over a distance qf 
700m from immediately southeast of Silver Hill to east of 
. ' 
the ·Bog Zone. These correspond to positive .K20 anomalies 
present 25m stratigraph"ically below the Silver Hill ·zone 
(dip surface plot Figure S. 33) and identified previously as 
rocks with abundant secondary -biotite .and sericite.. The 
hangi.ngwall sedi,ments on surface ·are marke~ by negative 
. 
. : 
K20 anomalies as are the rocks on t~e east flank of Baggs, 
' Hill~ There is a spindly Y:-shaped cluster of positive K20 : 
anomalies eas.t of the Copper Zone on the 'plan map which is 
repeated in . the, cross sec~ion plot of DDH U6-023-~ (Figure 
8.31.). There is no cluster of K20 anomalies corresponding 
to the previously descri,bed Na2o and cao anomaly .clusters 
along line 9005, southeast of t~e Copper Zone. 
• A loose negative correlation between Na20 and 1<20 
anomali.fes is .evident from the surface plots .and in the drill 
{ 
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" . F1gure 8.30 Surface plot of 2nd-pass K2o anomalies. 
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FIGURE 8.32: 2nd Pass K20 anomalies. Scale 1:2,500. 
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Figure 8. 33. Dip surface plot of the 2nd pass K20 anomalies in the 
horizon underlying the Silv er Hi l l Zone. See Figure 8.20 for a key 
to the symbols used. 
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. , secti.ons (compare Figure 8.27 and 8.32, DOH t 16-023-19~ 
except where mineralized samples wi,th carbonate-tremolite 
. ' 
gangue are present. These samples show negative anoma·l ies 
.. 
for both Na2.0 and K2'o (Figures . B. 26 and 8. 31 DOH tlG-023-1 
and Figures &.. 27 and ··a. 32 DOH fl6 .... 023-2l) • Besides t~ese 
carbonate-tremolite mineralized ~amples there is a . weak 
association of · positive I<iO anomalies with mineralization 
(Figures 
... 
a. n and 8. 32) .• ; 
' 
The K20 anomalies on the dip sur face plots of · the 
mineralized horizons are ~cattered. 
are three samples · :besides the two 
, carbonate-tremolite samples whi'ch have · negative K20 anoma.l'ies 
in ·· the Main Zone mfneral i zed· horizon (Figure 8. 34). Th'ese 
correspond to positive Na2o anomalies and lie iri the Main 
. Zone north extension. There are two· clusters (o·ne and two 
samples each) ot positive anomalies which lie near OON and in 
the south extension of the Main Zone mineralized horizon. 
The Copper Zone dip surface plot shows no ·K2o anomalies in 
the mineralized zone and the Bog Zone contains a single 
negative anomaly. A si'ngle negative K20 anomaly fa ··· 
carbonate-tremolite sample) and a single positive anomaly is 
p~esent in the Silver Hill mineralized horizon • . A thin 
section from close to the posit~ ve anomaly sample shQWS 
pyrrhotite I flakes surrounded by biotite haloes and small 
porphyroblasts (?) of · orthoclase .in a matrix of sericite-rich 
si 1 tstone. 
\ 
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Figure 8. 34 A dip surface plot of 2nd pass K20 ananalies in the Main Zone mineralized horizon. 
See Figure 8.20 for a key to the symbols ~sed. 
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•, 8 . ·4. 7 
", . 
FeO 
0-~"-surface· the B<?g - Zone is marked by two nar_tow clus_ters 
" ' 
of 
., -., . ' 
positive FeO anomalies, one of which extends to the 
below the Silver Hill Zone 
(Figu!=e 8.35). Anomalies in the hang~ngwall sediments are -
predominantly negative ( -- In the drill hole cross~ sections 
(Figures 8. 36 and 8. 37) those FeO anomalies ·corresponding . to· ·. 




This ; is especi~lly evident in · 
• 
' 
the dip surface plots of the mineralized' hori~ons of the 
copper ~nd Silver Hill zones (Fig.ures 8. 38 and 8. 39) • In the 
.. 
Coppe--r Zone the : analyses are very iron-rich even for sucli 
, I 
mafic rocks ~15.2\ FeO with 2. 50\ TiOi). In the Silv.et Hili 
., 
mineralized ·. h'o~~~on 0 the iron probably occur·s . in 
so lid- so 1 ut:ion 
• ~ J- wi~\ · magn.esium ·. in the tremoli te. -The Main 
zone · mineralized 
anomalies (4.47\ 
i'nterval . contains wea~ negative FeO • 
. Fe,~\with 1.11\ Ti02) which are · not \ 
considered s~:gni ficant. A '8\ngle Positive al'}omaiy is present • 
:in the miner;alized horizon~- the Bog Zone and . the horizon 
. . \ . 
" . 
. 25m . stratigraphically _below. Iro,n-rich chlorites-- were found 
-,~ .... 
\ 
associa.ted wi,th- the Bog Zone mineralization (Section 5 .. 1.1, 
·\ · 
\ 
\ page 94) • .. ' 
\ 
\ \ . 
\ 8.4.8 \ 
\ The ~ingle most interesting area of Al 2~3 anomalies - on 
\ 
the sur face plot extends southeast from. the Cdpper z'one and 
. ' \ 
\ 
consists of two clusters (three and eight samples each) of 
\ 
\ . 
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Figure 8. 38. A dip surface plot of 2nd pass FeO anomalies in the 
Copper Zone mineralized horizon. See Figure 8.20 for a key to the 
symbols used. 
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Figure 8. 39. A dip surface plot o£ 2nd pass FeO anoma.lies in the 
Silver Hill Zone mineralized horizon. See Figure 8.20 for a key 
to the symbols used. 
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to similarly sh~ped negative CaO and .Na2o clusters. ' There is 
no apparent correlation between mineralization and Al2o3 ' 
anomalies evident• in the drill sections presented here 
l (Figures 8.41· and 8.42). The dip 
• 
surface plot of the Main 
mineralized horizon is characterized by 1 few scattered 
positive 
corresponding to the 
anomalies (and two negative anomalies 
carbonate-tremolite samples). . Th~-
mineralized horizons of the Copper, Bog and Silver Hill Zones 
show scattered weak negative anomalies. No interesting 
patterns are e'v'ident in the dip surface plots of intervals 
. 
~tratigraphically below the mineralized horizon~. 
8.4.9 Si02 
The maj'ority o~· the Si02 anomalies on the surface plot 
are positive. The H~in ·zone is· surrounded by isolated 
. . 
clusterq. of PoSitive anomalies and -interestingly two clusters 
extend across strike southeast of the Copper Zone (Figure 
8. 43) • described negative 
I 
These correspond to previously 
cao, Na 2o., and Al20 3 cl\}sters. The -..abundance of positive 
anomalies might be . . the result of preferential sampling of 
resistant (siliceous) outcrops. · 
' ' 
.Examination of 
8.45) indica'tes 'an 
with mineral~hation 
-
the drill sections ( Figure~ 8.44 and 
I ' 
association of . negativ~ sio 2 anomalies ~ 
which is repeated in the · dip surfa.c;e 
plots. , Two of ·;he negative anomalies in the Main Zone 
-min'eral ized interval and the eight strongly negative 
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Figure 8.43 Surface plot of the 2nd-pass Sio2 anomalies. 
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the Silver Hill Zone mineralized horizon. See Figure 8.20 for a key 
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the c~rbonate and tremolite mineralogy which dominates these . 
·samples. Stratigraphically below the Main · zone negative Sio2 
anomalies persist (4 sampl~s in 2 clusters of three and one 
sample each) • A single negative anomaly is present in the 
Copper Zone mineralized horizon and in the underlying .. 
hori'zon. '· ... here are no Si02 anomalies on the Bog zone plots. 
___  ..__, 
.... - . 
' 
. ,. 
·--------. ---- - -- -·------ - -·--·- --- - -·-----~-----~-· - -- ,.._ ·----· · -· _..,. -..,... , .,_ ... 









The af)ornaly patterns of all the oxides · are generally , 
scattered, sporadic and· elong~te parallel to the regional 
. 
strike. Those sarn~les with carbonate-trernolite gangue in the 
Main Zone and Silver Hilr Zones are repeatedly id~nti fied a_s 
anomalous (-Na2o,. +MgO, _ +CaO, +FeO, -Si0 2). Negative Na 2o 
anomalies are prevalent in the drill core samples. This, in 
• J 
volcan1cs have been largely stripped of sodium. The 
coincident plusters of negative Na 20, CaO and Al20 J anomalies 
with posftive sio 2 ano!Ualies ,which 
' 
extend southwest of the 
Copper Zone comprise the most coherent H thogeochemical 
pattern of the ··Strickland property. These clusters cut 
across the strike and the rocks are highly siliceous (most 
are · between 78 and 92% Si02). The horizon 25m below the 
Silver Hill Zone is marked by strong positive K20 anomalies 
and corresponding negative. Na 2o anomalies. These rocks are 
rich in secondary ~iot i te, sericite and occasionally 
K-feldspar po·rphyroblasts an assemblage alsp noted ·in 
rocks . from the · -COpper zone. There is thus evidence of 
. 
largely conformable secondary potassium enr ic.hment 
highlighted by positive K2o ano~alies, visible in thin 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE LITHOGE~C~E~ICAL PATTERNS 
'\ 
\ 
·g .1 ' General 
. 
_The mineralized zones of the Strickland area are 
contained in a sequ.~ncze of felsic volcanit7s, minor .mafic 
tuffs and in~ercal~ted clastic sediments which are 
. , . . 




. i \ .. 
conformably overlain bf\. a sequence of. ~edimentary · rocks. / 
. \ 
two sequences which is ·also \ locally marked by discontinuous 
\ \ . 
. ·The Main Zone. mineral.iz.atf\ lies at the contac~ between the . 1· . · 
. . \ • \ l i -----F- --~----'outcropa_of-quartz-gJ:aph1-te-ro,ck...-The-pyr-.~;-t- -o-Car-r-ot-Brook,----~---t j 
\ \ ' . . 
, \ I . 
Zone lies at the same horizon · h 5 km southwest along strike 
.. 
from the Main Zone. 'The Copp~~'-~ Bog, ;~lver, Road, and / · 
~ison Fault Zones 'lie stratigraphic~lly below the Main Zone • 
.... \ ! 
All the l:Ones are stratifol\lll• The ' . Baggs Hill Granite is 
\ 
exposed . in the northeast corne,r of 'the , property. Mafic 
dykes 
\ \ 
{usually almost conformable ~with the regional 
northeast strike) and sills outc~op in the southern portion 
of the map area. 
"All of these rocks have been 
·deformation and upper greenschis't 
I 
I ' 
subjec~ed to intense 
\ facies -, metamorphism. 
\ 
Boudinage structures are evident in thin section and in 
outcrop. In thin section zones of strongly mylonitized 
material occur next to · c:oarseiy. recrysta.llized domains which 
are evidence of inhomogeneous cataclastic deformation. 
fhenocrysts are commonly fractured, pulled apart, rotated or 
' . ' - . 
augened. In other thin sections delicate primary igneous and 
' . 
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devitrification textures are preserved (microlites, skeletal 
plagioclase, . spherulites, etc). Conto~ted folding o~ 
muscovite flakes contained in the sulphides ·· of the Main 
Zone, and · the occurrence of euhedral and broken pyrite 
porphyroblasts, provide evidence 
.. ' 
that- the · sulphide 
mineralization has undergone the same deformational · and 
metamorphic history as the host rocks. 
The association ·of stratiform Fe-Pb-Zn-cu-Ag 
·mineralization with footwall rocks dominated by felsic 
pyroclas~ics and overlain by sediments, as observed in tbe 
s'trickland Main Zone, is characteristic . of the Miocene 
--~---- -~--------
0 
I .. . 
Kuro}to V.M.S. deposits .(Lambert andSato, 1974, Sato, 1977). 
The mineralization found in the S:t.rickland area is therefore 
interpreted as having been deposited synvolcanically from 
metal bearing hydrothermal solutions. 
. . . 
Tne . Kuroko deposits 
· are typically underlain by feeder pipep · ~ ~ith stockwork 
. 
mineralization. · These pipes are·- not vertically extensive, 
but alteration ass_ociated with the pipes is mineralogically 
I , 
chlorite halo 
with a quartz- sericite core ' .,and Mg-:rich 
~ . ~ (Franklin, et al. . 19-81). Such . a .' pipe , 
well defined 
t r ansacting the footwall rocks, was not recognized below any 
of the ?ones of mi~eralization ·on the Strickland p r operty. 
T?e Kuroko alterati_on pip~s are dhemically characteriz'ed by 
an enrichment of potassium ana silica in the core and iron 
and magnesium in the surrounding ,halo with an overall 
depleti on in Na20 and CaO (Izawa · et al., 1978: Izawa, 
19807 F·ranklin, ~ al. ~, 19Bl ). 
. •' 
~ 
.. ··--------...-·----- ~ -· -
.. 
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It was hoped that chemical patterns such as those . 
recognized below the K:uroko deposits, not expressed 
mineralogically in the Strickland area might be highlighted 
__....--by a study ·of the . litho-geochemistry of the host rocks. 
Thus, it · is essential that _ any lithogeochemica l anomal ies · 
produced during the synvolcanic emplacement of the sulphides 
survive the effects of subsequent metamorphism and · 
. . ---deformation, · if they are to be recogniU!d-. Work done on 
other· meta~orphosed V. M.S. deposits has · shown that 
metamorphism does not significantly affect the bulk 
composition of the rocks (Riverin and Hodgson, 1980~ · 
. . 
McConnell., 1976). Synvolcanic alteration mi~eral 
assemblages will be replac.ed by metamorphic a'ssemblages, but 
the cheritistry o'f the rock remains largely constant. 
There is abundant evidence in the Strickland rocks that 
they have been subjected .to complex deformation with both 
pure • shear (producing flattened clasts and boudil!age 
f 
structures) and simple shear components (producing 
cataclastic structures). Sangster (1972) and Sundblad (1980) 
have ·-pointed out· that progressive deformation of this type 
would flatten a V.M.s. ~re zone and the underlying pipe, as 
well · as attenuate and . transpose · the pipe into · a position 
II 
close to pa.rallel, and almost adjacent to the overlying 
lense of massive sulphides . . Extreme defo~tion of this type_ 
co1.1ld conce'ivably obl iter~te any. evidence of an alteration 
pipe. Such deformation --may be responsible for th~observed 
patchy and discontinuous distribution and the clusters of 
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. . . 
lithogeo~hemical anomalies · which are commonly elongate 
. . . . . . . ' parallel;to the str1ke 1n th~ Str1ckland area. 
· Thefevidence of extensive deformation in the Strickland 
area, coppled with the absence of mineralogical evidence of 
cross-cutting pipes~ might lead to the conclusion that 
~ . 
ei.t.her ~o· al teri;ltion . pipes existed below the mineralized 
zo~es -o~ that -' those originally present have ~een destroyeq, 
( c;;r at : least obscured) . by_ the deformation; A group of 
samples: which stretch . . acros.s strike for 700m ·southeast from 
the Copper . Zone . are · marked ·by .multi-element anomalies 
f : • 
-cao·). The observed 
enrichments and depletions are similar to those reported .in 
·--;...____ 
the alteration pipes of Kuroko .deposits (~ambert and Sa,to, 
• I . ' ' 
1974; .Izawa, 1980) as is the dis~ordant shape. In · this area 
a drill hole (16~023-30) intersected almost 2m of ' silicate 
. . . 
breccia· with a chalcopyrite and sphalerite. matrix (the Bison 
Fault mineralization) • The copper-rich nature of this 
. miperalization is consistent with that characteristic of 
stockwork zones. If this. cluster is interprete<!-as an 
irregularly-shaped alteration pipe, one might conclude that 
. 
' ., 
primary -· (synvolcanic) alteration pipes have survived the· 
deformation. processes which affected the Strickland ar~a, 
and that the· absence of pipes below the other zones. of 
mineralization · must · be explained __ in ~ ~orne other manner 
(be~ides being structu-~ally obscur.ed). On th~ basis of this 
prem~se then tbe Copper · Zone with its vefiied and 
disseminated chalcopyrite-pyrite~sphalerite mineralization 
in a · chloritic host rock lies at the stratigraphic top of. 
, .
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wha-t is interpreted here as a hydrothermal' feeaer pipe 
~ 
(identified on the basis of multi-element lithogeochemical 
anomalies)'. The ~ineralizing processes centered . there .were 
termina~ed ', by renewed · felsic' volcanism, and the conduit was · 
overla.in b~ the felsic ·-p~astica which host ~he Main 
Zone. Th_is_ pipe doea . not appear to be rel.ated to the Main 
Zone mineralization. 
. . 
The Main Zone rninera~ization is a lOrn thick sequence of 
massive sulphides intercalated with . felsic volcaniclastics 
and sediments. It grades upwards from a lOw grade pyritic 
;:. 
base (with 1 minor chalcopyrite and sphalerite) through 
volcan~cl~stic~ and a thin · lens of siltstone· ' into a 
si?h<~:lerite:-rich (minor galena and pyrite) massive sulphide 
layer, locally with 2-5 em silicate clasts in a (dornin~ntly 
.s~erite) sulphi~e matrix. Argentiferous pods with 
J 
carbonate-tremolite. gangue and weak sphalerite-galena 
mineralization occur near the top ' of the massive sulphide 
ore. The qu~tz-graphite rock, which · outcrops 
discontinuous.ly petwe.en the sulphides and .the hangingwall 
sediments, is .i,nterpreted to be' a boudinaged chert horizo'~):- ·-· : 
. ,~;:-- --·---
(a megascopic pinch and swell .. str.u~ture) which once~' 
continuously_ overlay the sulph~des. The inunedia t.e footwall"' 
rocks of the Main Zone 
.. 
are intensely sericitized and 
silicified. J 
The features of the Main : : zon~ can be explained. in a 
f 
. nlunb!3r . of ways: 1) it may represent a flank po~tion o£--an--~-------- -:- -----· 
"insitu" ore bodypwith a deeply buried pipe ·or a pipe 'which 
·has been eroded away: 2) it may be a transported ore · body, 
: : '""' . -----~---.-.. - ·-: : ·:· :~-- . .. 
. . 
',' . . ·· . .. 
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semi-consolidated stat,e, from an unstable site · 
close to the feeder pipe or 3.) it · may 
repr sent an example of one of Sato• s (1972) Type I or Type 
precipitated in a basin downslope · from 
~ 
The, .. preservation of a metal zonation 
pattern (pyritic base 'to sphalerite/silver-rich top) common 
!J . in undisturbed ·deposits (Sato, 1977: Large;~ 1977: Sangster 
· and Scott, 1976) ~rguee against the second (transported) 
.,.. 
interpretation. Therefo~e, the. third suggestion wi1l be -
used as the I basis for reconstruction of the environment of 
• 
deposition :of the Main Zone. It has peen suggested (Hodgson 
& Lydon"Jl977 )- that the . hydro-thermal· solutions respbnsible 
,I ' 
' ' . 
for the. transport of Zn-Pb rich mineralization (like that of 
•• the ~in zone) ~ax:e h~ghly Jsaline, acidic and of relatively 
low temperature and woul~ ten~ · to pond and depo~i t . j,t\1lphides 
. . 
in basins downslope m . the f~eder pipe.. An isopacb ~ap. of 
the fe1sic which hos.t the Main Zbne 
' mineraliZation 9.1)- shows abrupt chal'\ges in 
thicJcness of the unit. These. might be a reflection of an 
' 
.. irregular paleotopography and indicate the presence of 
. sui~able · trap basins. 
r 
The mineral zonation may reflect a change in the chem-· 
. 
ist.ry . (pH, sulphur activity) . 'br the physical properties 
(dens! t.y, · tempe~ature) ' of the ~in~tatizing solution·s intro-
. 
duced to 'the bas_~~ (Large, 1977). Rea-ctfc;m of the footwall 
f . 
. rocks with the me_t.al-baaring brines may_ have. p_roduced the 
intense sericitization and _sil'!lification_ .beneath the Main 
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Figure 9.1 A dip surface plot of the Main Zone mineralized horizon showing the thickness of the 













intercalated volcaniclastics and s .edirnents may have been 
introduced to. the basin from another source ~rea, possibly 
• 
,. 
. as slump deposits, only temporarily· interupting deposition •' 
of the sulphides. The silicate clasts contained i.n a matrix , 
of massive sphalerite (Figure 6 .6b, pa~}.e 116 ) high . up in the 
\ 
Main Zone may have been · transported down slope with the 
I 
mineralizing brine and se~tled into the already precipitated 
sulphides . Swind~n (1981·) pointed to these clasts as 
. 
possible evidence that the entire ore_ body may have been 
' . .. 
transpbrted. At:t.ernati ve ly they' may have been c 1asts borne 




The silver-rich zones of mineralization in the 
with 
I 
Striqkland area are · invariably associated 
carbonate-tremolite· · gang).le and weak sphalerite-galena 
mineralization. 
' . 
Lenses of this material occur at 
stratigraphically high le_..vels in the- Main Zone and comprise 
' ~ 
the sole type of mineralization in the Silver Hill Zone. 
--~8 conformable nature of the \ carbonate-tremolite 
. . { 
mineralization and the intimate association of it with the 
'. ~ . 
massive sulphides of the Mai:.n Zone suggest that it is a 
- ~tamorph~sed productl of the synvolc~nic mineralizing event. 
- \ 
The stratigraphic position 'of the argentiferous-carbonate-
tremol.ite pocJ:teta in the Main Zone may indicate that the 
slightly alkaline 
( Sato_, 1977) came 
solut'ions capable of producing carbonate 
• i ' 
l.ata .in the M6in 'zone mineralizing event. 
• I 
.The association of silver with a carbonate gangue implies ; 
. . ..... . . 
• th~t- c62-3 might be a,n ~~mportant metal-comp1exing 
• ' 
I ' ; 
. ' 
, r •; 
;, 
.. ' 
~ - ~ ---~- ... -
' 





agent in the mineralizing solutions (Kerrich and fryer,· 
1981). The Silver Hill ,_Zone ·is a con.formabie lens of 
argentiferous )arbonate-tremolite mineralization wnich 
grades laterally into tuffaceous siltstone and is underlain 
by a massive · fel.sic flO'yt/ vo~caniclas-tic unit. This 
carb~na te- tremoli te 
interpret~d as the 
.~s~e~b~ge. 
metamorphosed 
has been previously 
equivalent of cnemical 
~ 
sediments (chert, calcitE!, dol.omite) precipitated with the 
' • I 
. sulphides on the sea floor (Silver Hill zinc d~posit, North 
Car~na, . Indor£, 1981). Dolomite occurs in significant 
quanti ties as a gangue mineral in the dominantly sediment 
hosted McArthur Zn-~b-Ag deposit (where Lambert ( 1976) 
'COnsiders it to ~ be syngenetic or an earl~ diagenetic 
alteration of calcite) a_nd the ~ealth Steele deposit of t)le 
Bathurst. ca~ (Chen and Petruck, 1980), on the bas is .of' 
. 
this evidence, the mineralization of the Silver Hill Zone ·is· 
. . 
interpreted to be a pocket of distally precipitated chemical 
(sedi~'ent, rich in magnesium and silver, relatively poor in lead and zinc, which acted as a cement to previously 
. d~posi ted tuffaceous sedimen.ts. Tne presence of some 
. 
aluminous contamination of the chemical sediments (c~lcite, 
.... . . 
dolomi-te) is necessary to produce by metamo'rphic reactions 
I 
the tremolite, · characteristip of the high-silver zones. ' The 
Silver Hill Zone may have been produced by .a.n earlier 
. . .. 
minera1izing pulse from the Main zon~ hydrot~e,al feeder or 
as distal mineralization origin~ting. from a , sep·a .• r>e 
source. . 
1 
(20-30m) of· mixed felsic flows and A thick layer 
.... 
volcani clastics oer•rate s the Silver Hil1 
. \ .· 
J \ . .. 
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underlying horizon of tuf£s and s!_.!!stone ~~racterized -~} 
ubiquitous negative sodium anoma1ies (Figure 8.21, page 212) 
and more scattered positive potassium anomalies. _ These 
anomalies ref1ect the presence of abundant secondary 
. ' . 
I , 
sericite and biotite and ra~e orthoclase porphyroblasts 
I ' • 
which may have been produced by hydrothermal solutions 
. I 
\ I ' 
similar to those responsible ·for the arteration ·of the 
footwall rocks of the Main Zone. This horizon may have 
served as an - aquifer for the movement of hydrothermal 
so1utions with the overlying felsic flC1tl/ volcaniclastic 
act~ng as an impermeable cap. Such cihformab1e and altered ' - -
horizons have been noted elsewhe~e (Hodgson and Lydon, 1~77 : 
111 Wa'ford d F kli .... an ran n, 1982, · ta"ken from ' ' Franklin et . a1., 
1981). Because 'the serici tizati.on of these rocks is less 
intense than that of the Main Zone footwall rocks, it is 
sp-eculated that the transport o~ · hydroth~rm.ai solutidns 
through the horizon was relative1y shor't-lived. 
"' 
The Carrot Brook Zone (Fe-Pb-Z~-Cu) is exposed at the 
same stratigraphic horizon as the Main Zone, 
I 
It may 
represent a transported or distally precipitated or~ body 
originating from the same hydrothermal source as tfte _Main 
Zone. 
The Bog and Road Zones lie stratigraphically below the 
Main Zone (lOOm and 850m resP.ecti.vely). 
. ,, 
Both zones of 
• mineralization are apparently • conf~rmable and similar, in 
composition to that_ of the Main- Zone (dominantly' sphalerite, 
~yrite, + galena with minor· chalcopyrite). The ho&t rocks of 
' 
I . •, 
.·. ' 
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,.,... . 
the Bog~ Zone are mafic to intermediate. tuffs. The Road Zone 
is contained in silicified. and sericitized intermediate 
' lapil1i tuffs. These zones are also .interpreted to have 
been formed synvolcanically and therefore represent earlier 
. . 
examp1ea of the mineralizing processes which culminated in 
the Main Zone sulphides. 
Comparison of . the average. c~emistry of the Strickland 
-- ._1 .. :._ .. ___ _ _ 
• 
. . r 
felsic flows with regionally sampled felsite banda indicates 
I ~ 
I I 
that the Strickland samples are ·.-conspicuously .low in Na2o 
arid ( 1ess conspicuously) rich in K20 and Sio2 • The rocks 
of4 the Strickland area therefore have been subjected to 
metasomatic pro~es~es which removed s~dium and added potas-
sium and silica. This -process cannot be related to the 
effects of regional metamorphism since only the rocks of' the 
Strickland area have bean affected (plus a mineralized -~ut­
crop just south of Carrot Brook - Sample t78LC442, Charlton, 
1980). It is therefore suggested that the assot;iation of 
sodium-depleted rocks with the vo1canogenic mineralization 
• 
iii the Strickland area . is not ··~brtuitous, but . probab.ly 
genetic. l:t is probable that the hydrothermal processes 
. -
_responsible for the concentration of su~phidea have signif-
icant1y depleted the host rocks in sodium. As reviewed in 
• 
··-- 'Table l.l. sodium deplet;l.~n has been recognize.d on a similar 
" 
scale ('5-10 square . kilometre•) in px;-oductive ·cycles ·of • 
volcanism in Archean greenstone\ bel ta ( Sopuc'k et al. , 1980) • 
. ... ~ ~ - --
There it waa interpreted to have been produced by au}?aqueous 
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synchronous. with the ~eposition of sulphides. 
If s,ome of the many faults of the s1trickland area are 
indeed synvolcanic, as suggest;ed by Prince and Briggs 
(.1979),. th'ey may have played a significant ·role in focu~ing 
and channel! ing the mineralizing' hydrQth~rmal fluids to ' the . 
seafloor. NUl!lerous authors (e.g. Hodgson and Lydon, 1977 · 
and Scott, 1978) . have emphasized. the importance of such 
structures in the formation of . V .M.S. deposits. ,. 
~ 
I The part played by the Bagg' Hill Granite in the 
\~ ' 
histo:t:y, of the Strfckland area is unclear. It is an 
·equigranular, leucocratic granite enriched in sodium, 
po_ssibly · as 'the resu~t of s~bsolidus hydrotherma-l alteration 
by a sodium-enriched fluid phase, as suggested by Charlton 
( 1980) • No prominent contact aureole was observed. The 
· eff~cts . of catac·lastic defo~mation so evident in the rest of 'f. 
the Strickland rocks ·has also affected the margins and 
apophyses of the Baggs Hill Granite_. It has beri suggested 
that the granite was a hypabyssa'l volcanic feeder (Briggs 
I 
and Pl;'ince, 1979) yet no chemical affinity between it and 
the felsic volcanics cou,ld be proven, possibly because of 
;. the suggested metasomatic alteration of both ·l~thologies. 
If, ·however, the two are genetically linked, it is possible 
that the fluids responsible for · stripping the volcanic rocks 
.of s9dium and depositing -sulphides were the same ones Which, 
_upon recirculation, to some depth, enriched the. granite in 
sodium (in an ~~i exchan~e process). The granite pluton 
and · sills (dykes) would 
, 
. . , \ ~ ~ 
.. \ 
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• 
circulate the hydrothermal fluids which may have deposited 
(' 
the sulphides. ~· 
I 
The interpretation of ' the zones 
I 
of mineralization 
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Figure 9. 2. A schematic cross section of the Strickland area illustrating the p:>ssible relationships 
between the synvolcanic hydrothenral activity , fault zones and sulphide mineralization. 
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.CHAPTER 10 , 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1·o .1 · summary 
' In this study a total . of 294 surface s~mples and 292 
, 
diamond drill core samples were analysed for eight major 
oxides and volatiles (loss on ignition) • Four-hundred and 
eleven of these were a~alysed for the metals Cu\ Pb, Zn . and 
\ 
\ 
~g, and a total of 128 surface sampl.es. were analyjied for the 
trace elements . (Zr, Sr, Rb, U, Th, Ga, Ni, Y). seventy 
.> 
percent · of these samples were . collected by Falconbridg~ 
' personn·el · and analysed commercially. The remaining 30% of 
the samples were collected and anal.ysed by the author. The 
host rocks were examin~d and describe.d in detail both in 
surface exposur~s and drill core. Thin · sections of the host 
rocks, polished thin sections and polished' sections of the 
sulphides were prepared and examined. Minerals intimately 
' \ 
aslociated with sulphide ore (chl.orite, carbonate, 
tre~olite) and others 
. 
found in the · host rocks (ac:tinolite · 
I 
and · tqurmaline) were analysed. The · ~plicabilit_y ~f the 
sphalerite geobarometer to the Main Zone mineralization was 
. t • 
tested and found wanting, 
Plots of Ti vs Zn and Rb vs K indicate that the trace 
. 
elements show no enrichment or depletion patterns not 
expressed by the major elements. Computer facilities were 
used to calculate descriptive statistics anci' plot histQgra:~s 
for each element and oxide of each lithology. It was Jhown 
. . , 
. J 
# 
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that in order to recognize geochemical anomalies the effects 
of the primary chemistry· of the rocks must first· be 
. . 
compensated . for. To · accomplish this, discriminant analysis 
. , . 
was used to identifY: which oxide~ cont~ibuted . the" most .to 
distinguishing between the principal lithologies· using their 
major oxide chemistry. The three oxides which contributed 
,/ 
most . to the discrimination between · lithologies .- (Tio2 , 
1\1,_03 , FeO) were .then used as the independent variables ,, 
in curvili11ear regression equations with which residual 
v·alues for the other oxides and metals were calculated. 
These residuals constitute the fir~t~pass data set. · In 
order to · further refine the recognition of anomalous 
I .> 
samples, irrespective of lithology, the samples were divided 
into three lithological. gr.oups based on originr igneous, 
sedimentary and mixed (samples with combined sedimentary and 
ign·eoue input) groups. Residuals w~re generated for the 
oxides and . metals of the . igneous and mixed groups . using 
simpl.ified curvilinear regression equations with Tio2 and 
(Ti0.2)2 as the independent variabl.es. These residuals, 
combined with 11 raw" geochemical anal.yses of the sedimentary 
group, constitute the second-pass data · set. 
Surface plots and 'drill hole cross sections were 
prepared for the anomal.ous (mean +I- one and two standarcl 
' deviations) geochemical values of the raw data set and 'the 
anomalous ·residual values· of the first and second paBilJ data 
sets for the metals (Cu, Pb, Zn) and major oxides. J?lp 
• surface .plots of the seqond pass data were prepared for each 
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25m stratigraphically below each mineralized horizo.n and the 
hanging wall sediments. 
f0"':"2 Conclusions 
On the basis of. this study the following· conclusions 
are possible: 
1) The zones of . mineralizati.on e :xposed in the 
Strickland area are interpreted to -represent portion~ _of one 
-or more volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits which have 
been · subjected to cataclastic deformation arid upper 
greenschist· facies metamorphism. 
2) The application of the sphaierite geobarometer to 
estimate the peak metamorphic pressures using the M~in -Zone 
ores was not successful • .fos_sibly the peak metamorphic 
. temperat:ure!!l were out of the range where the geoba:J;ometer is 
effective or· the sphalerite has undergone a low temperat-ure 
re:..equilibration process. 
3) The plots of anomalous "raw'" geochemical analyses 
reflect the primary chemistry of the rocks. 
4) The regression analyses· employed. successfully 
compensated for the primary chemistry. except when dealing · 
with extreme variations of rock type {e.g. the carbonate- · 
. . 
tremolite rocks) and the anomalous residual plots for the 
most part represent samples which can be recognized as 
anomalous irrespective of lithology. 
5) · The method · used to generate .the second-pass data 
set bl the moat sensitive in accounting for ·the primary 
I · ' 
chemistry of the rocks. • 
. 
· 6) The felsic flowa of the Strickland ' area · are 
. . ( 
anomalously low in Na20 when compared to equivalent 
. ,. ! . - ·~ 









lithologies ' sampled regionally 4 . 17%. 
signature evident in these 
Strickland- volcanic~ inay prov.tde' ·an exploration tool. useful 
.-in distinguishing pofentially mineralized· ar~as ( low-Na2o) 
from barren areas · on a reg~onal _basis, although' patterns ~re 
more comple~ · on a local seal~. ~i th~geochemical anomalies --- . 
in · -the Stric~lancl property generally occur· in . sporadic 
cluster_& conformable . with the strike. 
concen~ra tion of multi-oxide anomalies 
\ . 
-cao, +Sio2) which · terminate in the 
Copper , Zone ·may indicate· _the presence of a hydrothermal 
conduit .responsib1e for the Copper · Zone' mineral.izatio~, but 
~ . ·- . 
appears to_ be .unrele.te~ ~o the Main zone. 
8) The Main·· zone is interpreted to be a. sulphide body 
preci_pitated in a basin r~mo~ed ft;om ~e hydro~ermal feeder 
conduit. · 
' 9) The intense silicification and sericitization of 
l 
th& Midn z-~~;. footwa1l rocks- are interpreted . to ~ ~ the 
. . 
re-sul. t of l!utometasomatic process~s • . 
' 10) ·The Silver Hi~l Zone ia interpreted to be a ' distal 
.: ..... ·· 
.. 
magnesium- and silv.er-ri~h carbOnate · precipitate which 
formed the cement for previously deposited tuffaceous · 
. .. 
sediments. ' The persistent li thogeochemical anomalies 
:::::~ - . 
associated · with the Silver . Hill. Zone (- Na20, 
+HgO, +Cao, +Feo) reflect this unique primary chemistry • . 
I ' 
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occurs 25m 'Stratigraphically below the- Silver Hill Zone, · 
1 -
. charact-erized by and 
' 
anomalies, with .abunda-nt secondary ' 'bio~it;e _· and ser:tci t~ and · 
- J 
occ·asional orthoclase porphyroblasts is .interpreted t~ ·have · • _ 






miner-alization is unclear. 
(a stratiform 
. I conduit 
·. for· ·· 
Its ~elationship to known 
. 
12) The -Baggs . Hil~ Granite was. emplaceq · ·. before_ the 
. . ' 
•• # • • • • ·~~~ t 









is a close spatial ··relationship between the 
l . 
• I 
. p ; ,: 
two . and they are : . . . 
. .· . .. 
characterized, ~ reciprc;:>cal N_a20 lhomaliea (the granite · is 
' the . volcanics Na20-poor) •. _ It · has been 
s~ggested that' the volcanics and the granite are ge~_eticaliy' ·, · 
c . ' 3 • \ . \ 
linked :- if ··so, the tia 2o anomalies may represent · relict&·:~-: . ;· 
.~of . an ·,. al'ka~i ~xch~mge process produced ' by circ.ulating 
\' . ~ ·....__ _ _ _ ' ~ •' I ' 
hydr6thermal flu_i_ds - possib~y t~ose responsibl·e ·· for ,the , 
• • • ~ ' J.. : - • • 
deposition of the. s_~lphide miner'al.i:zation ., , : ·· 
• ' ·\~' ' · . ~ ·~ . • ~ • ' • \ 1), 
l3) The' Pl is.ot:o~e . ·._- signatures . of . galena ~\om the.· · I 
Strickland ·ah'owings are· ~ very similar · ~b· those '1of · the · ' 
• I • ; ~ 
I ~ . - • .• • ·.: ' ' ' • • • I • . . . 
Bathurst, .N.B. camp. BQth. c;leposits 'have ·been 'interpreted ~ €o 
' · r ' t' , • • ' ' • • • • • l t \ ' ' 
' .. . ' 
have ' been deposite~ in · ·a b,aek-arc basin-. ,The isotopic· . 
• I , ' · ' • .. ' I •' ., ' . : • , • 
ratios of . the BathuJ;_st Ph-isotopes 'has been interp,reted to 
. • I . . ' ' • , , •"' 
. . . 
indicate .that ' the .arc syste~ was .-_ emplaced · through · 
I • I· 
continental cr,pst ( ensialicly) • . 
. 




the Bath~·r~t· camp (which include~· .depoa·ita like ·arunswlck 1.2 · ·' 
. . ' 
' ' 
with ore reserves· of 109.2 >million 'metric . ~ns) . and the 
' .. 
. 
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Pb;~s<?tope. sig~~ture )· and tl\e·,~ndency of these · deposits · ~o· 
c{uster·~ (tpe~~-- ar~O . d~posits ~~~·~ B·athu~i:st. camp) might . 
indicate that \ the . s~quenc~ of . · rock~- wh~ch \oat -.f~e 
. . . . ' . . ' . . >".! . 
Strick],_and -mineralization .has potential for · hosting qther . 
. ~ ' ~ .... . . . . . 
si-gnificant d_ep~_sit~ .w~ich are 
' -
\ 
. , ~ \ 
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Appendix A 
A.4 YellCM sphalerite-.-as inclusions in pyrite 
i 
Slide Point ' weisht % \ 
no. no. s Fe ·\Zn 
-, 6~\ W50180 ··3 31.77 5.25 
-WS0180 3' 31.45. 5.30 61. 
'-..... 
WS0180 2.5 '32.55 5.12 62.54 
"-, 
50180 2 32.29 4.20 - 63~91 
50180 2 32.96 4.48 63.00 
'-'-~~le% 





100.21 ( 4.3 
100.41 3.6 
, 100.44 I 3.9 
A.5 YellCM sphalerite as iso~ated grains . in quartz_gangue 
. ' 
·.slide 'Point . .. weisht ·% nole% 
no. no. s 'Fe Zn. .. Total Fes 
WS017A · 1 · 132.29 3.80 . 6~.86 99.95 · 3.3 
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B.l Major elements 







. ·. \ . 
I • , 
with the 
assistance of G. Andrews using ·a Perkin Elmer 370 Atomic 
Absorption spectrophotome_ter. The digestion technique · used 
. 
was similar to that described by Langmhyr and . Paus (1968). 
. ' . 
Exactly O.lOOOg of sample ·-was weighed and 'placed · in a 
~ 
polystyrene digestion bottle. Digestion was affected by 
addition of Sml of concentrated HF and heating on a water \ . ' 
bath for 20 minutes. Samples .were subsequ'ently cooled and 
SOml of· boric · ac_id ·added to complex undissolved fluo'rides·. 
·,......._~ .The sai_Tlples were heated again, 
- ~ 
then dilut~d with l45ml . of 
'd;i.stilled and de-ionized water. 
. . . 
Standards were preparea in 
a · m~nher similar · to that described ·: by Abbey (l968) ~ 
"' 
· Copper was determined f.or a selected ' nuinber of surface · 
. .... 
samples following the same digestion technique. but with an 
initial sample weight of O.SOOOg • 
./ Calcinm and magnesiu-m were determine d using an · 
air-acetylene· flame by addirtg a lanthanum oxide-HCl sol ution 
·. 
....-- ' 
-- . ... -~-:--:-------------....,---... ----~--· 
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B.2 Trace elements 
~ ~\:) 
. . . 
Trace e~ements were determined for 128 surface samples 
\ISing a Phillips . 1450 X-Ray fluorescence ~pec't~o~eter ,.. 
~· \ . : _ca,librated agai~st internation~t stim~ards • . ~ Tlle samples. 
were run as p·ellets prepared by pressing· approximately lOg · 
• ,# • : • 
o~ rock powder: and 1. 25g of phenol. formaldehyde ··under 50 MPa 
\ r ' • • 
\pressure 'in a 4'0 mm diameter die . for 1 minute, .then ba!ting 
J.t 2oo•c for 1~ minutes •. . 
\ 
\ . 
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• APPENDIX C. .-
, I ~:---~-
PRECISION. ·ESTIMATES 
.. • . -
An·· estimate of " the 
... ) - •\ . 
precision of was the analyses 
calculated from .th~ · differences between duplicates on 17 
• o • o • • • a, • ' I ,.. o. • ' ' ,, • 
different samples, as outlined by Gould (1966, p. 49), · viz. 
. i . . ..: ~ . . . ~ 
.if x1 ; :X2 = two ·determinations on a single sample, 
x = mean of a numbe~ of determinations, n, and 
s = s.ta~dard deviation ·from the mea~, then 
s 2 ; ~(x · T x) 2 
.n ·- 1 ... 
and s = XJ - X? 
IZ' 
The ·· precision . .. 'can . . ·thus be estimated · by averaging 
. ~ · 
the ~airs . of duplicate . analys~s~ 
' . 
The results ··of · this method which compare the analyses of 
.. 
samples . run in~several different batches to those " same 
' samples run in ~ single batch at the e'nd of the analytical 
period are presented in - Table c.l. Plots of Si02 and MnO 
_(Figure 
.:.-,. 
c.la, . b) . are \ presented as · examples ~ of 
correlation between the two sets 0~ ~t~. ,, 
A similar, statis_tica( compariso~as done to. · examine 
-. 
the compatibility or reproducibility of .the analyses done i~ 
the Memorial Univers-ity of Nfld. geochemistry la s. (M. U.N. 
labs) by' Atomic .. Abso_;:ption and those done by X-R 
Toronto (X-Ray Labs) by X-ray fluorescence (Tabl 





larger standard deviation ( s) (Table c. 2) than · e within lab · 
results (Table c.l). Howeve'r, both preci,sion 
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\ Table C.l 
. i • 
Statistical ccrrparison of the analytical results fran samples . · 
ahalysed in several batches througlx)ut the analytical period and those 
s~ sanples analysed in a single batch at the end of the analYtical 
~iod (See Figure C.1) 
. \ 
' \ 
































. 2.66 " 
0.26 
1.-87 
69.3 11.8 .78 .9901 1.0238 
0.80 . 0.93' .03 . • 9959 1.0017 
12.2 3.0 .20 .9855 1.0107 
5~58 5:04 .06 .999~ .9902 
0.17 0.19 .02 • 996 ~- 1.1577 
2.28 2.71 .0~ .999 1.0297 
1.36 2.36 .08 .9874 .. :.9931 
2.68 1.99 .10 .~894 ,• .9652 
3.03 2.69 .OS .9987 .9893 
0.25. 0.35 .07 .8883 .6972 












= . rrean and standard deviation ·of tlx>se analyses fran $alnples 
of several 'different batches. · · . . . 
= rrean and standard deviation of those analyses fran duplicate 
saJtt:l},es analysed in a single batch. 
= precision. estimate of the nethod calculated fran P.ifferences 
be~ duplicate analyses (Gould, 1966) ~ . 
= rrea:sure of how ~11 the regression equation ' fits the data · 
(single' batch plotted.· vs several batch analyses) ·. . . · 
Reg.a:ef.? J;egression coefficient · (with the several batch analyses · 
, as independent variable in ~ regression equation) • 
lhtercept= :l:ntercept on the y-axis of· the regression line • 
.. ·.'\ . 
I 
.. 
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• / -_Slop• • 1 
70 80 
- several batches 
100 
• 
.20 .40 .60 .80 
wt: % MnO - several batches 
Compar/s/on of a) Vtd% St02 and b) wt % MnO 
between . s;ngle batch analyses and analyses 
from several batches. 
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Table C.2 ·. 
Statistical oc:rrparison of the analytical results fJ;Ql\ ~cimples analysed. 
for major elerrents by lx>th the Menorial University of Nfld. (M.U.N.) . 
geocl"iemistry lab and X-Ray Labs of Toronto (See Figure ~:2) 
Element . ?(1 . Sl 772 S2 § R2 Reg • Coef • . Intercept 
Si02 67.7 10.7 67.1 10.7 1.03 ~9660 .·9839 1.6995 
Ti02 0.89 0.93 . 0.90 0.91 0.43 .9903 1.0175 -.0305 
Al203 · 12.1 . 2. 7 12.2 2.8 A. ~24 , 0 9788 .9517 .5000 
FeO 5.95 3.15 6.39 3.45 0.31 .9916 .90~8 .1433 
MnO .. 0.11 0.10 0 ~ 13 0.11 0.01 .9618 .9127 -·.oooa 
MgO 2.72 2.90 2~65 2. 72 0.15 .9848 1.0582 -.0892 
cao. 1.33 1.95 1.43 1.86 0,09 .9988 1.0464 -.1603 
Na20 1.60 1.30 1.62 1.26 0.06 • 9942 1.0273 -.0595 . 
K2() 3.04 1.93 2.90 1.80 .0.11 .9955 1.0682' -.0591 
P205':. 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.02 .9687 .8815 -.0096 
IDI 2.47 1.40 2.31 1.22 0~22 .9277 1.1060 ' -.0823 . 
l . 
. ~ 1' · s.1 .= nean and standard deviation of those analysed done by 
r.etorial Uniye.rsity of Nfld. geochemistry Lab • 
. :~ ·2,· s2 c: zrea.n and standard deviation of those analyses done by · · 
s 
·X-Ray Labs _of Toronto. . . 
.= precision estimate of· the tw::J _data sets (X-Ray Lab and 
M.U.N.· lab) calculated fran dif£:erei)ces be~ duplicate 
· analyses. (Gould, 19~6) • . 
= JreaSUre of how well the regression equation fits the ·' 
data. . ' . 
. le}.Coef.= regression coefficient (with the t-t.U.N-. lab data as the 
independent variable in the regression equation) : 
Intercept= intercept on the y-axis of the regression equation • 
I . 
\ _ - ' · 
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60 80 100 
141'. % Si 02 - - MUN . 
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.10 .20 . 30 . .a 
wt % MnO - MUN 
Comparision of a) wt % Si02 and b) wt % MnO 
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~·· 
estimates fall well within acceptable ranges of error for 
all the elements (sio·2 + 0.78% or + 1.03%, Na20. + 0.1%, 
.., 
+ 0. 06%). A statistical comparison of Pb and Zn ana,).'ye~s 
done by X-Ray Labs of Toronto .(using . a warm HN03 -Hcl 
dige~tion) and by the method outlined above in the M.U.N. 
' lab~ is presented in Table C.3 .• F~gure C.3 shows plots of 
the two data sets and the po9re~ correlation of the Pb data 
is evident. No ·regression analysis was done on this data. 
, · . 
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Statistical cx::rrparison of the anal.ytical results fran sanples ari.aly'sed 
for trace elerents by bOth -M.U.N. labs apd X-Ray ~s (see Figure C.3) 
. , 
-Clr 51 = 
?( 2r S2 = 
S . = 
n = 
• ! 





'Xl 12.0 41 
51 9.9 35. 
~2 6.6 34 
. 
· s2 9.0 31 
' I \ 
.S 4.5 8.5 
n 59 56 
'"< ' 
nean and. standard deviation of M.U.N.-· lab analyses.-..._ 
rrean and st9nc]ard deviation of X-Ray lab analyses. _ 
precision of the results fran the b.u labs calculated 
·fran differences between -duplicate analyses 9f the sane 
rocks (Gould, 1.966) • 
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55 plotted /'Jere , 3 sample 
pairs ot't' scal e 
• 
Pb(ppm) 
-'6 plotted l'ltilrt!l , 10 sompltil 
pairs ot't' scoltil 
Zn (ppm) 
Figure C3. Comparision 
























X -Ray Lo/J , x = 6. 6 
s-=9. 0 




X- Roy La/J , x = 34.0 
s = 31.0 
65 
M.l/.N. ' ;; = -'1. 0 
s = 35.0 
or a) Pb and b) Zn analyses 
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4 · APPE;NDIX D 




~ ~les collected bY . Falconbridge persormel 
are u5uauy ··prefaced by a 1. 
- sanples collected b.Y P. J. Wyime are prefaced 
·by a 2. 01 the sanple lbcation nap this 
sample a~s as WS009. 
. 
. EAS'l'ING +265E _ 
-1210S 
- 265 rn east of the OOE baseline 
- 1210 rn "south , of 'the cx:N baseline 
. . 
rtPE 1 . 
2' 










· I:LT. 4 
I:AG 5 
. l:FL 6 
F:TF 7 
F:LT 8 
' FJAG 9 










TFSD 18 . 





---··- --· ·-- ·-·· .... -I .. 
- surface sample ~ 
- diairond drill core :sairq?le 
. - a hole drilled on tl; strickland/Porter 
fee sinple by Faloonbridge. 
- a hole · drilled on tl'le claim· bloCks surrounding 
the Strickland/Porter fee s~le by Falcon-
bridge. . . ' 
- a . hole drilled by KOpan Developrents Ltd. 
- this appears as K-9 in Figure 6.1, ·P· · 
- a hole drilled by Ioog Lac Mineral Exploration 
Ltd • ..:... this 'appeais as Ir-10 in Figure ·6.1, , 
. p.ll3. . 
' ~ 
- mafic tuff b 
- chlorite schist 
- intenrediatla t~ff 
- intenoodiate lapilli tuff 
- int:.erii'e&liate agglcmarate 
- . intemediate £1CM · 
- felsic tuff 
- fef5ic lapilli tuff 
- felsic agglcmarate I 
- felsic flow - I ~ 
- siltstone j -:\ 
- sandstooe 
- shale . 
.: granite (Bagg!? Hill) 
· - felsic dyke .~ 
- mafic dyke 
- . canglarerate 
- tuffaceous sed.i.Irent . 
- sedllrentary rock 
~ •carJx>nate, ·carbonate-t.rerrolite 
- nafic lapilli t uf f . .r 
.. . 
,, 
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Appendix D oont.inUed 
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TS/Pl'S 




















- thin section made 
. · . - pol.ished thin section ~ 
- silica 
· · - serici~ 




- iron staining 
- pyrite 
. - pyrrhotite ' 
... sphalerite 
- · chalcopyrite 
- galena 
, .. 
- usually s\lbordinate lithologies,· see LI'l'lDIOOY 
- cherty matrix 
- basic iook 
- ~tary rock 
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' ~ 7.5071 t> 2 160230014 • ~ : 'l'F'- 1 0 c ll" py SL ,GA ~~~ ~ 7. 5 0'7 3 ' 1 .... .... 0 py ' 2 160230014 ~~::n· r.~ J., 
' 
?.5074 2 1 6 (I 7. 3 0 () 1 4 ~~ : TF' 1; 1 Ch r. C'AR · PY 
75077 2 1C..0231l026 r: TF' .7' 0 SF. ~ 
2507R 2 lfi02300?.6 I : TF' "3 0 I" ~ C'HI. 
py Sl, 
?.501!0 i lfo0230U7.b I : t'L 6 1 Cfd·: SfR 
25081 2 1' (j \) 2 3 0 0 7 b r: TF' 7 1 ::iFR 
250R2 2 16023002(, ~~ : Tf,. 1 0 .\(" T PR 
"15085 '} 160230G26 I ·: n· 3 1 (HL SUl py 
25086 2 1 nD2JOo2c:. M : TF' t 0 CH!, CAR 
?.5087 2 160230026 S~ST 12 1 CHT. :m~ 
?. 50~A i 1602)002h sst.T 11 1 .s r: f; py 
25090 'l 
'· 
1fi0230Ul6 ,<;SST 12 1 
25091 2 160230016 I: Tf 3 0 Cll r. 
2509? 2 I 6 02300 J,; r: FI. .JO · 1 
.25093 2 I o 0 2 3 0 0 1 fi SSI,T. 11 1 SUJ ~ 
25094 . 2 20001 M: TF' 1 1 r.m. CAR 
25095 2 7.01)0 I r: fL 10 0 
25096 . 2. 20001 1-': TF' 1 1 Sr; R SL 
?.509A '} 21l00 1 F': LT'' 9 1 Sfo~ ~~ py 
" 25.100 2 2000 1 SSLT 11 1 Sf R 
26203 + 605F. t 8 35N l 0 .GRMI 14 1 r f. i 
26204 t 700f: .. b5011' 't 0 · .GRAN 14 1 
?.620!i + 7001:: t i5ll~l t 0 GRMJ 14 1 
\ • • ' • • I ' ' ' • 
-----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------SAMPLE ~102 Tin:.> A 1203 f£'0 ~l n!l MU Cnll Na20 K20 P20) tnt • Zr ST ' Rb 
· 250hR h2,40 - ' • 7 7 16.50 h. 'l2 .o~ 1 • Qtl ,62 3.63 3,19 ,Q9 ?. • ) 2 
25069 . 75,40 .34 10.70 4,13 ,07 "1. 20 ,fo8 2. HO 2.43 ,119 1 o /A 
- 25070 76,50. .32 1 1 ; ()0 ~. 32 . • 0 t} ,l)O .71 3 0 fifo 2. t 7 ,55 t • 1"1 
. 2~071 70,40 .31 q,JO q. ?4 .l ~ 1,26 1.89 .43 1.7h .07 2. 7~ 
2 5071 70.40 .3l q . · ~o Q. 24 • 1 s 't. 2b 1 , R9 .43 1,7b ,07 2. 7) 
f.:>5073 4R. 40 2. 37 11 .·no 1 2. !' t .36 4. 7?. n. fl6 2. b) .69 ,58 h. 27 
' ?.5074 44,9~ 2,57 11 • 7 0 17.31 . "3 5. ~~ ...... 7 ,19 3., 02 .B2 o14 ~ . 35 
) 2~077 76,90 • 31 10.70 3,5R • OS • C"l) ' ,43 ?. .43 2,q2 • 11 1 • 1 4 
:>5078 71,110 • .. lb 1 (). Q(l 7,fi0 • 1 2 1 • 3 ., • 2 3 1 • 71 1.116 • 11 1 • Q~ 
?. 5080 67.30 ,61 1 t • fl 0 h,q6 ,20 1. )H 1 • 72 ~ 0 7b ,I)S ,bB 2 . 01, ' 
?. 5 "081 75.10 ,16 10.80 ?.l'fi __ ,09 4,;.3 • \2 3. ~ 1 . ,tlb ,fil) ?. • 1 7 
25092 4R ,60 2.78 12.70 i 1.1\0 ~)5 f>,?.4 4. ~2 3. 97 ,31! ,79 i o H 
75085 73,10 .211 10, !lO 6,76 • 1 ~ 2,3o • 21 ?..42 1 ,t:l5 ,70 2. 01 
?5086 4q,1o 2.~4 1 1 , R 0 I 7.. 04 .so • 7. 52 R. Jo 2 .-9tl .22 1.03 ? • R ~ 
. ?5087 3!'.20 • t 7 4,10 1 • 4 fl .55 20.30 1 7. 55 .51 .23 ,48 1 q. <l 4 
.. 2~08R h5,7(J .HO 17.00 I). 47 ,03 1,61 • 1 b 1 • 94 3,95 ,32 7. 87 
? ~oqo · ·7'J,RO ,55 11 .1 0 11,13 • 1 (I I, 42 o16 1 .1 b 4.05 1.11 1 0 4 7 
?~091 5B .so .84 12.30 12.60 • t q 1 • 94 .so • 20 6. 71 . ,16 l. J7 
75092 H4,20 ·• J(i 5,90 , 4.49 ,Oft ~50 • 14 .46 3, HI ,44 -. 11 4" 
?5093 64,60 ,55 16 .oo 5. 1 y ,07 ?.,53 .40 .97 s.2~ • 55 ' 2. 97 
?. 5094 4 3. 80 . 2. 37 1 1 • 3 0 11 • A 3 ,?R 7.1~ Q ,40 1.59 1,42 • fi(l . 4 . 33 
25095 7.6. 0 0 . • 3 0 11.70 1 , 7 H .Ob ,91> ,SA 6,08 ,0!) • 1 u • 75/ 
250C)6 .aJ,70 • t () 7. 10 t.44 ,02 ,51 .22 .02 3. 97 , 01 l • ?.7 
?.5098 . 64,70 ,6-t 1S,1n 5. 3 '~ • 0 f, ~.AH .54 1 • 63 4. 73 .12 3 .'nt 
?. 5100 70,00 ,62 1 3. 20 r.,32 ,04 1.65 .21 ,Bil 4,?.1 .to ?. • 25 
26203 77,90 • 1 q 1 1 0 7 0 · 1 • A 3 .04 • 0 ·1 • 07 3,97 4,11 ,01 o1!! 
?.6?.04 78,90 · .. • I 3 llo 70 1.31<'.02 ,05 .13 4.13 . 3 •. 92 .no .20 r 26205 78.30 '. . • 2 t) 11,fit) 1 • 7 (I ,03 .13 .?.fi 4. 41 3,31 .oJ' .2!i 
• l 
.... .. .. 
. . .....,... ....  _..... ................ -. . .. . 
.. ··~ ........ ~ .. ~~~t .. t:.;J~.fii~i.t.;! ... '"".,,j.w' •'" •. :· - .... ,;:--: .. . . ~~~::-~~ .... ,..,~.(·i&/A~i 
- \ 
-- ·----·· ·-·----·- ---- --
... ·-- .... ,. ... _, •• -e. 
I. I TIICODf: 'rti/PTS AI•T E f\ A'f HiN ':JII'eRALlZA'J'ION COMMENTS . OF.:PTH WIDTH 
11 ·o CHL CAR SHAL 11.7 .2 
7 1 , t 24,4 .2 ·. ~ . 
3 0 SSST 29,8 .3 
3 0 CHI, ~y SL GA 45,3 ,3 
1 () Cll L ilY SL GA 45,3 .3 
1 0 CHL py 63,9 ,3 
1 1 CHL (' f, f1 py . .- 1~.9 • 3 ·. 
1 0 SF: R 13.6 .3 
3 0 CH r. py SL, SSl.T 43,:r-: .3 
6 1 CAR :;n .. 4q,s ' • 2 
1 1 SER 72.3 .3 
1 0 ACT PR 1·06. 5 ";, 3 
3 1 CHL S ~ I~ py 127. & ,3 
1 0 CHl, nR 1,50. 9 .2 
12 1 CHI. :;~k 127. s ,3 
11 1 :;F~ R py 177.1 
·'-
12 1 SSLT 
1 ·~· 1 .2 3 0 C!l r, 21.5 .2 
10 1 I · F:FL STXX 26.0 . .2 
11 1 SlL • SSLT 11. 1 •'-
1 1 Cit L f.,, R 17.5 .2 
10 0 22. s. .3 
., 
.· 1 Sio~R ~r. ,']6, 4 .2 
R 1 SER py / 49.9 • 2 ' 
11 1 SER / 56,4 .2 
l 1 1 .o · -.0 
11 r .o .o 
~4 1 ,0 .o 
------~--------------------... ----------------------------------------------.. ----------~---
- ~ ct20 K2fl P205 L fl! Zr sr Rb 
-
Zn cu u Tl"\. Ga Pb ' N1 y 'Ag 
-~. 63 ~. 19 . ,'l9 '2.12 
..., 
.. w 0 
l. . 8 0 2. 43 ,b9 1 • ?H ....... 
{ • fi fl '2 • 11 .55 1 • 11 
-• ·13 t • 7h • 01 2. 71 . . 
• 43 1 • 7b . • 07 2. 71 
'1. . b) • 69 • 58 6. ?7 
t • 112 • 92 • 74 R • ] 'J 
~. 43 2. ~?. .11 1 • 1 ·1 
1 • 71 1 • !)(, • 11 1 • q ~ 
.\ 
.7q • 'I~ • 68 2. 02 
1 • !' 1 • Qb • 119 2. 17 
J. en • JH .79 .3.11 · . 
·-~ • 4 2 t•. <}5 .70 2. fl( 
~ • l)H .7.2 1. ()) 2. R~ 
• 51 • 23 ._48 1 q. <II) 
I • 94 3. q5 • 32 2 •. 8'/ 
1 • 1 (o 4. 05 1 • 11 1 .•. :11 
• 20 6. 71 • 16 Z.ll 
• 46 3 • . 3~ . •• 44 . • II 'I 
• 97 s. ?:~- - .55 '? ~ Q 7 
1 ~59 1. 42 .lio 9. l .l 
6. 08 • 05 • 10 • 7!i 
• 02 3. q7 • OJ 1 • ?.'1 ' 
t • f) 3 4. 73 .1 t 3 .hi \ 
• 8B 4. 7.'1 .to 2. 2~ .. 
~. 47 4.11 • 01 • l'l 
~. 1.1 ~ • 'l2 • 00 • 2(1 · 
'l. 41 ~ .14 • 01 • 2~ 
... - .... ~ .J- .. . -~ .... ,...___....~ .. • ••• • . •.. ' ... ~ - . •. . ' . . .. !I' .. ,_,. 1 
1;. ' • • J' ~ ........... ~· ' • • 
.. , ... 
' . .r 
f ftAf.IPL.E F:ART lNt: 
+ 700.F. 
+ 7 oo~: 
NOI-\'t'IIIN~ 
+IOSO~J 




fl R ILLHOI.~.' L T 'J'ti!JI.IJr. Y 1o r .,. H cnrw T S/ PT:-, 
1 
H !EH fi TION Mli'IEilAI.I7. ATil 






• 2621 0 
~- 2b211 
. 1.621 2 
!. 2&21 5 
t ?621 A 
26219 
26220 
' 2b22 4 










; ?.624 3 
26244 f 7.1i?.45 
26246 
; ~- 2_624 7 
F 2624 A 
~- 26249 
+ 7•lOf:, 







t s 501:; 




· t l15MJ 



































0 GI'IA ~~ 
cf · GHAN 
(\ GHAN 
tli\l?.3hOOC) ~I : TF' 
1(,1)2 3 000Q SSL1' 
t 'fi0230009 r:FL 
111023000'1 r:TF' 
1 hO? 3 f1 !101) S.f. L 1' 
li102,30011J r: 'I'F' 




lfil)23t10I Y F:I,·T 
l£>023001 9 r: , .. ri ---.: 
1f)07.30(J19 SSI,T 
() F':'l'F'. 
- 0 r: rr. 
· ·~. SSirT f,R[\N 
>-., F:FL 
·;' () ' 
(\ I: TF' 
(\ F' : rr. 
n ·sssT 
() F':1'F' 
() r: rr. 




























































s ~ tl 
Sf, 
-------~f ll 
. St II 
:>t R 
!-:i t: P. 
:a .ll 
1\ (' T 
f. t~ 
I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~AMPI.E · Sl02 T102 AJ2n3 F'-E" () totnO MaO CRO Na20. . K?.fl P2 f1 5 [1..>1 Zr sr Rb 
26206 78.70 .27 11.'50 1.78 .03 .11 .28 4.17 3.54 ;;"0 1 .28 
f 2 6 2 0 7 '/7 • 7 0 • 1 2 1 1 • 7 Q .1 • Q ll • I) 4 • 0 7 • 1 4 •1 • 2 !J ] • 4 4 • Q 1 . ; 2 f.. 2o2oR · 7H.lO .?.? 1t.~o 1.4o .o3 .o6' . • s~ l.lB 3 • .lt · . o3 ,74 
~ ?6209 7Q.()0 .-1.0 10 .• 30 .9~ .()2 .l''!~ .Ql. 5.39 .47 .01 .72 
~· ~' · I 6 2 1 o ~ o • 9 0 2 • t-. J 12 • 9 o 1? • 8 & . • 57 9 • o 6 1 • 6 9 1. 8 2 • 2 6 • h :? 4 ~ 6 9 
,. 2 6 2 1 1 57 • 3 U jt • o 3 .1 5 • 1 0 1l • 1 ;, • 1 7 · 7·. 1 4 I • 4 2_ , l • Q H · I • 0 f. • 1 b 3 • 6 6 
f\ 26212 77.50 .27 11.P.O . JPP~ .03 .74 • . ~8 5.Q4 , .3) · ,nJ · ,51 
f ?6215 7t.oo .21 t1.6o 3.13 .16 o.24 .15 3.97 .n4 ._n t 2.59 i: ?.6 2 1 R 6 4 • 9 ~~ , 1 • 0 0 ·I 6 • 3 0 5 • P. 0 • 0 b 1 • 5 7 • ·t 1 • 5 5 5 • n 3 • 0 3 2. 52 
~-- ?.621Q 73.00 .40 '12.70 5.07 .11) 1.20 .~7 2.67 3.<14 . f'l 1,09 
i.-_· ?. 6 2 2 (\ 4 9 • 81) • 3 7 2 h • 3 (l 6 • ~ 2 • • 0 6 1 • 4 9 • 1 1 • 1 7 <I • 52 • 0 1 4 ~ 2 0 
t 26224 64.90 .5311.40 4.A9 • . to 5.6H 1.33 .92 2.77 · .o~ 1.29 
26225 60.89 .76 11) .20 r,.~4 .04 1 • .46 .tR 1.17 5.34 .05 .1.67 
26226 b2.90 .6~ 't7.7o ··fi.O!:l .01 t.9t' .13 · .23 5.3B .o fi 1.53 
· 26233 o7.30 ' .?A 12.40 1.43 ·.:r2 !>.75 1.74 J.oo l.39· .02 t .so 
26234 7Q.)"0 .01 19.70 1 • .50 .03 . 9 3 .30 4.75 .16 .0 5 1.20 
" 76236 67.70 .70 _l'i. 5 o '5.23 .os 1."71 .54 1.29 4 .0 9 .13 7..S b 
?. 6 2 3 7 7 9 • 7 0 • 1 1 I 0 • 5 () t·. 6 3 • 0 3 • 4 9 • o !;; • ,l 5 5 • 8 7 • 0 A • 7 5 
26238 72.30 .1~ 9.50 1.19 .03 .41 .35 2.32 2.73 .01 , lJ ?. 
?.6239 7?..60 .5b 13.90 4.31 .07 1~6f> 1.46 4.17 1.62 .0 8 .73 
?.6240 8'2.10 .to 10.50 .27 .01 .()4 .04 s.q·6 .17 .on . n o 
/or 
:: ?.6?.43 78.oo .• ?.o 10~60 .?.31 .os .4o .oo · .rll 7.43 .o3 .33 333 
/. 6244 71.20 .7B 12.30 5 .06 .11 1.40 . • 47 J.R6 2.26 .1 0 t, OH 267 
1
: ~~~:~ ~~=~~ :~~ !~:~Z ~:~~ :~~ . 1:~~ :!~ ~:~~ ~:~~! :~~ ·~:~~ -" ~~i 
• ?. 6 2'·4 7 7 4 • 1 o • 1 fi 1 4 • o o 1 • 3 t • o 2 • 4 4 • 3 7 n • o o 1 • •l e • 3 Q • 1 1 \ 3 4 
' • 26248 76.70 .13 . 11.5(\ 1.16 .02 . • 15 .05 2.11 7.27 .5 4 .41 169 
26249 70.<)0 ·. :H 14.90 1.59 .05 .65 ~40 5. 4 9 2.31. ,7 t-. 1.14 319 
l~l _ ' ' . -- -~ . ,, 
071 133 ( 
057 088 (" 
!J S7 106 ( 
074 113 
094 058 
026 . 173 
040 \ 093 -~ 

























































0 : SEF 
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•. • 0 
.o 
:.. ~ ;. , ' j 
. I 
, ___________________ .., ______________ .. _____ ~--~------------------------------------------
·1a2n .. K'U1 P2n5 l lJ 1 Zr sr Rb zn cu u Th Ga Pb . Ni y Ag 
·1, 17 3,54 ,01.. • 7. k 
I, 2 o 3. 44 ,01 . • 2n 
~. 1 p 3,:H ~03 • 7 4 . 
11, i 9 • 4 7 • 0 1 • 72 
1. H 2 ' ,26 ,62 4. 6q .,) .. 
~. Q& '1. 0 f> ,16 3. (•6 ·•'I 
'1, <14 • 3 3 ,03 • 51 · .. :·· . ~ 
~. Q 7 ,64 • 01 2 . -'l9 
.5~ .5,03 • 03 2. ') 2 
? • n 7 3. () 4 • 01 1,,09 
·~ 1 7 1:}, 52 ,01 4. 2b 
,'92 2,77 ,05 1, 29 
I ,1 7 5,34 .... ,05 3,h7 
• 2 3 5, 3 B ,06 ], 53 
! • () 0 l,.39 .~2 t.!) 0 
·l, 7 5 ,16 • 05 ·. 1. 20 
I.?. 9 4,09 ,13 2, Sb 
• ·l !l s .. s7 • 08 • 7 5 
_:! . 3 7 2. 7 3 • 01 • 4/ , . ~ 
I, l 7 1,62 • 08 • 7 3 0,.000 ~ ~ qb ,1 7 ,06 , Ob 
• 01 7. 4 3 • 0 3 • J 3 333 077 1 3l ·oo2o 0& ' 4 15 16 100 
l, A6 2 ,1. b .. ,· ,1 0 1, OH 267 057 088" 0044 02 3 12 · 1 3 007 010 057 
I, 20 R, 40 ,04 l. 32 269 057 1060021 18 0 17 13 . 32 0 057 
~. 1 9 3,00 ,17 1, 2b \51 074 . 1130063 20 5 10 17 007 005 018" 
li . {) 0 1. 48 ,39 • 7 1 \34 094 0580011 02 2 05 14 002 000 . 023 .. 
I.. 1 1 7. 27 ,54 • 4 1 169 026 173 0 . 6 3 1-7 13 003 000 045 
1l, ·19 2. 32 • 76 1. t 4 319 Oo10 093 0020 0 8 ·..:,..o.. .• 04 15 001 · ooo 022 
~...--- . 
Q 




;~ ......... \ !... . - ·-· .. . . .. ' 1' ~ • • ' 
. ~~~ MPI.~:' E 1\ST 1 NG tHlH'l'H Tt:f. 'l'YPE 
1 
JiRJI,LJHl!.t' Ll't'HOLO<~V LITIICOL1~· ·r~/P'l ~ 111.-flo:F<.A110N MHIF:RALIZfi1'1C' 
26?.SO -t 650E • 400~ 
2o?.ol + SHOE - 3R05 
7b251 + 580~ • lAO~ 
2 6 ?. 5 ?. + 4 '/5 F: - 4 l U :-:; \ 
26?.53 .... 320t-.: .. f\1 ss ' 
?h254 + 015E t1HOON 
26255 + 250£ t]HOON 
7.625fi -+- 380E -ltHO(lt} 
·262~7 + ~15E ~t~nn~ ~ 7.62:>R + 530E tl ROfHI 
. I 2 6 2 ~ 9 + 7 2 5 f-.: + 1 l! 0 u N 
2 6 2 6 o + t;4 n to: -t t fJ o or1 
?. 6 2 6 't ... 40 0 E.~ + 1 b (l 0 t. 
2 6 7 6 2 + 1·0 0 E + t 6 0 0 t.; 
?6263 ~59~ t16~0N. 





















































































(I ~ ·, • 
F: rf, 
















































































. Sf. li 
s~ R 
F~.O 






. ... -----... ------------------------------------------~----.----------------------------------SAMPT.~ ~102 
! 26250 70.90 
?.6251 79.10 
?.6251 79.10 
:. 2 6 2 52 6 7 • 4 () 
?.6253 76.20 
f ?.62~4 82.40 
(· ? b 2 55 b A • 1 0 
f·; 2 6. 2 5 6 • 7 7 • 5 0 t 26257 H1.RO 
" 
1.; 2625R 75.60 
I ?6259 80.60 
262b0 73.10 
26261 77.20 
~ ?6262 62.60 
?6?.63 79.00 
' ?&264 7Q.5V 
7.6265 63.80 
?.6266 75.80 
-~ 26267 -49.20 
· : . ? 6.2 6 R B 1 • 1 0 
.. ?o269 77 .so 
I 7.6270 7Q.70 
7.6271 69.40 
t.· .?.6272 •76.00 
I, ?. 6 2 7 3 4 8 • 9 0 
, 2o274 76.60 




1'102 A 1203 
~fd 1?..90 
.23 t2.;qo 
















1 ~ 6 7 1 4 ·, 6 0. 
.HI 10.RO 





• I 0 ·1 2. 7 0 
.15 . t9.RO 
.7h 16.70 
I 




1 • R S 
















1 n. 32 
.63 
• fll 
1 • 78 
-1.0() 
, • () 6 
q. 21 





• 09 • 7 3 
.OY .73 
• 1/. • fl 0 








.02 ' .23 




.o1 : 1.12 . 




• 06 2. 33 
.02 . • 12 
.?.0 11.1Q 
•· 02 ,I\ 2 
.02 .95 











• 1.9 ?. • 6 4 
.39 4.R9 
1,0] s~q2 










·.1. 1 5 2. 8 7 
.HI 2.Q6 
B.RO . 2.34 
• tio s. 3 4 . 
.02 · ,A? 










5 ~ 91 
2. RO 



















• 411 l • 11 
• 02 ... R6 
.02 .~36 
• Ot> t • 1 H 
• 0~ .·q R 
.03 .fl7 
.lh I.Rl 
• 07 1 • 03 




• 05 • .\ 6 
.d 1.77' 
.02 t.Oll 
• 00 1 • 1 7 
.l4 ·. t.H'I 
• 6U • 811 
.21 t.qo 
• 04 • 46 
.41 .27 . 
.oo .57 
.04 2.04 
• OJ • 1 S 
.12 1.99 
.03 .46 
• 00 3. 77 

























































09 5 I 
I 11 
032 I 







































. 10 . 
1 3 
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• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 • I 
• 0 • 0 I 
• o ;o 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 . 
• 0 • 0 
.• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
,0 , 0 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
16. 5 ;3 
51~9: ,3 
• 0 • 0 
• 0 . • 0 
. • o -: ,o 
• 0 • 0 
0 0 • 0 I : 
0 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 
0 0 • o .
,o .o 
• 0 • 0 
·7i;;{i--Ti<2o--p2a5 ___ t.ui ___ z;---s;---Rb---i~---c~----u---;:h-.. -c;---p;;---N1----i~--A~ 
~.67 ·2.76• .49 1.11 233 066 120 0052 70 4 11 14 012 . 004 019 
1 • ·~ 3 2 • 2 0 • 0 2 . • • ~ fl 
\,43 2.20 .02 ,'!(, 
~.AS 4,52 ,06 t.lH 
l.!l7 6,50 .os ,Q!l 
"i,oo .no ,03 .67 
) • :u---T.l6 ,1,6 1. Rl 
~ • 6 9 1 • s 1 • 0 7 1 • () .i 
1 • t 1 5 ~ 9 1 • 3 9 • 4 ., 
',), 6 4 2.80 . • 13 1.01 









,,_tJ2 ,ll9 .11 .4<1 · 200 
• 7 4 8 • 8 b • 0 5 • -~ h t 1 3 
l,f!7 2.78 .12 1.77 15b 
'l • 11 ~ • R 3 • 0 2 1 • 0 fl · J 1 6 
'J .• 9 4 1 • 4 6 • 0 0 1 • 1 "J 
i,1 b 3.·11 .14 l •. Rll 
.J.75 2.2s .6o .e tJ 
\
) .?.3 ,72 ,27 t,QO 
:""/.() ./ • 77 .'04 • 46 
•• • {> 4 4 • n R • 4,1 • 2 1 
• 7.~ • 6 4 • 0 0 • 57 
7. ,H7 ,R4 .04 2 • . 04 
2 .q6 fi,]l .03 .1~ 
2 ,34 \ 2b .• 12 1 .G Y 
~>.34 2~ o · .o3 .46 
·, R 7 4 • 3 • 0 0 3 • 7 'I 






























































































































































































































~hSTHJG JIORTI!Tt'r. 1' Y N~. P n 1 t. t. H r: L t: !.lTHf:ll.fiGY L, T 'I' It (' ()ll r·: 
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'1'5/f-"fS Al. 'l ~' .. fi'Tf,9N MJNF:RALlZATlt' 
•' ?.6280 
~ ?.6?01. 
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I: ·rF 
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. ·~. .. 
( 7.87.03 i 287.(14 ~· 282b5 
i· ------------------------------------------------·----------------------.-------------:,~~ :-----!- ~AI-IPI,fo~. 5102 'f102 A-1203 ' reO MnO . ~q l} Call N<t20 K20 P20~ 1 ill Zr ST ·" . ~h 
"' 26?77 73.50 .19 ti.7l> · 1.13 .02 .:'i~ .3il :?.94 6.26 .ots 2 •. ~?. · 305 061 093 n f ?6778 73,?.1l .t>~ 12~o1o J.9R .o9 t,siJ ·,/'l .t.os t.4o .on 1.24 194 178 069 tl 
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